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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Horse Power: The Merry-go-round of Kentucky’s
Transforming Thoroughbred Racing Industry
by
S. Carolyn Barnes
Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology
Washington University in St. Louis, 2020
Associate Professor Peter Benson, Chair
This dissertation explores Thoroughbred training and racing in central Kentucky’s “horse
country,” the most culturally and economically invested horse racing region in the United States.
In recent decades, public interest in horse racing has waned and this sporting industry has
intensified the use of biomedical interventions, including pharmaceuticals. This is fueling rising
ethical concerns about the welfare and treatment of racehorses and calls for reform, including
federal oversight and regulation of the sport. Given these changes and pressures, I have sought
to understand what it is like to live and work in this agrarian world. Supported by the WennerGren Foundation, I spent 18 months conducting ethnographic and archival research at farms,
barns, and tracks in central Kentucky, including working extensively on a mid-sized training
team. Although I spent time with people representing a wide range of positions, this dissertation
investigates horseracing from the standpoint of low and middling trainers, their training staff,
and their horses—all of whom most acutely feel the heat and pressures of horseracing’s
consolidation. This scope has enabled me to provide a unique account of how the decline of an
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agrarian industry is reshaping human and animal life, work-related identities, social organization,
and the present and future of a rural American landscape and culture.
In the process of writing, I have worked to capture the feeling of the places I went and
worked, and in the region that I come from and consider home. I do this by gauging, tracing, and
navigating heat, a humoral folk concept of horse power that I take up and extrapolate as a
multisided analytic to convey the various lived vitalities, social intensities, and industrial forces
that currently characterize this inflamed cultural climate. This provides a lens into how the
contradictory and disorienting inertias, momentums, and frictions—in other words,
thermodynamic heats—are lived and borne, particularly by middling people and animals in
middle America. I specifically analyze how different forms of heat generate what horsemen call
“The Merry-go-round,” the sense of feeling inextricably tied to horses and racetrack life on an
entropic ride going nowhere fast but that they cannot seem to escape. In contrast to much
contemporary anthropology which narrates multispecies relations in terms of the transformative
and open possibilities of continual becoming, I find that affective and social forces entrench
horsemen into lives and livelihoods that they know they are economically unsustainable and
socially problematic. I argue that this feeling of being caught in an iterative, ever-accelerating
loop is broadly indicative of the precarities and difficulties experienced by many middling
workers and managers in stagnating contemporary rural America. This offers an important lens
into a broader red state American politics under late capitalism in which rural people doubledown on agrarian work and worlds because they feel deeply and inextricably tied to them, unable
or unwilling to escape even though they know that such commitments likely entail increasing
duress, precarity, and heat.
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Preface: Kindling
Sweltering in lawn chairs shaded by big oak trees my kin and I are gathered, as we are every
year, for Fourth of July on the farm. That’s what we call it, “the farm.” But to the folks who live
out here in the country we’re “town folks.” Those of us in my and my parents’ generation have
been raised in suburbs of midsized cities in the South. My grandparents and great-grandparents
were the real farmers, the ones who bought, lived on, and worked together every day on this
farm. Since they were alive we’ve gathered here outside the big white farmhouse on top of the
hill for this holiday. It’s our tradition. It’s instilled strong and enduring memories of familial
togetherness in this place. As Wendell Berry (1968, 601-602) writes about another family on
another Kentucky hill, it feels like there are deep and enduring ties between our family and this
land, a “sense in which [our] own life is inseparable from the history and the place.” Yet while
we feel rooted here and love the farm, it’s never quite felt like ours. We know that belonging
derives not from ownership of private property but inhabiting a place; living on, constantly
surveying, and working the land. Since the arrival of European settlers, this kind of American
agrarian life reserved for white male landowners has been valorized and idealized, a noble life of
husbandry and toil that ties one’s fate and honor to the gamble of farming.
We do some work out here and relish it. We mow the 5-acre yard the house sits on, clean and do
upkeep on the old white house to ensure it keeps standing. We cook meals. We clean and hang
laundry on lines outside. We talk about how we love to labor out here, how the work takes on a
different meaning. There’s something special about washing dishes in the same large sink as my
great-grandmother, looking out through the same window to the west, on the cattle grazing on
the rolling hills as the orange sun sets behind them. We know we don’t work the land like the
old timers did, the ones who raised cattle and sheep, chickens and hogs; those who grew tobacca
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and corn, and a large vegetable garden. But there’s still a sense of legacy and connection in
laboring here.
We come out here to do a lot of relaxing together too. We play with our kids. We’re told our
leisure would “make Mammy and Pop roll over in their graves!” We eat burgers, corn on the
cob, deviled eggs, and watermelon while basking in pastoral scenes of Kentucky. We play lawn
games like cornhole and croquet while we sip bourbon and drink cold beer. Our kids roam in a
pack together on the lawn hunting lightnin’ bugs and butterflies, tying clover flowers together
into crowns, and rolling down the steep hill towards the road, just like my cousins and I did when
we were young. “[I]n my dreams we’re still screaming / and running through the yard” (Arcade
Fire 2010). We want them to come to belong here as we feel we do, albeit in this fraught,
complicated way. So while reanimating this place and our ties with one another, it feels like we
might also be defiling this ancestral home and offending the ghosts that haunt it. It’s a “complex
inheritance” that is both enriching and deeply bewildering (Berry 1968, 602).
It’s not always all fun and games. At night we pack into this house that my stern greatgrandparents bought in the 1920s. The air is tight and hot. Fans and flies and tongues buzz. Old
grudges and resentments, both serious and petty, between those alive and dead, slow-burn below
the surface. Sometimes they flare up like painful, tragic eyesores we’d rather forget. Like the
bottles of cheap bourbon my grandfather hid so well all over this house that we continued to
uncover them decades after his death, behind jars of old fruit preserves in the pantry or tucked in
a stack of shirts in the closet. There’s bitterness over toughness devoid of tenderness, over rents,
over monetary and affective inheritances and disinheritances, over things said and unsaid. This
is both a sacred and cursed place. We douse such feelings by gorging on food and drink, by
taking walks or runs down the country roads, by playing games or cuddling with the kids, or by
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retelling sentimental stories of loved ones and this land. It is in these minute everyday social
interactions that we, like all subjects, are realized in relation to one another, in dialogically
sustaining and redefining this life-world (Schutz 1967).
When I was little, my great uncle still lived here and ran the farm. Never married, childless,
stricken with a limp from the polio he survived as a child, he never left Kentucky. Except for a
few Cincinnati Reds baseball games just over the Ohio river, about 500 feet from the state line.
When he was alive, my dad and I would come out on Sundays—Saturdays were stockyard
days—and sit in the kitchen or out under the big oak trees with him. He’d rock in a chair,
wearing the one tan work suit he’d buy himself every year, the AM radio blaring conservative
talk shows in the background, as we listened to him talk about cattle prices, how good fences
make good neighbors, the ominous nighttime howls and cackles of coyotes, and broken
machinery. Brown juice always seemed to leach along the wrinkles that lined the sides of his
mouth from the dip he gnawed. The kitchen was strewn with boxes of padlocks and keys with
which he’d endlessly fiddle, trying to reunite estranged pairs. When he matched a key to a lock,
he’d tie them together and hang them up along the towel racks over the kitchen hearth for
visitors to see. When he ran out of room there someone made him a pegboard stand to mount
more onto.
My great uncle died in this house, in the same room he was born in. In that room there used to
be collage covering one of the walls made up of dozens of small framed pictures of my greatgrandparents’ children and grandchildren. This assemblage, like the network they represent, has
since been partially dismantled and dispersed. Some were treated poorly, made to feel like they
don’t belong. Poor decisions, painful words, and conversational misfires and backfires all stoked
the flames. Bridges got burned. Some things just can’t rise from the ashes.
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We scattered my great uncle’s ashes in the old rock quarry where he and his brothers used to
play as children. I think many of us who still feel tied to this land plan to be laid to rest on the
farm, in one way or another. Like bell hooks (2009, 6), I feel “Kentucky is my fate;” I also
imagine “the end” here, “hands…walking to the top of the Kentucky hill I call my own,
scattering my remains as though they are seeds and not ash, a burnt offering on solid ground
vulnerable to the wind and rain…”
The countryside around this farm has changed greatly since the time of the old timers. There are
more and more overgrown fields, trees popping up in what once was fertile crop land.
Limestone fences likely built by enslaved people crumble. Old houses are boarded up. They
wear down and eventually collapse, overtaken by trees and weeds. Folks mostly have feeder
cattle out here now—they buy steers, raise them, and then resell them to feeder lots or the
slaughterhouse. The old breeding barns are quiet and empty. No more heifers or calves. No
more sheep, hogs, or horses. Except for a few pleasure ponies, most horse stalls and tack rooms
are abandoned. Ours has a dusty lucky horseshoe still nailed to the door, and my grandfather’s
initial branded into the wood. Folks don’t grow as much feed corn as they used to. They’ll still
cut hay though, sometimes piling round bales around boarded up abandoned houses or places
where a cluster of trees demarcates what used to be an old homestead. It’s not really worth it to
grow tobacco since the buyout (see Benson 2012; Kingsolver 2011). Burley tobacco barns stand
bleached and empty. Inside, piles of old stakes are covered in dust next to some raccoon tracks
and farm equipment.
A neighbor’s barn across the road just burned down in a grand blaze. The earth is still scorched
black around the foundation. “They probably did it on purpose, for the insurance money,” my
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dad mumbles in a hushed tone. Some of the old barns are worth more as fodder than ghostly
ruins of a time gone by.
This is not to say all is abandoned, decaying, or burnt up out here. A few cattle farmers are still
making a living. Yet more and more, farms are sold off and divided into five-acre lots for new
homes. People want their own little piece of the country. They spend their summers on riding
mowers cutting what was once good hay. I guess they’re like us, town folks playing at rural life.
They may have a few goats, hens, and/or novelty pets, like miniature horses, which are all the
rage right now. I wonder what toll their compactness takes on their bodies and lives. Are there
biopolitical risks and ethical dilemmas in the “cutification” of sentient life (Ngai 2005a; see also
Haraway 2003)? “Domination, domestication, and love are deeply entangled” (Tsing 2012,
141).
While the divisions and inhabitations of land in this part of rural Kentucky are shifting, so too is
the global climate. Geologists have argued that our planet has entered the Anthropocene, an
epoch in which human activity—most notably carbon-emitting industrial capitalism—has come
to irrevocably leave deleterious marks on the planet. The tweaks on and critiques of this concept
are numerous—Capitalocene, Chtulucene, Cosmoscene, etc. (see, e.g., Haraway 2016, Lorimer
2015). Many theorists wish to temper visions of natural destruction and planetary annihilation
with accounts of hope or partial-salvation in remaking worlds and epistemologies with or
alongside our non-human compatriots (e.g., Tsing 2015, Haraway 2016, 2008). Others worry
that multispecies visions confuse political alliances and are too pliable and too easily integrated
into specific, contingent desires (e.g., Povinelli 2016; Lewis 2017). Regardless of whether you
find despair or possibility (or both) in the Anthropocene, there’s no doubt that global warming is
“hereish and nowish” as Elizabeth Povinelli (2016, 21) characterizes it, already unevenly
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impacting life in many corners of the world, as it begins with “fires, fogs, and
winds…surrounding the poor, the black and brown, the islands, and the verging-on-extinct first”
(Povinelli 2017, 512). Changes in average temperatures, floods and droughts, blights and pests,
ground-level ozone concentrations, and rising sea levels are all likely to contribute to decreased
crop and livestock yields, producing food insecurity in pockets of the world. Here in Kentucky,
temperatures are rising, and climate extremes, like these heat waves that produce summer
droughts, are likely to become more frequent (Environmental Protection Agency 2016). The
Fourth of Julys seem hotter and hotter out here on the farm, and if drought also hits this time of
year, the grass tans and the creek beds dry up.
We escape the intensity and heat of the indoors out on the lawn, bantering and bouncing in heavy
old iron lawn chairs, soaking our feet in kiddy pools. Blades of grass and beetles float on the
water’s surface. The kids splash, naked. I dab my flushed newborn baby with cold washcloths
and obsessively take and retake his temperature, terrified that he’s overheating. Then I strap him
into our petroleum-fueled, air-conditioned car so Jacob can take him for a cool drive, past
roadkill and places that used to be on the map, leaching more carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. I worry about them out on these undulating overgrown roads. They seem to narrow
more with every turn.
When the weather is like this our beloved family rituals—fireworks and bonfires—become more
dangerous. My cousin, bearing a name that’s been in our family for generations, visits a special
fireworks store in South Carolina, spending hundreds of dollars to procure us explosives. South
Carolina always used to be the place to get fireworks. Remember the roadside attraction,
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“Pedro’s South of the Border”? 1 Then more and more states legalized them. You can get pretty
good fireworks in Kentucky now, but not real high-power mortars like these, from further South,
where the heat can be even more oppressive.
When I was younger, still carrying a childhood grudge about how my male cousins were
permitted to play with fireworks (among other things) while I wasn’t, I’d fuse and pack multiple
mortar shells together and light them. I loved the danger, power, and magic of lighting the fuse,
watching the spark slither and hiss. Then a pause, a moment of silence. BOOM. An explosion
rockets fire up into the air, lighting up the night sky. My penchant for explosives eventually got
me named the family pyromaniac. I assumed the role of official fireworks lighter. I’d relish
unwrapping the fireworks from their boxes, mounting mortar tubes on ply board with a power
drill (with the help of Mikey, a family friend), equipping myself with a headlamp and lighters,
and choreographing a good show for the family, friends, and neighbors sitting on lawn chairs and
blankets by the house. Timing is everything. Speeding up and slowing down. Building up to a
big bang. Little sparks burnt tiny holes in my clothes. Grey ash rained down on my hair.
Clouds of sulfuric smoke wafted down towards the creek. The poor cattle ran away in terror.
Occasionally a mortar tube exploded or toppled over, propelling the pyrotechnics dangerously
close to me, the audience, or the house. There was a giddy revelry in this kind of danger and
destruction. We still laugh uneasily about those close calls.
There is a wild, scary power in igniting and wielding fire—in striking a match, flicking a lighter,
building a bonfire, manning a grill, pulling a trigger, turning the ignition. According to Darwin

1
South of the Border used to be a prominent attraction off I-95, in South Carolina just south of the North
Carolina border that included restaurants, gas stations, amusement activities, and fireworks stands. It was “Mexican
themed,” and signage often included “Pedro,” caricature of a Mexican bandito. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_of_the_Border_(attraction)
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([1871]1896, 49), the human “discovery” of fire was “probably the greatest ever made by man,
excepting language.” Freud ([1930]2005, 73-74 n.2) conjectures that primordial men competed
with one another by extinguishing fire with streams of their urine, a kind of homoerotic play.
The first man who dampened down “the fire of his own sexual excitation…tamed the natural
force of fire” and “subdue[d] it to his own use.” Lévi-Strauss’ ([1964]1969) argues that flames
are deeply associated with roasting meat directly over an open flame, the wildest form of
cooking, relating exposure to the elements of nature, and risk. But it also offers the warmth of
masculine comradery. I’m not interested in the veracity of these claims so much as how fire
flares up as an elemental force that is associated with human and masculine knowledge of and
power over nature, but also unwieldy revelry, transgression, effervescence, and release.
Mike Presdee (2007, 170) writes that “[t]he possession of fire enabled humans to literally play at
being God, to control life, to conquer and create yet also resist.” Arguing that modern society
lacks venues for bacchanalian debauchery, Presdee posits that transgressive releases must seep
out in everyday forms of disorder, instability, and disturbance, like when young people
deliberately commit arson as an act of rebellion. Fire requires self-disciplining to capture, but if
you can wield it to your use it offers a creative, transformative potential in excessive, spectacular
release. Fire is often associated with men and masculine prowess. Think of today’s grillmasters, men who together encircle embers to roast meat recreationally, outside in the open air,
away from women’s domestic spaces like the kitchen. Yet even out in the wilderness, when
wildfires become untamable and dangerous, there’s a belief that American male firefighters’
country competence and smart know-how can maintain a line of control (Desmond 2007).
Perhaps my fire-play was a bit playful, queer, or edgy. But, c’mon, lighting fireworks on this
American holiday is just plain ordinary, cliché even. Bombs are bursting in air all around the
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county and the country. The violent firepower of warfare has been domesticated and sublimated,
divorced from its origins of terror, vulnerability, and exposure, rendered into cheery blasts of
color for the kids. But fire tortures, destroys, maims, and kills. Trials and baptisms by fire used
to be reserved for the most transgressive people—heretics, witches, slaves who dared revolt, and
people who committed forbidden sexual acts. Yet fire also animates, purifies, and sanctifies. It
pulses through the warmth of love, the heat of passion, and the hearth of home.
How is it that fire is figured to be both creative and dangerous, pleasurable and painful,
productive and destructive, terrifying and fascinating? French philosopher Gaston Bachelard
([1938]1964, 11) writes that individual sentiments rise to “the tonality of fire,” snapping into
place and reverberating with these deep metaphors of fire. The power of heat lies in its power to
forge connection between what he sees as internal and external worlds, or the individual and the
“universal,” charging experience with an uncanny ambiguity derived from feeling these
oppositional forces. This friction makes fire “the ultra-living element”—the animating psychic
force that “gives an immediate meaning to vital intensity, to intensity of being” (Bachelard
[1938]1964, 7, 111).
The Ancient Greek Philosopher Heraclitus also posited that there was a unity of opposites, that
contrary states are not isolated from one another, but form systems of connections: alive and
dead, waking and sleeping, young and old (Graham 2015). Heraclitus believed that underlying
all of these opposites—indeed, underlying all matter—is one vital element: fire. While other
Greek philosophers debated which element (air, wind, earth) was fundamental, Heraclitus was
drawn to fire because it represented flux. Fire constantly changes, flaring up and dying down.
Yet fire also has stability. It can be seen and cautiously held. It persists as it dynamically
changes. I’m drawn to Heraclitus’ rendering of fire as a fundamental element of worlding.
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Ethnographically mapping how heat, flames, and intensities flare or lie latent provides a lens into
how worlds like this one in Kentucky are wrought and remade from these incendiary forces.
On the farm, we also relish bonfires. There’s playful shit-talk about who can build the best pyre.
We light them early so the kids can enjoy them before bedtime, the glowing orange and red
sunset an apt accompaniment. The heat of day is finally abating. As it diminishes we conjure
and proliferate heat by igniting cardboard, junk mail, and brush we’ve collected from around the
yard. In the process, we bemoan our contributions to global warming. Even here with one
another and our children, an end seems imminent. I look at and gush love for my baby, and
worry about this world I’ve brought him into. Of how it was and is. And how it all could’a been
different.

Figure 1: Bonfire on the farm. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
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Around us, this lawn is littered with memories, like the twigs and branches the kids collect in
baskets for these fires. Old places and things on the landscape tell the same stories again and
again (with some tweaks here or there), accruing a worlding force as they refrain (Stewart 2010,
343). Nearby is my great-grandmother’s old chicken coop, half standing, sinking into the
ground. There’s a smokehouse now filled with “junk,” like an enormous old cast iron pot used
to render hog lard over an open fire much like this one. My uncle just locked up the rifles in
there before the kids arrived. For as long as I can remember the gun safe key has been attached
to a keychain of hands clasped in prayer. Out behind the house there’s still a pile of coal,
probably strip-mined out of the mountains just to the east. This precious rock once heated this
house. I hauled buckets of “black-rock” into the kitchen as a kid. Now, the coal is soaked up by
the healthy saplings that corral around it for carbon. There’s the divot from the old outhouse that
got blown away by a tornado in the ‘90s. There’s the spot under the tree where that old beige
Dodge that sat out for decades, in which feral felines always seemed to be birthing litters of
kittens.
In the front lawn there’s a slight mound where Jacob and I stood up in front of family, friends,
and this house, and were married on another scorching summer day. God, it was blazing hot.
The hill across the road rose up behind us, looming in the background. A song played, “When I
feel alive/ I try to imagine a careless life/ A scenic world where the sunsets are all/ Breathtaking”
(Beirut 2006). We had been together, in one way or another, since we were teenagers. Saplings
we planted years before along the driveway stood steady and tall across the lawn from us. But
we were still so young, so starry-eyed, burning to make a life together. Our sweaty, swollen
palms grasped. Those eyes put on us, that hill and the looming horizon it provided, we felt the
pressure. Then, on the road down the bottom of the hill an old pickup puttered around the bend.
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HONK HONK. A waive out the open window. Everyone laughs. Ordinary life cuts through the
tension of the solemnity. We waived back in unison, said “I do,” and kissed as kin.
There are other pasts that flare up on this lawn. People that haunt despite attempts at their
erasure, whom I naively wish to love and claim as kin. There’s the one-room cabin hidden
behind the big house, up against the fence where Henry2 lived—the Black laborer no one told me
about till I was in my 20s. Nobody knows his surname. I find it on an old census record and
rename him in my mind to comfort and take care of my white guilt: Norman. I think, “Mr.
Norman.” The census register also notes that he worked on this land 50 hours a week, 50 weeks
a year, for $300 plus room and board. My family’s narrative of how our ancestors’ hard work
and frugality enabled them to acquire and retain the farm elides the histories of slavery,
sharecropping, and structural racism that provided opportunities for them while limiting the life
chances and extracting labors and lives from African Americans like Mr. Norman. Over the
decades, our white family had cash, could access bank loans, and were offered government
subsidies. They also had the power to use Mr. Norman’s labor without offering much of
anything in return. In the 50 years following the Civil War, Black people in Kentucky were
routinely terrorized by white militias who would lynch, burn, and torture them; Black families’
houses were regularly ignited with coal oil, before white people would fire bullets on fleeing
men, women, and children (see Wright 1996). Like sport.
Things could’a been so different.

2

Henry Norman is a pseudonym.
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Nobody knows exactly how old Mr. Norman was. Just old. Nobody knows where he came
from. Nobody knows if he had any family. Nobody knows where he went or what happened to
him after he left the farm. Except that he still returned for Mammy’s Christmas dinner, which
he’d eat alone, at a card table in the front hallway because he was not invited into the formal
dining room with the white folks. Or was it that he refused to enter the dining room, as some
claim? “But,” I’m told, “Henry was Mammy’s favorite person! And she didn’t like hardly
anybody.”

Figure 2: The cabin where Mr. Norman lived. Photo by Jacob Wasilkowski.
What would it mean to remember Mr. Norman? To try, across time, to love and respect him as
kin? To reject the leveling of him as “the favorite” or as a source of cheap labor, but to face and
embrace his historicality, his individual multiplicity and complexity (Chakrabarty 2004; Guha
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2002)? Or would this just be more of the same legacy of “self-ennobling” co-option, of seizing
and silencing, of appropriation and extraction (Sharpe & Spivak 2003; see also Prakash 1994)?
As the bonfire builds and begins to crackle and roar, my uncle stands guard between the house
and the fire, a garden hose at the ready, pacing back and forth as he wets the grass to prevent
licks of flame from dancing across the lawn, up to that white house. Perhaps cruelly, we snicker
at him, at his failure to be cool in the face of danger.
To his left is the big hill across the road, the one that loomed behind our wedding party, the one
where Indigenous Americans used to live safely surrounded on three sides by the creek. When
my grandfather and his brothers would till that side, they’d churn arrowheads and other material
remains to the surface. Some of those relics are now in a glass jar on a bookshelf in my son’s
room. One night as I am nursing him to sleep I look over and see the jar. Ordinariness shatters.
I flinch away as if I’ve been scalded by something unexpectedly hot. “American touch, / an
unbearable heat” (Diaz 2020, 15). I feel overcome with horror. The gruesomeness of how it was
and is. “If you are where you are, then where are those who are not here? Not here.” (Diaz
2020, 14). Now Johnson grass, an invasive species, is spreading across the hill where those
arrowheads came from. My aunt explains, “It’s so hard to get it up once it takes root. You think
you’ve got it, but you end up just cutting the rhizome in half, and then you’ve made two plants.”
This land wasn’t some virgin, untouched wilderness before Daniel Boone and the pioneers—
including some of our ancestors—came up into Kentucky through the Cumberland Gap. People
had been here for thousands of years, people who dwelled here. In more recent centuries, they
farmed corn, beans, and squash, and built sizeable villages together here (Lewis 1996). Then,
suddenly, they—these people, their lives, their worlds—were largely obliterated by the violences
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of disease, warfare, slavery, and forced displacement. The genocide of First Nations
Americans—the extinguishing of their heat—was so sudden and drastic that it literally cooled
the earth, resulting in a Little Ice Age in the 17th century (Koch et al 2019). Surely these people
haunt this land too.
Sit with the scope of this sorry state of things in America (Benson 2016). Do the math. In
Postcolonial Love Poem, Mojave American poet Natalie Diaz (2020, 17-18) does; as she writes
in the poem “American Arithmetic”:
Native Americans make up less than
1 percent of the population of America.
0.8 percent of 100 percent.
O, mine efficient country…
I’m doing my best to not become a museum
of myself. I am doing my best to breathe in and out.
I am begging: Let me be lonely but not invisible.
Things could’a been so different.
On the back side of this hill, hidden in the woods where they now drag cattle carcasses struck
dead by lightning there’s ruins of the tiny church that once overlooked the creek. This
foundation predates our farmhouse, which was built just after the Civil War as a gift to the
landholding family’s favorite daughter upon her marriage. Neighbors down the road live in what
once was “the main house.” To worship here, enslaved people would’ve had to walk west along
the valley, before climbing the hill up into the woods for their brief and limited sanctuary. Did
they sing that old African American spiritual, the one that James Baldwin ([1962]1992) named a
book of essays after? “God gave Noah the rainbow sign / No more water but fire next time.” Do
I remember seeing tombstones around the church foundation as a child? I wish we would clear
away the brush and leaves, lay flowers. So silly, so naïve. I think again of hands at prayer.
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Chained hands. My mind snaps to another childhood memory: hearing a story about another old
house on the hill across the creek that still has shackles mounted to the walls of the cellar. “The
ghost of bondage does not go away even when history is erased” (Hernández 2008, 4).
Hauntings abound.
I dig out old metal hangars from my great-grandmother’s closet. Smells like mildew and
mothballs. I untwist and straighten the metal so the kids can use them to toast marshmallows.
Our bonfire roars. Flicks of ash waft up with the smoke. We tell the kids, “It’s good luck if the
smoke blows in your face.” Eyes burn and water. It hurts to look sometimes. I stare at the
glowing embers, my face flushed with the heat, like a sunburn that’s already marked and
penetrated into me. The careful roasting continues. “Daddy, do not let the marshmallow catch on
fire! I want to hold it.” “Careful, honey! We don’t play with fire.”
But you know we do.
Straight down in front of us is the old Burley tobacco barn, painted black to harness the sun’s
heat. Tobacco used to hang on stakes from the rafters inside. You can still smell it sometimes,
earthy and pungent, “leaving behind / the scent of memory / tobacco leaves / green yellow brown
/ plant of sacred power / shining beauty” (hooks 2012, 29). I think of my dad and uncles’ stories
of their youth. Hot, humid summers working out in the sun. Plantin’, sprayin’, and cuttin’
tobacca, hay, and corn with the terse, tough farmin’ men. They gained a sense of
accomplishment at surviving these arduous trials by fire. But this also lit a fire under their asses
to get off this farm, to become professionals. They didn’t stay and toil, struggling year to year to
keep the farm going. They haven’t yet been faced with selling off the farm to subdivision
developers or burning down a barn for insurance money.
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My father’s youngest brother was wild and had a penchant for thrill-seeking. He was the only
brother who wanted to farm. He built a career working for an agricultural machinery company.
It was still risky at the time, given that the farm crisis was in full swing, driving American
farming families into debt, many folks dispossessed of their land, homes, and livestock (Dudley
2000). Yet horrifically, the chemical sprays he was exposed to as a young man out in these
fields likely struck him with leukemia. I remember waving goodbye to him for the last time as
we drove away, his body emaciated and fevered, already ghostly. I remember the searing scream
his mother, my grandmother, made when she heard he was gone. I remember standing along the
creek bed next to his wife and young daughter as his ashes were scattered into the water, at the
fork in the creek near where we skinny-dipped as kids, sharing the water with snapping turtles,
old tractor tires, cow dung, glass soda bottles, and water moccasins. Kentucky was his fate too.
Following the bend of the creek south there’s a flat, fertile bottom where I’m told they used to
race horses. This was probably just some neighborly fun, not the serious racing that takes place
at fancy tracks in the counties just to the west. “This is cattle country,” the old timers say over
and over, in case we think of ever putting on airs and foolhardily imagine doing something
different with this land. The farm is trapped in a liminal space, tucked between two opposing
landscapes each said to be fueled by deposits that lay hidden beneath the surface. To the east are
the Appalachian mountains, rocky and rough coal country. The bedrock of an ordinary politics
of energy where “Coal keeps the lights on!” To the west are the sprawling, lush horse farms of
central Kentucky, where Thoroughbreds worth tens- and hundreds of thousands of dollars (if not
more) graze and frolic on gently rolling hills of bluegrass for which the region is named. This
special grass, enriched by underground deposits of limestone, is said to strengthen horse bones.
Our farm dwells between the diametrically opposed visions of Kentucky, between the rugged
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mountains and genteel Bluegrass region, between imaginings of backward “hillbillies” and
refined horsemen.

Figure 3: Oaks on the farm. Photo by Jacob Wasilkowski.
Not long ago, the Bluegrass was wild and treacherous. In the years following the Civil War,
violence and crime were rampant in the region. Kentucky wasn’t seen as “southern” but a “wild
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west” frontier (Wall 2010). Wealthy northern industrial moguls, driven out of New England by
temperance movements and anti-gambling legislation, moved their Thoroughbreds to the
Bluegrass. Anxious about the stories they’d heard about this wild-west of road gangs and horse
thieves, some of these northerners came packing heat. As the turf periodical The Spirit of the
Times wrote in 1886, when one New York horseman disembarked from the train in Kentucky he
was “covered all over with pistols and knives and other warlike weapons” for his protection
(Easton 1886, 12).
In subsequent decades, visions of Kentucky “horse country” were tamed and transformed.
Although it never existed in Kentucky, the Bluegrass was eventually reimagined as a landscape
where the Old South lived on, where romanticized plantation-scapes that were eradicated in the
Deep South during the Civil War were supposedly preserved (Wall 2010). This is the Ol’
Kentucky Home many now imagine: a place of hot horses and hot rods, hot browns and hot
biscuits, vibrant racing silks and fiery bourbon sloshing in melting crushed ice, of accents and
long drawls, of southern belles and refined gentlemen (colonels, even) in their Sunday-best.
But underneath this veneer, Kentucky remains a landscape of fire, of heat and tension. There are
embers burning under the surface figuratively and literally.3 Some flames are ablaze right in
front of us. Others lie latent, smoldering, waiting to be stoked up or slowly burn out. This is a
place of potentiality and combustibility.
Curious and compassionate Ella, with radiant red hair like her daddy, stands at the edge of the
fire ring. Boyd, her spirited and astute younger cousin, stands beside her. These two are quite
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I’m referring to the coal deposit fires that smolder underground (Ohlson 2011).
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the pair, the eldest children of the next generation. They stare as their marshmallows are toasted
next to the embers. Their eyes widen, unblinking, locking in on the licking flames that reflect
themselves back on their corneas. I think that the fire just might consume them. I think of the
simultaneous magic and danger of fire in the world of childhood. Of birthday candles and burns.
Of a world vibrant and alive. Of how it was and is. Of how it could’a been. Are we burning out
to an inevitable end? Guess “I’m alright with a slow burn” (Musgraves 2018).
Things could’a been so different. “Sometimes I can’t believe it. I’m moving past the feeling”
(Arcade Fire 2010).
“Daddy,” Ella says in her nasally, childish, southern drawl, “What’s fire?” Her daddy, a former
Eagle Scout, our master fire-wrangler, answers in a tender voice as if speaking of a mysterious
and secret magic, “It’s energy.”

xxx

Introduction: Heat
This dissertation explores Thoroughbred training and racing in central Kentucky’s “horse
country,” the most culturally and economically invested horse racing region in the United States.
In recent decades, public interest in horse racing has waned and this sporting industry has
intensified the use of biomedical interventions, including pharmaceuticals. This is fueling rising
ethical concerns about the welfare and treatment of racehorses and calls for reform, including
federal oversight and regulation of the sport. Given these changes and pressures, I have sought
to understand what it is like to live and work in this agrarian world. Supported by the WennerGren Foundation, I spent 18 months conducting ethnographic and archival research at farms,
barns, and tracks in central Kentucky, including working extensively on a mid-sized training
team. In the process of writing, I have worked to capture the feeling of the places I went and
worked, and in the region that I come from and consider home. I do this by gauging, tracing, and
navigating heat, a humoral folk concept of horse power that I take up and extrapolate as an
analytic to convey the various lived vitalities, intensities, and forces that currently characterize
this inflamed cultural climate. This provides a lens into how the contradictory and disorienting
inertias, momentums, and frictions—literally, thermodynamic heats—are lived and borne,
particularly by middling people and animals in middle America during a time of late capitalism.

Breath
Entering a world, a barn, a stall, an interface opens you to exposures that feel both vulnerable
and potent.
It is sometime before 5am, still dark and clear, the moon high. Against the black night the
training barn is aglow with a few harsh florescent lights. The barn swallows that nest in the
rafters are already chirping. As I approach, their collective chorus hits like a wave, along with
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the smell of the straw and hay, sweat and manure. I squint as I enter the bright barn and muster
the energy to expel an obligatory “Good morning!” greeting to the assistant trainer and grooms
who are already busy at work, mucking lumps of straw soaked with horse shit and piss out of
stalls.
Most of the individual stalls remain dark so that the Thoroughbreds in training can snooze for a
bit longer while the rest of us work. My first job of the day, along with the other hot-walkers, is
to extract three buckets from each stall (two 8-gallon water buckets and one wide-mouthed feed
tub), dump out the remaining water and food, spray them with a hose, and scrub each with a
sturdy brush.
I roll open the metal stall door with a clang and pull back some of the heavy plastic webbings
clipped across the door, a security measure to keep horses in their stalls as workers move in and
out throughout the day. I step in, my boots avoiding soiled hay. The filly is still standing at the
back, head drooped, eyelids low. She’s usually sweet and easygoing. I turn my back to her to
unclip and lift buckets from the wall. Without noise or warning, without shuffling a piece of
straw, she is upon me. I feel a hot, damp, powerful gush of breath on my nape, slithering over
and down the back of my neck and shoulders. It feels like a release, a heavy tired sigh.
Skin crawls. Neck hairs prickle. Goosebumps arise. I tense and snap to attention, hoping she is
not going to bite. I make myself stand still, knowing any sudden jolt of movement could spook
her. Working with horses, one trainer explained to me, you have to train yourself to stay close,
to not jump away from risk and vulnerability. You remain in proximity and accept that while
there you will likely take a few hits, nips, stomps, clips, and bumps. That said, exposing your
back and neck to a horse is an unnecessary hazard. Some horses are aggressive or prone to
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chomp. The naughtiest ones, especially the colts, might even try to jump on and mount you,
especially if you’re a woman on your period, I’m told. I’ve worked in the barn long enough to
know which horses I have to be vigilant with. But when these rare sniffs did sneak up on me, I
always relished the simultaneous feeling of intimacy and vulnerability, and felt tense with both
excitement and exposure.

Figure 4: Greetings at dawn. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
Whiskers and a velvety muzzle delicately brush my neck. She inhales, reclaiming her breath,
drawing in some of my heat with it. In the quiet dark before dawn, this gentle and languid yet
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jarring encounter feels both tender and unnerving. A great bodily power and presence. A tepid
and tentative curiosity. It feels both ordinary and extraordinary, intimate and extimate.4
I slowly turn around. She sniffs and looks me over with her big, deep, glossy eyes. I wish I
could reach out and touch her, but have buckets in hand. Even if I could, even in contact, it
never feels like I can get close enough. My eyes lock with one of hers as I back out of the stall,
getting on with chores.
I’m reminded of a something I once heard a prominent, third-generation Kentucky horse breeder
and bloodstock agent say: “If you want someone to fall in love with the sport, let a horse breathe
on ‘em.”

Heat
Heat is a splurging affect in this cultural milieu, burning under the surface and flaring up in
moments of intensity and charge.
Heat generates and ripples between horses and humans during the rigors and routine of the
workday in the training barn. The tension in a horse’s hot sigh. The frustration and fear when a
horse you’re holding keeps trying to bite. The heat in a horse’s swollen, tight tendon. The burn
in a rider’s sore back after getting thrown off a horse one too many times. The antagonism that
erupts when a co-worker isn’t pulling their weight and you’re busting your ass, or when the
paycheck on Saturday isn’t as much as you think it should be, or when someone is just rubbing
you the wrong way. The fear when a horse is writhing with colic and the vet hasn’t arrived yet.
The thrill when a hot, jacked up horse comes around the last turn in a race, on fire. The terrified
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“She could find her way to the boundary where she ended and some other strain of living creature began.
On the last little spit of being human, staring through rags of fog into the not human, where you weren’t supposed to
be able to see let alone cross, she could make a kind of home” (Gordon 2011, 25).
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defensive scream of a coworker when a colt’s penis is erect and flicking as he tries to mount her
and she says, “Don’t fuck with me, man! We are too different! We are two different species, so
it’s not gonna go down, dude!” The sweat that erupts on your lower back when a horse rears up
on you, hooves flying above your head, and you don’t know what’ll be worse, getting hit or
letting the horse loose. The terror when a small, muscled rider corners you in an empty stall and
tries to pull down your pants, whispering into your mane how sexy you are. The swirling clouds
of steam that billow off a horse’s hot, slick torso after a workout, aglow with the reflection of the
red rising sun.

Figure 5: Steam. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
Training horses is visceral, involving bodies constantly in proximity, contact, and friction. Work
from the dark, early hours of the morning stretches out into the midday. Then you’re back in the
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heat of the afternoon for at least an hour. There is an ordinary rhythm of never-ending tasks that
must be undertaken, day after day, week after week, year after year. Yet these everyday patterns
of work are often punctuated by moments of intensity—surges of fear and anticipation,
excitement and frustration. When things go wrong—when horses or humans get injured,
someone makes a serious mistake handling a horse, there’s a conflict over something big or
small—or there’s just an overwhelming amount of work to be done and not enough bodies to do
it, tensions build. People and horses get fired-up and hot-headed, apt to erupt into rages, rants,
and violence. If someone gets volatile, a tense jolt can ripple through the barn, what folks call,
“the chain reaction.” A row of horses in stalls, one after the next, stomp their hooves so quickly
and powerfully the air seems to quiver, whinnying, pacing, maybe even rearing up. Everyone
keeps going because there’s always a spark of hope held in bated breath—for good weather and a
good day’s work, for the paycheck on Saturday, for a chance to move up the ranks in the barn
hierarchy, for a good horse, and for that win that’ll bring a change of the stable’s fortune.
Heat here is an affect and an affective resource—an unwieldy moving force that surges between
bodies, intensifying moments with an uncanny arrestedness, and a circuit of vital energy that is
harnessed to fuel this beautiful, fraught world as it burns out (Stewart 2007).

Burning Desires
Thoroughbreds are both a product of colonial encounter and an expression of empire (Cassidy
2007, 8), forged from heated contexts and desires.
In in the spring of 1700 a dark bay colt was born to Bedouins in the Palmyran desert of the
Ottoman Empire, in what is now Syria. Selectively bred over thousands of years, this Arabian
horse, like its kin, was corporeally distinct from the average equine. Its large nostrils and dished
head was said to allow it to more efficiently breathe, while its refined yet compact skeleton
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afforded it superior stamina to traverse long distances. In Western Europe, exotic tales of these
sleek, swift steeds were popular and often emphasized how Arabian horses had a special
sensitivity to and intimacy with humans, derived from centuries of sharing tents with their
Bedouin caretakers (Landry 2009, 9, 133-136; McGrath 2017, 28).
As this foal grew to be young colt, to the northwest, in the Mediterranean coastal city of Aleppo,
a merchant named Thomas Darley lingered in the shrinking British compound. The once
lucrative Persian silk trade was drying up and Darley had little to show for his 18-year exile
(McGrath 2017, 15). As Darley waited in Aleppo for the last convoys of silk to arrive, he
embarked on one of the only leisure activities available to him: a hunting expedition into the
alluring eastern desert (Landry 2009, 99). After a few days of travel, as the story goes, Darley
lay eyes on the dark bay Arabian colt. He greatly desired to possess him. An Arabian would be
the ultimate souvenir, a rare treasure. Sheikh Mirza II, the horse’s owner, agreed to sell Darley
the colt for 300 gold sovereigns, but then changed his mind, backing out of the deal (Cassidy
2003, 15). In violation of Ottoman laws, Darley commissioned British sailors to steal the colt
(McGrath 2017, 11-14). The horse was packed onto a British ship, The Ipswich, and secured in a
hammock in the tight, dark hold with other treasures of the Orient being sent to the British Isles.
He would be strapped there with only hay and water for four-months, muscles atrophying, the
salty seas swells jostling him to and fro, without the desert winds and the Bedouins who had
nurtured and treasured him since his birth.5
By the time the Arabian colt arrived in the British Isles in 1704, Thomas Darley was dead from
injuries sustained from falling off a horse (McGrath 2017, 25-30). His brother, Richard,
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For more on the dangers of horse transport by sea, see Landry (2009, 93-95).
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inherited the stolen Arabian horse and bred him to English broodmares. This horse—eventually
known as Darley Arabian—never ran a race but was one of the most prolific stallions of his day.
Soon, the offspring of Arabians and English broodmares were considered a breed of their own,
the Thoroughbred, and the population was closed to additional admixing. At the same time, this
new breed was parochialized and resignified as fundamentally British (Landry 2009). By the
time Darley Arabian’s son, Bulle Rock, was exported to colonial Virginia in 1730—the first
Thoroughbred to arrive in America—the breed was symbolically divorced from its Eastern roots.
Today, 95% of Thoroughbred stallions carry genes from Darley Arabian, this horse that Thomas
Darley stole and smuggled out of Syria (Cunningham et al. 2001).

Hot Blood
Thoroughbred horse power derives from their exotic, refined, and potent “hot blood.”
Beginning in the 16th century there was rising concern that English bloodstock was weakening,
becoming “dangerously small, light of frame, and lacking in stamina” (Cassidy 2007, 8).
Around the same time, European travelers’ popular accounts of swift, purebred Arabian and
Turkish horses from the Orient captured the imagination of elite British horsemen. British
military officers and merchants like Thomas Darley who lived and worked abroad sought these
exotic steeds so that they could infuse their potent, refined “hot blood” into British stock. Thus,
as the origin story goes, three stallions—Godolpohin Arabian, Byerley Turk, and Darley
Arabian—were imported and mated with native broodmares.6 Mixing Arabian and British stock,
hot blood of the ‘orient’ and cold blood of the ‘occident,’ resulted in the thoro-bred, a horse with
a more chiseled head, long neck, and rounded rib. This conformation afforded a physical
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Today, all Thoroughbreds must trace their lineage back to one of these three foundational sires.
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lightness and agility that made for good long distance runners rather than mere sprinters (see
Cassidy 2007; Landry 2009). Propelled by the hot blood of their male Arabian ancestors,
extracted and appropriated from colonial frictions (Tsing 2005), Thoroughbreds were made to be
incendiary, capable of igniting in a flash and tracking across the earth like wildfire7.
Since the founding of the breed, hot-bloodedness has taken on multiple folk meanings. At first,
hot blood became associated with pure lineages resultant from endogamous breeding that could
be traced and validated through pedigree archives (Borneman 1988, 25 n.1). Hot-bloodedness
also came to describe Thoroughbreds’ double-sided temperament; their sensitivity and volatility
that, at times, made them difficult to handle, but when properly channeled, had potential to make
determined and passionate athletes.8 Rebecca Cassidy’s (2002a, 2002b) contemporary study of
breeding in Newmarket, UK found that Thoroughbreds’ blood, as “the substance of heredity,” is
conceptualized as the refined, potent material through which stallions confer strength, talent, and
heat to their progeny. Because there is an idea that good blood is scarce and dam lines dilute
blood, a stud must not only transfer his potent blood during a breeding session, but the covering
itself must be seen by human overseers to be full of virile heat. The dam in heat must receive
good, hot blood from the stallion. But, in addition, “the heat and weight and energy of
intercourse must go into the mare for conception, or at least good conception, to occur” (Cassidy
2002b, 166). The quality of sex, the heat generated and transferred in the act, produces a quality,
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Prepotency is assumed here—a belief that Arabian features supplied by the stallion will dominate and
reveal themselves in the progeny, suppressing those of the weaker, cold-blooded English lineage supplied by the
broodmare (see Cassidy 2002a, 2002b, 2007; Landry 2009; Rosenberg 2016a).
8
This echoes what Donna Landry (2009) describes as the paradoxical view of Thoroughbreds as “noble
brutes,” as both gentile and virtuous, while also unwieldy and beastly.
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hot-blooded foal. This suggests that Thoroughbred heat isn’t just in the blood, but in the
energies, affects, and vitalities that arise within and between bodies.

Figure 6: Lunchtime. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
I extrapolate from these humoral theories of heat and trace how heat manifests as affects,
experiences, social forces, and industrial pressures. Heat can appear as hot blood, but also as
vital energies that humans attempt to generate, harness, and channel as they work with horses to
produce sporting performances. Trainers relish when a horse “is on fire” or has a “hot streak.”
Yet this fire can be unwieldy during the during the vicissitudes of the workday in a training barn
and on the track, for its surges can be unpredictable, rippling among and erupting out of horses
and humans in the barn, intensifying bodies and relationships. Heat and tension can also be
10

dangerous when pent up and concentrated within bodies as nodes of inflammation, injury, and
even insanity. Much of the everyday work of training on the backside of tracks involves humans
using their bodies to sense and gauge heat and tension in horse bodies. Yet as heat erupts or
fizzles out of bodies, it persists in a kind of lived entropy in this world, pulsing through and
charging the pressures, conflicts, and thrills of everyday work and life within a consolidating and
fraught American agrarian industry.
This dissertation draws on and expands cultural notions of Thoroughbred heat, extrapolating and
appropriating heat as a multisided analytic to get a literal and metaphorical pulse on the life and
verve of this particular cultural milieu.

Embers
Imaginings of Kentucky horse country, horses, and horsemen often run together.
Horse breeding and racing have deep roots in the Bluegrass region of central Kentucky, an area
self-monikered as “the horse capital of the world.” Since the antebellum era the region’s
economy, society, politics, and landscape have been intertwined with a parochalized horse
industry (see Wall 2010, Nicholson 2012).9 In the same way that Thoroughbreds are seen to be
both noble and brutish (Landry 2009), since it was colonized, Kentucky has had a paradoxical
reputation of being an “untamed yet civilized place”10 (Nicholson 2012, 3), both chaotic and
serene. After the Civil War Kentucky slowly came to fill a void in the national imagination by
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Although racing and breeding certainly operate across regional and national borders, tying horse industry
insiders to one another transnationally, I contend that Kentucky’s historical connection to Thoroughbreds and racing
parochalized its local horse industry such that the region operates as a distinct cultural landscape.
10
Historian James Nicholson (2012, 3) argues that this is rooted in land speculator John Filson’s The
Discovery, Settlement, and Present State of Kentucke (1784). In trying to promote settlement in the area, Filson
lauded Kentucky’s pristine, fertile landscape and linked them romanticized narratives of pioneers like Daniel Boone.
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framing horse farms and racing as quintessentially Southern, playing upon the “nationwide need
among white Americans for nostalgia, working in tandem with rising racism” (Wall 2010, 11).
In evoking fallacious and sentimentalized imaginings of plantation life, Kentuckians attracted
northern elites to buy and invest in horse farms, but also tied Kentucky with romanticized visions
of the Old South—of Thoroughbreds grazing in ordered fields of bluegrass, columned mansions,
and the noble master of all, the Kentucky colonel. Such evocative pastoral ideals and sentiments
continue to characterize the region.
Scholars have analyzed the historical inaccuracies, cultural politics, and racist imaginings
entailed in this resignification of central Kentucky as quintessentially Southern (e.g., Wall 2010;
Nicholson 2012). What interests me is the salient idea that, in the Bluegrass, an anachronistic
pastoral world persists, sustained by a few noble white gentlemen. Such men, like horses and the
landscape, are also figured to be noble and civilized, but with a touch of wildness in them. As
historian James Nicholson (2012, 108) argues, this masculine icon dates back to early
romanticized narratives of pioneers like Daniel Boone, and recurs in literary and popular
accounts. For example, in the short story “Two Gentlemen of Kentucky,” the famous Kentucky
author James Lane Allen (1899, 101, 113) gives a fictional account of Colonel Romulus Fields, a
“cross between aristocratic and bucolic” man who is undergoing “a moral shrinkage” and a
“deterioration in [his] manliness” as he clings to memories of his old life as a famer and
slaveholder before the Civil War. Similarly, William Faulkner’s (1955, 22) coverage of the
Kentucky Derby for the fledgling Sports Illustrated magazine describes Kentucky as a rich and
abundant, yet dangerously wild place where noble white men throughout history— namely,
Daniel Boone and Abraham Lincoln—have had to become, like “the red men,” “a little wild…to
endure and survive and so mark the wilderness with the proofs of their tough survival.”
12

Figure 7: Horse country. Photo by Samantha Levine.
A Kentucky gentleman, like the Thoroughbred, is a border figure, imagined to be both savage
and civilized, brutal and tender. A bearer of tradition that keeps the embers of an old world
alight, rendering him anachronistic, out of step with a wider misunderstanding world.

Hot Climates
There is a cultural politics to heat that characterizes these fiery, frictitious times in America and
in the American racing industry, specifically.
As I embarked on fieldwork in 2017, it was a heated time in the United States. Donald Trump
had just been sworn in as president. NFL players kneeled during the National Anthem to protest
against racialized police brutality, enraging many Americans who saw it as affront to U.S.
military servicemembers. In Kentucky, gold medalist and heavyweight champion Muhammed
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Ali, one of the most incendiary celebrity figures in American history, had just been laid to rest in
a Louisville cemetery.
A few years prior, in 2014, outside another cemetery a few counties to the east, a 27-year-old
aspiring Thoroughbred trainer, Hub Johnson, inserted the barrel of a shotgun into his mouth and
pulled the trigger.11 Days before, the animal rights group People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) had reported Johnson’s boss, prominent trainer Steve Asmussen, to state and
federal authorities for mistreating horses, including using electric shock devices on them.12 The
New York Times ran an article about the investigation that referenced Johnson. Edited
undercover videos of Johnson, captured by a PETA informant who had infiltrated Asmussen’s
barn, were released. According to family and friends, Johnson was deeply concerned about what
he might have been captured saying on camera, and quickly resigned from his position. The
morning Johnson died, the Jockey Club chairman, a major spokesperson in the industry, released
a statement saying, “Any person abusing a horse or caught with an electronic stimulation
device…should be banned from the sport for life.” Before he died, Johnson wrote a series of
letters to family and friends. In the last letter, “To The [Horse Racing] Industry,” Johnson
referenced the Jockey Club’s statement and asked, “What’s that line about throwing bricks and
glass houses?”
In the 19th and early-20th centuries, horse racing was the most popular sport in the United States
(see Mooney 2014; Robertson 1964). Yet today the popularity of racing has waned dramatically
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(2015).

Much of the information in his paragraph is drawn from a Courier Journal article by Tim Sullivan
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After Johnson’s death, racing commissions in Kentucky and New York conducted lengthy investigations
into Asmussen’s training operation. Kentucky found no violations (Hall 2015), while New York fined Asmussen
for a minor infraction related to the illegal use of a synthetic hormone as a feed supplement (Hegarty 2015).
Following the scandal, in 2016, Asmussen was inducted into the National Racing Hall of Fame.
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as most Americans are drawn to other sports, and only look to the track for a handful of major
races each year (Baynham 2017). Fewer horses are running in fewer races which have shorter
fields13 (The Jockey Club 2020). Besides high profile races, like the Triple Crown contests,
horse racing is not easily accessible to much of the American public, as it is rarely televised on
network or sports channels. Despite some fluctuation year to year, overall gambling revenues
have declined in the last three decades (The Jockey Club 2020). Without sufficient handle,14
racetracks struggle to adequately fund purses—the prize money horses’ owners win if they place
in a race. This has resulted in racetracks either closing or being converted into “racinos,”
entertainment centers where other kinds of gambling, such as slot machines, are integrated into
grandstand and clubhouse spaces. Many trainers I talked with feel that this marginalizes horse
racing and horse folks, and strips tracks of old-fashioned, bucolic romance. They also resent that
this lures gamblers away from wagering on live races.15
The biggest hurdle facing American horse racing is the increasing negative perception of the
sport. As industry research has shown (Penn Schoen Berland 2015, 2019), this is largely fueled
by concerns about horse welfare and doping, concerns which are stoked by recurring high-profile
scandals, such as the PETA affair. Lacking federal legislation on the use of race-day
medications, states enforce their own varying and uneven regulations which aim to control
trainers as custodians of horses on the racetrack. Currently, the United States Congress has
drafted and is holding hearings on federal legislation which would, among other things, institute
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“Field” or “field size” refer to the total number of horses competing in a given race.
“Handle” refers to the total amount of money bet on a single race.
15
In Kentucky, the only form of gambling that is legal is pari-mutuel wagering on horse races. Racinos
have circumvented this legislation and proliferated the use of machine gambling by creating what is called “historic
racing” gambling, which incorporates the outcome of previously run races into slot machines. See Paulick (2018).
14
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uniform medication rules and testing across the country.16 Current reform efforts are primarily
focused on eliminating the use of Lasix (furosemide) on race days. In the United States, this
medication is routinely administered to horses prior to racing in the United States, but in other
racing jurisdictions is banned, along with most other drugs. As I explore in Chapter 5, many
mid- to low-range trainers feel this ban is misplaced because it would prevent them from
administering what they feel is a legitimate medication that reduces risk to equine suffering and
death on the track. This makes these trainers defensive, resenting the idea that regulation and
public scrutiny targets them as subjects of suspicion. Many trainers assert that their proximity to
and knowledge of horses allows them to best determine how to treat and care for horses,
sparking tensions and heated divisions both inside and outside the industry.
Gauging the temperatures in these climates of excessive heat, tension, and conflict provides a
lens into how climates of excessive heat and conflict—rife with risks, vulnerabilities, and
ambivalences—are borne and experienced.

Method: Fire Walking
Navigating heated contexts requires careful, cautious, at times painful tiptoeing. It doesn’t
always look or feel pretty.
Facing economic decline, political pressure, and ethical scrutiny, Thoroughbred trainers are in
the hot seat and on edge. Their defensiveness has become entrenched, an orientation to an
outside world they feel misunderstands and mischaracterizes them, that fails to appreciate their
traditional expertise, ethics, and politics. Given this, it is not surprising that many insiders were
weary of me and my desire to conduct research. I am a woman of a certain age, too old to be a
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The proposed legislation is called the “Horseracing Integrity Act.”
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“horse-crazy girl” looking to start a career in the industry. Most problematically, I am an
outsider. Although I have deep family roots in the region, was born and raised in central
Kentucky, and grew up visiting the local track, I am not from a “horse family” with connections
to horses or racing. There are stark divides between horse folks and others in Kentucky.
Although I could “place” myself as a Kentucky girl, I could not “place” myself inside the horse
world (see Kingsolver 2011:13-15). As one horsewoman said after I introduced myself, “Oh, so
you’re not one of the Barneses.” Although I did ride and jump horses a bit as a teenager and
adult, I never felt like I got the bug like the horse-crazy girlfriends of my youth who neighed and
cantered around the playgrounds, manes whipping behind them; those who lived and breathed all
things equine.
When I embarked on this research, I faced a great deal of rejection. I’d walk into barns—too
slouched, heavyset, and jittery to be a real horse-girl—and ask for the trainer. Often tough and
taciturn, I could feel trainers’ weariness as they eyed me. I’d explain that I was a researcher,
born and bred in Kentucky, and that I’d work for free for the chance to learn about their work,
knowledge, and perspectives. They’d ask things like, “You ever been around horses?” “You
ever worked in a barn?” “Are you studying training or trainers?” I’d answer briefly and
honestly, feeling that my nerves were too palpable and off-putting to these folks who make a
living off of reading bodies. Some would warn me about their kind: “Like gorillas, we keep to
ourselves. But if you cross one of us, we’ll come together, after you. You need to keep that in
mind.” Another said in a warm, honest tone, “If I see myself misrepresented, I’m gonna be in
your driveway before dawn with a shotgun.” In barns I’d be told there was no work for me, even
as I knew trainers were struggling to find laborers. Endless emails and phone calls would go
unanswered. I didn’t look right, didn’t sound right, didn’t approach right.
5

“What is it you’re wantin’ ta do, exactly?” one man asked. “Do you know much about the
industry? I mean, folks are—they’re uh—” He trails off, waiting for me to fill in the void. “I
mean, I’ve been studyin’ it from afar from a long time.” A long pause. Should I mention it? I
risk it, “And I know about the Asmussen tapes.” “Good girl!” he eagerly responds. Something
clicks. His tone shifts. I passed the test. The questions continue, but in a warmer manner.
“What’s the research?” “What are you out ta do?” “What’s the title of your thesis?” “Could it,
in any way, shape, or form be construed as bein’ negative?” “Are you gonna be critical?” These
were tough questions coming from folks on edge and taking a lot of heat.
I tried to be honest and pointed, understanding the ethical and personal stakes of failing to be
forthright (e.g., Scheper-Hughes 2000; Benson 2018): “I want to know what it’s like to be a
trainer, to understand your daily life and horsemanship expertise.” “I want to understand the
trainer’s point of view.” “I don’t know what my findings will be until I’ve done the research.”
“I’m not out to trick or pull anything over on anybody.” “Everything is anonymous, so I won’t
use your real name.” All of this is true, but also circumspect, which made me uneasy. I felt
anxiety that I could never fully explain anthropology’s methods, discourses, and often critical
edge. And the personal risks felt dire for me. What if I couldn’t gain access to do the research
I’d staked my career on?
Finally a trainer let me in, a man I pseudonymously refer to as Wesley Loudon. This dissertation
would not be possible without Wesley and his assistant trainers.17 At first, I spent weeks
sweeping the barn floor, folding laundry, and walking well-behaved horses. Slowly, overtime, I
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During the time I worked with Wesley a number of people cycled through as assistant trainer. I’m so
grateful to them all, especially Ali, whom I reference throughout this work and consider a friend.
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became a “hotwalker”—a stable worker who handles “hot” horses who have just returned from
workouts on the track. Wesley and his assistants kindly showed me the ropes and patiently put
up with my naive questions and frequent mistakes. Along with lots of cleaning work, I walked
horses around and around the barn, held them as they were bathed, and oftentimes took them out
to graze. Sometimes I also helped tack or untack horses, helped feed, and muck stalls. I
accompanied a few horses to the races. By the end of fieldwork, Wesley and I spent many
mornings alone in his truck or SUV, talking about work and life. On a few occasions while
working in his barn and spending time with him, Wesley would say, “off the record,” indicating
that he wanted some comments, conversations, or events that I witnessed to remain private. Out
of a sense of both personal and professional ethics, I have honored these requests.
After I gained some experience and confidence—and was able to tell folks that another trainer
trusted me enough to allow me to work in his barn—the scrutinizing questioning from trainers
became a bit easier to navigate. I still had to work to chase down busy trainers who often had
little time and energy to spend with an inquisitive researcher who asked far more questions than
track press reporters. Not every interview jived. But I got to a point where, in certain moments,
I felt trainers and I developed an authentic and honest understanding of one another. I wouldn’t
characterize my relationship with interlocutors as particularly intimate. Instead, even in the best
conversations, I sensed a constant mutual defensiveness. Not an aggressive hostility, but rather a
cautious interfacing on both sides.

7

Figure 8: Tethered at a polite distance. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
My research is situated among middle- to low-range trainers, those on the middling and lower
end of the spectrum of trainers in Kentucky today. While I interviewed a wide range of trainers
(and other stakeholders) representing all strata of the sport, and visited private farms and at elite
racetracks, I spent the vast majority of my time at what are called “training centers.” At these
lower-status facilities, trainers rent stalls or a barn to stable their horses and train their horses on
the nearby training track(s). Public races are not run at these venues. Therefore, while I include
a number of perspectives in my research, this dissertation primarily investigates the sport from
the standpoint of low and middling trainers, their training teams/staff, and their horses, all of
8

whom most acutely feel the heat—the forces and pressures exerted by the decline and
consolidation of this industry.
Although I found my way “in,” in a sense, I never felt like I was fully trusted or really belonged
in the horse world. Towards the end of my research, after months of working in the barn
alongside and being a chummy friend with Paco, a groom who would eventually work his way
up to being assistant trainer, he looked at me and said, “There’s just something not right about
you. Sometimes I’m thinkin’, ‘Yeah, she’s PETA.’” His eyes narrow as he continues, “You
know, you look like PETA.” I respond, “What makes ya think that?” “The way you dress. You
lookin’ too smart.” “What do ya mean? My glasses?” “Yeah, [and] your hair… And, you
know, how you’re always watchin’ everythin’ and askin’ everybody questions.” “Well, you
know I’m a researcher—” “Yeah, but you’re not studyin’ horses, so it’s, you know—” He
squints his eyes and raises his right hand, rotating it back and forth to indicate that I’m iffy,
suspicious. Horses should be eyed, not horse people. “You know I’m here to study training—
the culture of the people who train horses. So of course I watch and ask questions. How else am
I supposed to study that?...” “Yeah, but something’s just not right about you.” Another barn
worker came to my defense, yelling at Paco from inside a nearby stall, “You’re such an asshole.
Such an asshole!” But Paco continued, quietly, “You know, you don’t look like—like a horse
girl, you know?… Yeah, there’s something not right about you.”
Thoroughbreds often balk at people, moving towards you but stopping short so they can size you
up, before perhaps allowing a brief, tentative moment of contact. This was our method too, a
trepidatious tiptoeing back and forth, a constant dance towards and away from.
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Part I: Eyes & Affects
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Chapter 1: “Puttin’ Eyes on a Horse
On the backside of a Kentucky track, Reverberate, or “Reverb” for short, is recovering after
finishing second in a thrilling fall race. Some of the training team I work with are standing
around chatting, still giddy from the run. Reverb and her groom, Bartolo, pace around shedrow,
the covered dirt path that runs around the barn’s perimeter. Quick, eager strides in tandem leave
boot and horseshoe prints in the soft ground. Wesley, the trainer, stands off to the side, his eyes
locked on the filly as she comes and goes. Afternoon sun cuts into the dark barn. The filly’s
body still pulses from the exertion of the race, calling on us to attend to her. Veins have arisen
like webs under her sleek black coat, still wet from the drenching of a cold hose. Her sides
heave as she gulps air through flaring nostrils. She’s spent, but beautiful.
Wesley occasionally asks Bartolo and Reverb to briefly halt. He is pulled to her, his hands
running along the front and then back of her leg. With each stroke along her velvety coat, his
hand pauses and cups around her knee. He is feeling for heat, swelling, a pulse. A somatic
indication of soreness, strain, or injury. Her back compels his touch, too. His hands slide along
either side of her spine and the tops of her hips.
During a subsequent halt, he moves immediately in front and she turns her head so that their eyes
lock in gaze. Her eye has “a tell,” it is understood to call for his attention, to grip him. A horse’s
eyes can do this to a man, and Reverb’s reverberate no differently. As another trainer explained:
The horse talks. It’s up to us to listen. They will tell you how they’re feeling. Looking
them in the eye, you can tell, you can kind of feel them. If you have that feeling, as a
horseman, you can look in the eye and they’re tellin’ you, “I feel great.” Or they’re
tellin’ you, “Eh, I’m just not so good.”
CB: So it’s in the eyes? Or is it more about reading the body? Or both?
Well, the eye is big. The eye is big because you can—you can really look into the eye I
think. But also their mannerism, their body. You have to know the horse.
11

Eye-tells draw in and partially bare. They are a modality of mutual sharing and sensing.
Another trainer explained: “They’ve gotta have…a look in their eye, a good eye. Something
about ‘em, it’s like a presence [or] an intelligence. The horse just has to speak to me in some
way, you know? I mean, just float my boat. The one that just something about ‘em kinda grabs
me and makes me look.”
Wesley knows Reverb in a familiar sense. Something about her grips him. Two years of
training and caring for her. She’s become one of his favorites. He knows she prefers to run on
the turf. Wet, slippery blades meant this race was moved to the dirt track. Mud was up into her
face and eyes. Here he attends.
Trainers describe horsemanship18 as coming to know and care for each horse as an individual,
learning and attending to unique strengths and weaknesses, likes and dislikes, quirks and “tells.”
This is a cultural and industrial genre of agrarian masculine19 knowledge here in Kentucky.
“Good” or “real” horsemanship is specifically accomplished by what trainers call “layin’” or
“puttin’ eyes on a horse,” skillfully orienting their perception into highly situated, field-narrowed
ways of apprehending, sensing, and knowing horses (Grasseni 2007). It is a particular kind of
“atmospheric attunement,” although not so much to the charged atmospheres of general everyday
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I use the gendered terms “horsemanship” and “horsemen” throughout this chapter because they emerged
as a key colloquialisms during fieldwork. I recognize that by reproducing these terms I risk naturalizing the
continued exclusion and marginalization of women and gender minorities in this sport, an important issue I take up
elsewhere in this dissertation. However, I stick with these terms throughout this paper because the word is
ethnographically salient and telling, and reverting to something like “horse people” would undermine my argument
about the connections between horses and horsemen. For other discussions of the meaning of the term see Case
(1984, 284) and McHale (2015, 68-70).
19
My analysis builds on literatures that analyze how forms of agrarian work, skills, and styles of
comportment shape white masculinities in rural America. See, e.g., Lawrence (1982), Dudley (2000), Buck (2001),
Campbell et al. (2006), Kingsolver (2011), Benson (2012), Mooney (2014), and Rosenberg (2016b).
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life (Stewart 2011), but rather to habituated modes of corporeal interaction and performance. In
adeptly orienting to the horse in moments of mutual recognition premised on careful seeing and
trepidatious touching (Ahmed 2006; Lipari 2014; Despret 2004; Haraway 2008; Parreñas 2012),
horses are said by people to “talk” to trainers through bodily intonations, communicating aspects
of selfhood, personality, penchant, talent, and composition. Within this epistemology, found
across the American South, horsemen are valorized for this embodied skill (Weiss 2016;
Grasseni 2007; Ingold 2000). Their conduct is understood in cultural and historical terms as
carrying on what is seen to be a gendered agrarian tradition associated with status and nobility,
even if horsemen today occupy a range of class positions in the New South.
Reverb’s eye pulls Wesley in, dangerously close to her large head.
Everyone who works in the barn is in constant contact with and proximity to horses—washing
and brushing them, walking with and riding them, moving alongside and caressing them. A
proximate and precarious interspecies contact zone. Most horses dislike having people in their
faces. Eye contact can agitate some, especially when they’re amped up or stressed. He can’t
help himself.
Puttin’ eyes on a horse is not a distant act of looking. Using his eyes, body, and hands to
skillfully engage with Reverb is potent and generative. It is a mode of tactility with forces and
pressures that push into physical boundaries and spaces between horse and horsemen (Taussig
1991). Trainers commonly talk of feeling inextricably drawn to horses that grip and grab them,
even when they wish they could pull away. Horsemen come to feel that horses are “inside” of
them or “in their blood.” The very sense of being this kind of skilled man in Kentucky involves
exposures. There are pores and penetrations in knowing and being known by horses.
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They are inches apart. He delicately uses his thumb and forefinger to peel the left eyelids back.
She pants, offering. He puckers his lips, gently blowing. Pasty, wet track mud is dislodged,
sprayed back into his face, eyes, and mouth. He doesn’t flinch. She blinks but is still. Cakes of
dirt tumble down onto his dark grey suit. He steps back and ushers Bartolo on again, watching
her rump roll side to side as she walks away.
Wesley heads to his private box in the grandstand where Reverb’s owners are waiting for him.
He says he’s got to show them a good time, but he’d much rather stay here, in the quiet of the
barn, puttin’ eyes on Reverb.
*****
Working in the tradition of agrarian studies, which broadly examines how rural life, livelihoods,
and cultural worlds shape and are shaped by broad-scale political and economic forces (e.g.,
Dudley 2000; Benson 2012; Ong 1987; J. Scott 1976), this chapter examines how Thoroughbred
racehorse trainers in Kentucky learn, experience, and practice horsemanship, and how the
affective forces that emerge therein draw them into life with horses on the racetrack. I focus
specifically on the experiences of middle- to low- range trainers who, because of their structural
position, face heightened pressures as this industry declines and consolidates. And unlike elite
celebrity trainers of Kentucky Derby fame, this class of horsemen generally spend more time in
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their training barns and on the tracks with each of their horses,20 making this an opportune
vantage from which to examine how these structural forces impact the form of attunement
known as “puttin’ eyes on horses” and the associated identity complex narrated in terms of good
horsemanship. These trainers, largely white, middle-class men, acquire equine skills while
working in barns and on tracks as teenagers or young men, oftentimes for their father or a close
male relative.21 Through horsemanship, trainers pragmatically gain a working knowledge of
each horse that allows them to more effectively tailor training and racing schedules to keep
horses healthy and maximize their chance of success. It’s about knowing the horse enough to
uncover not only how it might perform on the track, but also being able to foresee problems, like
injury or infection. Trainers stake their reputations, their horses’ lives, and their businesses on
their horsemanship expertise. Yet within an industry that is facing economic decline and, some
would say, an imminent end, middle- to low-end trainers feel that their horsemanship skills are
increasingly undervalued, puttin’ horses’ lives at risk and diminishing their social status as
equine experts. As these trainers face difficulties sustaining their stables and feel economically
and morally undervalued, their relationships with horses and habitus as horsemen iteratively
draw them back into life and work with horses.
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Elite trainers have multiple, large stables filled with more expensive trainees bankrolled by wealthier
clientele, while mid- to low-range trainers have fewer horses and are more frequently pinched for funds. High-end
trainers usually have higher win percentages and race horses in higher-graded races. Furthermore, elite trainers
typically train on private forms or at prestigious tracks where they are usually afforded the nicest and best positioned
barns. Mid and low-range trainers, on the other hand, are often relegated to peripheral areas of prestigious tracks, or
they train at racing centers or lower class tracks. Elite trainers are often colloquially referred to as “super-trainers”
or “the big guys” by smaller-scale trainers. These distinctions between classes of trainers and subsequent
categorizations are accepted and discussed by my interlocutors. See Cassidy (2002a, 2002b, 2007) and McKee
(2014) for discussions of Thoroughbreds and elitism over time and in both England and the U.S.
21
The few female trainers I interviewed all notably came to training through another avenue: leisure or
show riding as young girls and teenagers before transitioning into the racing world.
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This study also draws out questions about how human-animal interfaces influence
understandings of human life conditions and possibilities. Within much human-animal
scholarship, there is a dichotomization: On one hand, human-animal relations are figured as
affect-laden sites of hope, where possibilities for new, more ethical and sustainable ways of
being emerge (e.g., Kirksey 2014; Tsing 2015; Latimer & Miele 2013; Haraway 2008). On the
other hand, within predations and sites of sinister biocapitalisms, animals and humans are
together alienated, objectified, and exploited as industrial commodities (e.g., Pachirat 2011;
Blanchette 2015).22 Neither personalized pets nor slaughterable meat, American Thoroughbreds
do not quite fit this dichotomy.23 My study offers a unique case for contributing to animal
studies, as horses are both individuated subjects and commodities, and are treated with both care
and violence within a sporting context rife with biocapitalist investments. Racehorses compel us
to consider complexly how affective relationships that emerge at and traverse multispecies
thresholds are not always either nourishing or brutalizing, but perhaps also thickly enmeshed in
capitalist endeavors precisely because humans provide care and vitalities (Parreñas 2012;
Govindrajan 2018).

On Its Last Legs
There are many stories to be told about Thoroughbred horse racing today from a diversity of
perspectives, some of which can be very critical of trainers, who are scapegoated as the
problematized subjects as the American racing industry faces unprecedented and rising public
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Parreñas (2018) and Govindrajan (2018) are notable exceptions.
Horse slaughter is currently banned in the U.S. and considered abhorrent and taboo in Kentucky,
although it is commonplace outside the country. See McKee (2014, 208-10) for a discussion of horse sentience and
the re-tabooing of horse slaughter and hippophagy in America. While some horses may be personalized pets, my
research has led me to argue that Thoroughbreds who are engaged in training, racing, and reproductive labor—who
are deeply embedded in industrial processes—are not natured/cultured as such.
23
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scrutiny. Seen to be under-regulated and stuck in old ways, they seem remnants of an industry
that continues to brand itself in terms of nostalgias and pastoralism. In my larger work, I situate
trainers within a broader industry of actors and stakeholders, and attend to a host of issues facing
the racing world. In this chapter, however, I hone in on a partial, situated (Haraway 1988)—
perhaps even myopic—focus on middle- to low-range trainers and their horses in Kentucky. For
as much as trainers are scrutinized, they are also respected and revered for their horsemanship
skills, for keeping alive traditions tied to a romanticized bygone era of agrarian life.24 Yet as
American horse racing struggles and becomes more competitive, these precise techniques and
activities of attunement, knowing, and caring that define traditional practices are increasingly
undermined and undervalued, and horsemen feel diminished and marginalized.

“The Horse Trains You”: Horsemanship Enskilment and Orientations
Pacing the barn, peering in stalls, observing and assessing how Thoroughbreds eat, drink, sleep
and relax. Leaning up against the barn, watching a horse graze in the paddock. Following the
pack, seeing how they walk to and from the racetrack. Standing in shedrow, monitoring how
horses “cool out” from a strenuous workout. Squinting through fog or the glare of the early
morning sun from the porch of a clocker’s stand or near the rail at the finish line, watching their
horses jog, gallop, and “breeze” or “work”— sprint at top speed. Constant, minute, determined
looking practices. Sometimes through binoculars. Perhaps using a stopwatch, phone, or tablet to
time a work.
Now here’s Wesley in his pickup truck, facing the rail so we can watch three of his horses work
around the dewy track. As they start to jog before breezing “a good three-eighths,” his eyes lock
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Think of the enduring trope of “the horse whisperer” in American society.
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onto his horses, narrowing and widening, and he says, “The jog out is important. The jog out,
and then just after the wire. That’s where you can really tell where they’re at, how they’re
feeling.” One by one, three horses breeze around the track, and fly across the finish line right in
front of us, heaving with breath that is audibly as thunderous as their hooves pounding the dirt
track. After the wire they slightly relax or “pull up” and slow to a jog, pulling out of the sprint. I
steal a glance at Wesley, wondering if I can even begin to glean what he sees.
Wesley Loudon has been laying his eyes on horses since before he can remember. Being a
Loudon means something in the central Kentucky horse world—the name is well-known and
carries weight. His uncle and father were “tough guys,” as he describes them, and trained and
bred horses here their whole lives. Wesley, his brother, and his cousins—all boys—grew up on
horse farms and around the racetrack. By the time he was twelve, Wesley was expected to work
alongside his father who had leased a farm to start a new business of his own. “Everything I
learned was through my father, who’s a good horseman,” Wesley explained. In being trained the
ins and outs of horse breeding, foaling, breaking, and training, in working alongside his kin,
Wesley was inculcated into a legacy of horsemanship, often passed down between close male
relatives in Kentucky.
When I ask Wesley about how he came to be a trainer he jokes that he was “set up, suckered in,
pushed around.” There’s a truth there. He didn’t really have a choice but to work in subordinate
roles for his dad on afternoons, weekends, and school vacations; winter nights too when
broodmares were foaling. It was just what was expected of him in a place where there’s a
heritage of boys working alongside male relatives, where boys are inculcated into a certain kind
of American agrarian masculinity through working and becoming in relation to kin, land, crops,
and animals (Barlett 2006, 55; Ramírez-Ferrero 2005; Rosenberg 2016b, 144). As scholars have
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noted, different ways of relating to and working with horses, in particular, are often gendered
(Lawrence 1982; Ray & Grimes 1993; Cassidy 2002a, 31-38; Larsen 2006; Birke & Brandt
2009; Coulter 2013; McKee 2014, 24-26) and racialized (hooks 2009, 10; Castenada et al. 2010;
Wall 2012; Mooney 2014; McKee 2014; Richart 2019). Learning particular modalities of equine
engagement essential to the work of training and racing that make a man a horseman here also
mark him as a particular kind of skilled and styled white “country boy” (Campbell et al. 2006),
one possible racialized, gendered, and classed plateau that coalesces within multiple, intersecting
vectors of social difference and privilege in Kentucky (see Buck 2011). In this way, becoming a
horseman can be part of a local Kentucky practice of “placing” as described by Ann Kingsolver
(2011, 15), of situating and marking belonging with horses amid a nexus of “the past, imagined
futures, and the social and spatial mapping of place, power, and identity” in Kentucky.25
Wesley would ride horses, hot-walk,26 bandage legs, blacksmith, break yearlings to take a saddle
and rider, maintain barns and fences, and work in breeding, foaling, and sales. “I learned
everything, you name it. I’ve been out all over a horse, put it that way, at every angle possible.”
He doesn’t overromanticize this difficult work. “That’s just what we did,” Wesley refrains over
and over. There was a matter-of-factness to this “lifestyle,” as he and others call it, to the
grueling yet sometimes rewarding work that made him a man and a horseman. It provided him
with the practical skills related to working with animal bodies and associating what he “sees” to
various kinds of calculus that sustain his business today.
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Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for encouraging me to draw out the themes and resonances
described in this paragraph.
26
Hot-walking is walking and soothing a horse so that it properly cools down and re-hydrates after training
or running a race.
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Once Wesley was in high school, he started saving the $5-an-hour wages his dad began paying
him. When he was 15 he bought a share of one of his dad’s mares and cared for her as she was
bred and foaled. With his own stakes in the game, he was pulled into the cycles of breeding and
foaling, training and racing. He moved off the farm to go to college, swearing he was done with
it all, the never-ending work. But before a seasonal horse sale, instead of studying for classes, he
found himself researching Thoroughbreds, pouring over pedigree charts and watching videos of
horses that would go up for auction. A colt caught his eye. He went to the horse sale to look at
him, and was so taken by him that during the live auction he ran into the ring and, just before the
gavel struck, entered the winning bid. He bought the colt for more money than he had in the
bank. Luckily, his dad bought half the colt from him and lent him a stall to keep the horse.
Wesley was too tied up to extricate himself, even when he wanted to, even when it subjected him
to debt and the social and economic precarities entailed therein. As one common aphorism goes,
“The horse trains you.”
As horsemen undergo such processes of enskilment (see Ingold 2000; Grasseni 2007; Gowlland
2019), in working in close contact and proximity to horses, they become directed towards horses.
This repetitive turning towards and dwelling with horses instills in trainers what Sara Ahmed
(2006) calls a “bodily orientation,” a shaping and sedimenting horsemen’s bodies and
dispositions to be oriented towards and attuned to horses. This orientation brings horses and
horsemen into proximity and tactile contact where “the boundary between the
coinhabitants…does not hold” (Ahmed 2006, 551). This is what enables horses and trainers to
leave impressions on one another (see also Hayward 2010), how trainers come to feel horses
pulling them in and “talking” to them through their corporeal intonations. Like the trainers
quoted in the introduction, part of Wesley’s skill with horses is that he can “listen” by orienting
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to them: “I can sit there and read a horse, not only how they’re doin’. But I feel like I can spend
a minute with a horse, watch ‘em train, know where they are. Does that make sense? It’s just,
they—they speak to you. If you listen.” Horsemen like Wesley find themselves—their whole
lives—oriented towards horses. But to really listen, to really be a good horseman, the men must
not only turn towards a horse, but also create a moment of mutual recognition that trainers call
“puttin’ eyes on a horse.”

“Puttin’ Eyes On a Horse”: Sensing Reverberating Tones
In some ways, these horses are understood to come to trainers prefigured (Strathern 1997),
already constituted by historical processes (Farquhar 1994). Selectively bred over three
centuries, purebred Thoroughbreds have been shaped into specimens with broad nostrils, long
necks, tall and slim figures, and feisty temperaments, all of which afford a physical lightness and
agility that makes them efficient long-distance runners. Within the breed there is some
variability, and different paternal lines are frequently associated with different morphological or
temperamental proclivities. Before horses are broken and trained, their conformation—their
bodily structure—is assessed for how well it adheres to or deviates from normalized breed
standards. If a yearling’s legs are not quite right they might undergo elective orthopedic
surgeries to reshape their limbs before they ever see the track. As much as pedigree is
understood to determine a horse’s talent in the racing industry (Cassidy 2002a, 2002b, 2007), in
practice, horses—their bodies, styles of movement, personalities—are neither fixed nor given,
but are horizons of possibility disclosed through engagement with horse people. As I discuss
elsewhere, this is a crucial part of what makes horse racing—predicated upon gambling—viable
as contest, as with other sports, a particular kind of mix of disciplining and indeterminacy.
A trainer’s job is to foresee what a horse might be and coax them into revealing their potential.
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This is accomplished by patiently habituating Thoroughbreds to the rigors and routines of
training, which builds up and reshapes their bodies and dispositions, making them athletes.
Trainers direct their staff, including me, with phrases like, “don’t force it” or “easy, now.” You
“ask” a horse to lift its leg, to let you slide a bit into its mouth, or to walk around the barn,
always gauging each horse for signs of acquiesce or resistance. This requires a mutual
attunement between trainer and athlete (Wacquant 1995), human custodian and animal (Parreñas
2012), a means of sporting animals which differs from the more intentionally randomized frames
of cricket fighting (Raffles 2010, 74-115) or rodeo wildness (Lawrence 1982). Middle- to lowrange trainers constantly watch and touch the animals in their care, training their attention, as
they say, to “put” or “lay eyes on” each horse. This focus on sensing a horse through the
interplay of vision and touch not only sediments a co-presence between trainers and trainee
(Hayward 2010), but also discloses horses’ embodied characteristics and potentials that trainers
work to discern and develop, more like manager and trainers attending to ballplayers, agility
canines, or theme park dolphins. This is the ethnography of the backstage and barnyard
enculturating that seemingly coaxes and cultures athletes through care and regard. Or it’s just an
ethnography of how a man kind of loves a horse.
Back in the barn, as trainers frequently do, Wesley directs a worker to “pull out” a particular
horse. Led and controlled by a shank—a leather lead attached to the halter—the laborer asks a
horse to come out of its stall and stand in the middle of the barn. Like with Reverb, the horse
draws Wesley’s gaze to its body before pulling his body close and his hand to their shoulders and
legs. Sometimes Wesley might “ask” the horse to lift its leg so he can examine at its hoof,
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frog,27 and shoe. The back of the horse might move his hands in, over the shoulders and withers,
along each side of the spine, and over the hips and rump. Is there heat? Are there sore spots?
Wesley might tenderly investigate further, muttering a soft word of assurance. When he’s done,
they perhaps lock eyes, and Wesley pats the horse affectionately on the shoulder, forehead, or
muzzle, before backing away.
After this, oftentimes Wesley will then ask the worker holding the horse to jog it for him. The
handler gives a few clicks, gently shakes the shank, and looks forward as they start to jog, to
encourage the horse to join them.28 As the horse is jogged away, Wesley moves to the middle of
the barn to align his line of sight with the horse’s hind end. Sometimes he cocks his head to the
side, fist on his chin in a pensive gaze. When the horse reaches the end of the barn it is stopped,
carefully turned around, and then jogged back towards him. Wesley, like a lot of trainers, is
usually taciturn and difficult to read. Sometimes the assistant trainer, a veterinarian, an exercise
rider, or the horse’s groom will stand with him also watching the horse. The trainer might confer
with these folks about what they are seeing. Somebody might say things like: “You see that?
She’s really hockey29 behind.” “He’s pretty well balanced.” “He’s tracking off.” “She’s
stifley30.” “He’s goofy, ain’t he?” “Her shoe is causing her to land off.” “She’s toed out on the
right front, ain’t he?” “Gah, he’s just all class." Frequently no one says anything at all, but just
stares intently.
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The frog is the soft part of the underside of the horse’s hoof.
Despret (2004) has written about how horses and humans read and come to be transformed by one
another by what is called isopraxis, or bodily mimicking and mirroring. Reynolds & Reason (2012) and Kalshoven
(2018) argue that such shared movements or “morphological approximations” produce forms of empathy and
kinship across species divides.
29
A hock is the joint in the middle of the horse’s hind leg.
30
A stifle is the joint where the horse’s hind leg meets the torso.
28
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Through puttin’ eyes on horses in this hands-on way, trainers first and foremost assess whether a
horse is sound or lame. But a sound horse can have all manner of sores and/or idiosyncrasies of
movement that the trainer works to discern. This is uncovered through appraising the horse’s
action—a colloquialism for how a horse moves. Ideal action is balanced, equal, efficient—the
horse’s limbs moving at similar angles and distributing force equally. Trainers “like to see” a
body that is balanced, that has “a good way of going, traveling,” an ease of movement as it tracks
across the ground. Yet unlike breeders or pedigree experts who highlight and value correct
conformation—proper bodily structuring—in my interviews, trainers emphasize to me that they
are more interested in how a horse’s bodily structure enables an athletic style of motion.31 Not
just about how a horse’s body is shaped, but the style and force with which it gets and goes.
Assessing action also reveals to the trainer the horse’s temperament, something about their
individual personality and current moods. Are they “chickenshit” or confident? Eager-to-please
or bullheaded? Trainers “like to see” and respect horses that move with “class” or “heart,”
colloquialisms for different qualities or characters of horses that are exuded and uncovered in
their styles of movement.32 Classy horses move with an intelligence, confidence, and
determination to win; they don’t spook easily, they know when it’s time to be relaxed and when
it’s time to give it their all on the track. One trainer explained that classy horses “seem like they
know they’re special a lot’a times,” moving with a sporting confidence, a cool swagger. Another
trainer explained, “class is mental strength…and constitution.” Another trainer said, “A lot of
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Every trainer has their own special conformational preferences: some are “big on the hip” and the way
the hind leg works; others look for “a depth of shoulder;” many like “a big neck” and “a good head;” others
emphasize specific angles between the shoulder and forearm.
32
For other sociological discussions of horses with heart and class, see Case (1991) and M. Scott (1968).
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folks actually confuse heart and class. Heart is a competitive edge, but see, class is their whole
demeanor.”
As trainers lay eyes on a horse to assess their action, whether they be at the barn, track, paddock,
or auction, they are not only oriented towards but also attuned to the horse. Lisbeth Lipari (2014,
2) writes that to practice embodied attunement is to be aware of and attend to the “harmonic
interconnectivity” that vibrates among and within bodies. For horsemen, to become attuned is to
work to apprehend reverberating tones, those sensuous qualities and characteristics exuded in
equine action beyond the horse’s mere corporeality.33 Brian Massumi (2014, 25-26) argues that
the tone of animals’ ludic gestures—their buoyant and jaunty energy—has a “vitality affect,” a
meta-communicational style of execution that expresses an “enthusiasm of the body.”34
Similarly, Kathryn Dudley (2014, 7-8) describes how guitar makers work to coax out, hear, and
refine the varying “tonal presence” that each instrument produces when strung. As trainers put
eyes on a horse, they are similarly working to sense the affect-laden corporeal intonations exuded
in equine action and the laminations of affect and corporeality into each other, this layering
where bodies and buoyancies are inseparable. The horsemen, themselves trained, are “listening”
with their eyes and bodies for the training-oriented goals of recognizing tones of movement that
resonates and strikes chords having to do with the propensities for handling and racing (Lepselter
2016, 4).
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The capacity of a horse is never merely defined by its body, but is “always aided and abetted by, and
dovetails with, the field or context of its force-relations” (Gregg & Seigworth 2010, 3). As Sianne Ngai (2005b, 30)
writes in Ugly Feelings, “Tone is the dialectic of objective and subjective feeling that our aesthetic encounters
inevitably produce.” See also Dudley (2014, 314 n.9).
34
Although Massumi (2014, 28) is mainly concerned with the vitality affects of play, he notes that “play
and nonplay are not mutually exclusive categories.” I’m interested in how vitality affects emerge in all manner of
gestures and contexts, ludic and otherwise.
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Fleeting, inchoate intensities, sensations, and attachments that permeate between horses and
horsemen in moments of attunement enable the methods and constructs of partial knowing that
are crucial for making money in horses and perpetually hold open relations of responsive care
(Haraway 2008, Wilkie 2010, Parreñas 2012, Puig de la Bellacasa 2012). As trainers are gripped
by horses, they sense a horse’s mood, personality, and state of being. Do they need to take the
day off of training to rest? Do they need a leg iced? Do they need an extra apple at feeding
time? Does the vet need to be called? And yet, within the business and sport of racing, the
backside is backstage. The whole barnyard of fleets and cues resonant in puttin’ eyes on a horse
are the background noise that is translated and distilled through a market arithmetic that seeks to
isolate and convert vitality affects to signs of sporting propensities or prowess such as class or
heart that can then be mapped onto various horse bodies across spaces and times. The splurging,
untamable forces of a prancing horse are “fenced in with lines and marks” (Taussig 2009, 17),
part of what is pared, packaged, and sold as a horse’s labor value, gauged as assets or liabilities
on the track.35
Given the fungibility of horse value across the front and back of the racing world, it is not
surprising that as trainers put eyes on a horse—as they iteratively qualify and appraise horse
action—they not only seek to define which equine qualities are of value, but also attempt to
assert their own worth as equine experts. Affective sentiments take on “conscious purpose and
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In The Fame of Gawa, Nancy Munn (1986, 6-7; see also Weiss 2016, 7-8) describes how certain
qualities embedded in bodies and things—what she calls qualisigns, following C. S. Peirce (1932)—acquire positive
or negative valences within a regionalized system of values in Gawa. For example, a body that moves with
buoyancy is a valued qualisign because “lightness and speed convey a state of bodily exuberance and energy that
can be described as a kind of bodily surpassment” (Munn 1986, 79). As the body energetically “goes beyond itself,”
its buoyancy becomes associated with the sea—a powerful, positive metaphor in Gawan society. There are
commonalities between Munn’s account of bodily exuberance and my own, but the key difference is that Munn
contends that sensuous qualities originate from the materiality of a body/thing, whereas I argue, following affect
theorists, that such characteristics emerge from intensities charging between bodies.
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meaning” (Parreñas 2018, 75) as they are tied to trainers’ understandings of themselves and their
roles within the industry (Yanagisako 2002, 10). As changing sporting and business pressures
induce trainers to render a horse a racehorse, they also compel horsemen to become modern,
media-savvy businessmen who assert their own value and worth through regionalized styles of
embodiment, comportment, and branding. Finding such classed modalities difficult to acquire
and perform, and faced with difficulties in sustaining their own stables, many trainers low- to
mid-range trainers feel increasingly alienated, that their discerning expertise is undermined and
social worth diminished.

The Dying Breed of Good Horsemen
On a back porch of a house overlooking a horse farm, I sit in the hot afternoon sun with Sarah
Hayes, a seasoned, ground-breaking trainer who is currently struggling to retain business. I ask
questions about her current training program, but she redirects the conversation:
That’s my problem with the industry in the last little while is people are going to, like,
one trainer [who] will have two hundred and fifty horses! And I think so many horses get
lost. And these horses, you know, it costs thousands of dollars every year to maintain
‘em, thousands of dollars to breed ‘em, and then it’s thousands of dollars to train ‘em.
And then to send them to someone who might not lay a set a—put a set of eyes on ‘em,
you know, but once a month?!
I heard this refrain repeatedly from middle- to low-range trainers in central Kentucky. For as
much as horsemanship skills are valorized in this region, there is a growing sense among many
of them that good horsemanship is dying out as a result of structural changes in the industry. In
recent decades, popular interest in and overall gambling revenues from horse racing have
decreased, causing the racing industry to constrict. Even though massive international monetary
investments in horse racing have poured into Kentucky since the 1970s (see Cassidy 2007, 9091; McKee 2014, 111), they have not been enough to quell overall economic decline. Fewer
Thoroughbreds are bred, yet they are pressured to run more frequently, in more races. Without
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sufficient handle, racetracks struggle to fill races with horses and to adequately fund purses—the
prize money horse owners win if they place in a race. This has resulted in racetracks either
closing or being converted into ‘racinos’—entertainment centers where other kinds of gambling,
such as slot machines, are integrated into grandstand and clubhouse spaces, marginalizing horse
racing and horsemen.
Amid these structural changes and heightened competition, a few elite “super-trainers” have
come to dominate the business and sport since the early 1990s, leaving mid- to low- range
trainers, like those I studied, struggling to compete. Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas is
largely considered the first “super-trainer,” who established the training operation model now
employed by others. During the late 1980s, Lukas used his success and fame to hire a number of
assistant trainers and expand his training operation so much that his horses ran in at least 1,100
each year (Angst & Hughes 2017). Since Lukas’ early success, his model has been adopted and
tweaked by other elite super-trainers across the country, including folks like Bob Baffert, Todd
Pletcher, and Steve Asmussen. Today, super-trainers must spend a great deal of time building
relationships with client-owners, refining a social media presence, and building networks in
professional organizations and through political advocacy. Their celebrity personalities and
brand-names increasingly attract more and more business, bloating their stables such that they
have multiple training divisions in different states across the country.36 With all of these horses
spread geographically, and with a plethora of activities that take them outside of training barns,
super-trainers are not able to see or be present with—to put a set of eyes on—all of their trainees
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I write elsewhere about how super-trainers are able to “train” their race win percentages while middle- to
lower-range trainers, for a number of reasons, lack the social power to be able to do so. This makes it seem like
super-trainers win more than others, attracting more owner-clients. This affects lower-end trainers’ ability to retain
and sustain business.
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on a daily basis. Instead, they rely on multiple assistant trainers who act “as their eyes,” as an
assistant explained to me, to relay how their horses are feeling and developing.
For Ms. Hayes and many others with whom I talked with, such outfits are missing something,
and there is a distinction between the kind of work “successful” super-trainers do and the work
that low- to mid-range trainers undertake:
I think a good trainer and a successful trainer can be two different things. But a good
trainer pays attention to their horses, they notice the nuances, even the small things from
day-to-day. It’s not like you put ‘em in a classroom with fifty other kids and do
standardized testing, and sink or swim. A good trainer can personalize a training regime
for a horse. Whether it be their diet, or their training, or all of the above.
There’s a concern that super-trainers’ large programs don’t offer individual horses enough
attention—an opportunity to be adequately understood, cared for, or assessed. If a horse doesn’t
adapt well to this context, super-trainers have the ability to turn them away, to tell an owner they
don’t want to train a particular horse, perhaps resulting in them given up on and sold off.
Because of this lack of individualization and tailoring—because super-trainers cannot build
relationships with each horse by puttin’ eyes on them every day—some horses won’t be able to
reach their full potential. As a trainer complains, “A lot of these big names, I wouldn’t have any
patience for ‘em. They just have a lot of horses. And [they] can always drop ‘em. And I just—
it’s just—.” He pauses and lets out a dejected sigh before continuing, “A lot of good horses get
ruined.”
There are epistemological, economical, and ethical stakes in failing to put eyes on horses, in
failing to adequately know, care for, and appraise a horse. For one, these trainers feel a moral
imperative to ensure that horses are not ‘ruined’ or ‘wasted.’ In an ethnography of how the
1980s American farm crisis spurred social upheaval among Minnesotan farmers, Kathryn Dudley
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(2000, 7-9) writes that because there is a sense that land is “gifted” by God, farmers feel they
have a moral obligation “to see that it does not ‘go to waste’ or remain barren and unproductive.”
Although trainers also feel the horse is a gift, I never heard them indicate that they felt God had
gifted the animals to them. More often than not, trainers instead talked about how horses offer
themselves. “They’re just a generous animal,” one trainer commented. “Why the hell would any
animal let you get on its back, you know?” Brad Weiss (2016, 175-176) argues that when
humans accept the gift of an animal—for example, when butchers in North Carolina kill and
butcher pasture-raised hogs—they feel morally obligated to respect the animal’s life through
culturally elaborated practices of showing attention to, intimacy with, and appreciation for the
animal and the meat it becomes. In my ethnography of training, accepting the gift of the horse
also entails moral obligations on the part of the trainer to put eyes on a horse, to not only attune
to the horse, but respond to the demands for care that such affective interfaces evoke (Parreñas
2012, 675). Puttin’ eyes on a horse is a form of care that, as Maria Puig de la Bellacassa writes
(2012, 197), is simultaneously “a vital affective state, an ethical obligation and a practical labor.”

The Stakes of Horsemanship
This chapter has explored and elaborated on two aspects of horsemanship, two dual forces that
work in tandem to draw trainers in to a life with horses. First, are the affects that splurge out and
establish connections and co-imbrications between horse and horsemen in moments of enskilled
attunement. At this interspecies interface, it is not only the horse that is being remade through
training, habituating, and domesticating, but the horseman as well. Second, horsemanship is
related to the trainer’s habitus and role within the racing industry, which provides middling
trainers with a sense of meaning and self-worth even as they know their status and position is
becoming precarious as the industry faces decline and consolidation. In asserting the value and
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skill in puttin’ eyes on a horse, horsemen elucidate what is at stake in these industry changes:
namely, that horses may not be known, regarded, or cared for as they should be, and that good
horsemen will lose their place, status, and way of life as they are relegated and pushed out.
Trainers feel that through puttin’ eyes on a horse—responding with respect and care to horses
that gift and open themselves to them—they cultivate themselves as virtuous subjects (Foucault
[1984]1990, 1997). This requires labor—toil that is seen by horsemen to be both virtuous, but
also feels like their inevitable fate (Pandian 2009, 145) because of the ways they have been
trained to attune to horses and orient their lives to the racetrack. There’s also cache in this knowhow, in using local traditions to sense and know in ways that others cannot. Creating meaningful
and ethical lives through this labor makes trainers feel connected to and bearers of a noble
regional pastoral tradition of “good horsemanship,” which they juxtapose to problematically
programmatic methods of knowing, training, and caring for horses. The double-downing on the
right and moral practice of horsemanship is refracted in a larger red state identity politics where
white, working-class rural labor is meaningfully tied to a pride in place and agrarian heritage
(e.g., Ramírez-Ferrero 2005; Dudley 2000; Benson 2012, 108-111).
Yet as super-trainers assume more and more business and power, low- to mid-range trainers who
pride themselves on puttin’ eyes on horses are pushed out, relegated within in the industry and
undervalued as equine experts. And so it is not just horses that risk being wasted as this form of
embodied and relational expertise dies off, but horsemen themselves. Amid one trainer’s
complaints about how younger generations of super-trainers fail to adequately put eyes on
horses, he gloomily foretells, “I’m in the last years of good horsemen.” Feeling alienated and
marginalized within the industry, feeling like bearers of old and noble ways facing an imminent
end, such trainers feel part of a dying breed. As another trainer said, “Twenty years from now
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there won’t be trainers like me because just a hundred guys [sic] will control all the horses. And
that’s how busness’ll get done. And there won’t be, you know, won’t be trainers like me… I
mean, but that’s just the way, I guess you could say, capitalism works.”
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Interlude 1: Bifocality
Bifocalily
noun
bi•fo•cal•i•ty | \ bī-ˌfō-ka-lə-tē
Definition: Having two optical foci, lenses, or perspectives.
A horse cocks their head to put an eye on you.
Just one.
A huge, bulbous eyeball.
Equine eyes are positioned laterally,
one on each side of the head.
An altogether different way of seeing.
This means the horse has a broad visual field,
the majority of which is monocular,
produced only through one eye.
It catches the light and glows.
Refracting a wide hemispherical reflection of what they see:
You, peering into them. Deep and dark,
seizing you with a meaningful responsive gaze.
Each eye produces its own distinct and expansive optical field.
These two fields of vision narrowly overlap binocularly,
in the front of the horse.
Two opposing, coexisting perspectives that can, but often don’t, overlap.
Two possible, partial ways of seeing and sensing to shift between, reconcile,
or hold in discord (Haraway 2008; Despret 2016).
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Chapter 2: Warm Machine
“Watch this.” Ali, the assistant trainer, excitedly shoves her phone into my face in the barn one
morning. I’m transfixed by flesh. “These are the cadaver videos I was tellin’ you about the
other day.” The first is a 13-second silent clip is from a Portuguese-language Instagram account
dedicated to veterinary medicine (Clasicos Clínicos Vet 2017). A meaty hind leg, skin stripped
away. Ligaments, tendons, bones. An ungloved human hand grasps the top of the femur,
applying pressure downward. Joints compress. Red muscles bulge. Taught white tendons bow.
Then there is release as the limb reextends, spring-like, as if it could go on contracting and
extending forever. A horse walks past me in the barn. My eyes narrow in on the springing
action of the hindleg. Dead matter can be vitally animate, reanimating the living in new ways
(Chen 2012).

Figure 9: Screenshots from Instagram @casosclinicosvet,37 April 24, 2017

Ali loads a second video, an excerpt from the science documentary series, Inside Nature’s
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BTRcBX1joRa/
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Giants: The Racehorse (2011). Orange jumpsuits, blue latex gloves, British accents. Seems
more like a laboratory. An equine cadaver’s skinned forelimb is in a vice, still shoed. A
“matchstick,” they call it, compared to the massive trunk of a horse. They talk about the leg’s
anatomy, how it moves and absorbs energy. A woman pumps a lever that eerily resembles the
sound of horse shoes plodding on pavement. Pressure builds. The limb is tightly compressed.
They discuss how, as a horse runs, the cannon bone not only absorbs the shock of the horse’s
weight, but also is under pressure from the tendons that run along it, which pull it back like a
bow.

Figure 10: Screenshots from Inside Nature's Giants: The Racehorse38
Row 1: Flexing the forelimb
Row 2: Cutting the taught tendon
The foreleg has reached full flexion and the pastern is horizontal with the ground. A man
explains that this flexor tendon is “20 or 30 times better than a steel spring at storing energy”
(Inside Nature’s Giants 2011). Slow motion videos of horses galloping are cut with computer
generated images of equine forelimbs. A narrator explains how energy is absorbed and
expended within parts of the leg. A lesson in biomechanics. Back in the lab, zooming in on the
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See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feAj2aspkIE
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flexed cadaver limb, one of the men in an orange jumpsuit uses a scalpel to cut the back of the
leg. SNAP! Flexor tendons audibly break apart. A large gap shows how taught the limb had
become under pressure. “Wow!” they all exclaim. A man says, “And that’s what’ll happen
when you overreach. End of racing career.” Another man responds, “But when this is working
as it’s supposed to, this is a beautiful piece of engineering.” The scientist answers, “Absolutely
superb. We don’t have the sort of materials and engineering that we do in biology.” They are in
awe. So am I.
While different, both clips emphasize the flexion and release of the horse’s disarticulated leg.
Unshrouded by skin, we are drawn inward with an “anatomo-clinical” gaze where increasingly
finite and interiorized bodily surfaces seem to reveal a matter-of-fact corporeal truth (Foucault
[1963]1973; see also Young 1976; Kuriyama 1987). Raw and dead, these white and red sinews
lay bare the biomechanical capacity of the legs—the immense pressure compressed and
discharged within the limbs that enable horses to propel themselves forward at incredible speeds.
Ali and I are wide-eyed and absorbed in the videos, gawking at the sheer power condensed in
alienated and lifeless yet still animated equine limb. “Wow,” I say. “Amazing, isn’t it?” Ali
replies. We feel we are palpably sensing the latent potency of horse power.
A coworker, Jorge, walks by, catching a glimpse of the video. His eyes find mine and he winces,
sharply inhaling air through his gold-capped teeth. Amid the bewitching viscera and the
seductive vivacity of biomechanized horse power there’s a rupture. Something else snaps into
place. Disgust. I suddenly feel like a morbid mad scientist.
*****
This chapter considers how equine bodies are apprehended, engaged with, and materialized in
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the contexts of training barns and veterinary medicine as machines, as engineering marvels that
can be shaped and tinkered with in an effort to maximize their locomotive efficiency. Drawing
on feminist philosophies of the body and new materialism, I examine how mechanized equine
bodies come to matter—both materialize and thereby come to be endowed with particular social
meanings and significance. I draw heavily from Judith Butler’s (1993; see also Butler 1990,
1988) work, which considers how bodies come to coalesce through iterative performative acts
that render them either recognizable and acknowledged, or unintelligible and denied in relation
to gender. To quote Butler (1993:9), bodies are “not a site or surface, but a process of
materialization that stabilizes over time to produce the effect of boundary, fixity, and surface we
call matter” (see also Taylor 2005). Although new materialist scholars such as Elizabeth Grosz
(1994; [1999]2008) and Karen Barad (2003, 2007) critique Butler for overemphasizing the
discursive constitution of corporality and glossing the active agency of matter and material
bodies, their work also builds heavily on Butler by emphasizing bodily performativity—how
bodies are a process whereby matter and meaning iteratively emerge entangled (Barad 2007).39
For my purposes, this means, to riff on Gayatri Spivak (1989), that a pure, “natural,” or
unmediated body, whether human or horse, cannot be thought nor approached. The
Thoroughbred body is an active, generative force that takes multiple shapes or is given surfaces
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For feminist scholars, bodily mattering is inherently tied to power. For Butler, bodily performativity is
part of a process of subjectification. In iteratively performing more or less in line with regulatory norms, one is
interpellated as a particular kind of coherent gendered subject, who thus comes to matter more or less within socially
situated hierarchizations of life. On the other hand, for Barad (2003), embodiment doesn’t necessarily require a
social field; performativity can bring a person into relation with another or with all matter of matter around them.
New materialist and posthumanist turns in scholarship have endowed nonhuman matter and life with performative
agency, opening possibilities for ways in which we might think about how humans become in relation to the morethan-human. For instance, Birke et al. (2005) extend Barad’s figuration of performativity to animals, arguing that
the relative and related performativity of “animality” and “humanity” offers a site for the reinstantiation of
disciplinary power while at the same time opportunities to undermine it through performing otherwise (see also
Stanescu 2018).
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through historically and socially situated “movements, productions, and performances” (Taylor
2005, 747). The machine-horse is but one enactment of the Thoroughbred that is tentatively
brought into being through particular modalities of apprehension and engagement with trainers,
assistant trainers, and veterinarians; one materialization, mattering, or surfacing of the horse
within a multiplicity of possibilities that can emerge (Mol 2002).
My ethnography of how mechanized Thoroughbred surfaces are made to cohere endows horses
with agency and examines how humans and horses materialize together (Birke et al. 2005). But
my account also highlights that such processes of mutual becoming are deeply shaped by the
histories and contemporary machinations of industrial capitalism, biomedicine, and situated
horse racing cultures in America. In this context, horses are literally shaped at the hands of
humans, for human sport and financial gain. As with Heidegger’s hammer ([1927]1962), horses
have become ready-at-hand, manipulable, and available for and oriented towards a particular use.
This is key to Thoroughbred mattering. And yet instrumentalized Thoroughbred corporealities
do not vanish into their uses, as Heidegger suggests. Rather, as Sara Ahmed (2019, 21-22)
writes, “use can also be revealing of things” such that the instrumental use of something can
disclose it as particularly evocative. In the sections below, I explore how barn workers spend a
great deal of time using a bricolage of methods to align, reshape, and calibrate equine bodies.
Such work focuses particularly on horse limbs, the mechanized appendages that propel horses,
but are also where they are most vulnerable to injury. Fine-tuned tinkering is done not only to
assure equine health by warding off strain or damage, but to promote kinetic balance and
efficiency for powerful sport performance.
As workers apprehend and engage with horses as machines, a mirroring takes place: some
humans, at times, also begin to sense themselves as mechanized specimens. Because this
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particularly affects barn laborers who are often already socially marginalized, this process can be
classed, racialized, and gendered. I argue that the mutual mechanization of barn workers and
Thoroughbreds opens up limited possibilities for interspecies kinship and affinity at the same
time as it contributes to harm—to the naturalization of injurious “breakdowns” and chronic,
compounding forms of bodily damage and pain that affect both humans and horses. This leads
me back to feminist/queer, Marxist, and posthumanist scholarship at the conclusion to consider
how bodily mattering is inherently tied to power, to determining how and why some bodies come
to matter more than others.

The Mechanized Body
In the 17th century, René Descartes ([1637]1988, 31-33) famously posited that animals were
literal machines, mere unfeeling apparatuses that execute mechanical actions. Matter didn’t
matter to Descartes. He thought that the soul, consciousness, sentience—things he felt
transcended matter—were what constituted life. Although Descartes’ position might seem
radical, the idea of the organism-as-machine persisted and gained traction as a powerful
framework for understanding lifeforms. By the late 18th century and well into the 19th century,
the mechanical model and its derivative—finalism, the idea that all organic functions could be
reduced to goal-oriented purposes—had profoundly shaped biological and medical perspectives
on living beings in Euro-American bioscience (Canguilhem [1965]2008; Hacking 1998;
Haraway 1976). Living bodies, particularly human and animal, were each seen as a collection of
machines. Understanding organisms was a matter of apprehending their structure and
movement, their anatomy and kinetics. It is no coincidence that this paradigm gained
prominence during the industrial age, a time when machinery proliferated (Pickering 1995) and
thus mechanical terminology and metaphors were abundant in many aspects of society, including
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in medicine, industry, and art (Greene 2008, 15).
During this era of speed and industrialism, the horse’s bodily movements and capacities became
associated with mechanics and vice versa. The train was known as the “mechanical horse”
(Schivelbusch [1977]2014, xiii) and automobiles’ engine power was defined in terms of
horsepower. Conversely, the equine body—which still figured prominent in American daily and
sporting life—became especially mechanized. Historian Nora Greene (2008, 16) writes of the
19th century:
Most writing about horse motion analyzed it in terms of simple mechanics, seeing the
equine body as a combination of levers (bones) put in motion by pulleys (muscles). A
horse’s legs were hinged levers swinging back and forth. A horse’s long neck and heavy
forehead functioned as a weighted lever whose momentum could help the animal increase
speed or augment pulling… Just how the horse produced its power and exactly what
kind of machine it was remained unsettled questions.
The horse-machine refracted not only through agrarian and sporting realms, but also veterinary
medicine, which was professionalized and increasingly tied to lab sciences during this era
(Greene 2010). This brought scientific sketches and diagrams of mechanized anatomy. As
Rebecca Solnit (2003,183) writes, the biomechanization of the horse during this time suggested
the capacity for progressive adjustment, “understanding the gaits of a horse in a mechanical way
enhanced the possibility of tinkering with it, through breeding, training, and other forms of
management.” It was not just human laborers that were subject to what Michel Foucault
([1976]1990, 139) calls the “anatomo-politics” of the body that “centered on the body as
machine: its disciplining, the optimization of its capacities, the extortion of its forces, [and] its
integration into systems of efficient and economic controls…” Rather, the horse and human
laborer were co-produced in relation to new industrialized biopolitical demands which sought to
promote an economy of motion.
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Apprehending equine biomechanization posed problems when particular corporeal inner
workings were obscured from view. Elite American sportsmen hotly debated for years whether
or not horses at speed—at a trot or gallop—lift all four hooves of the ground at the same time
(see Solnit 2003, 78). In other words, are horses in motion pulling themselves forward by
maintaining constant contact with the ground? Or do they, even if just for a moment, fly
unsupported? Frustratingly, the human eye proved incapable of conclusively discerning an
answer. Leland Stanford—the ostentatious railroad tycoon, politician, and racehorse owner and
breeder—commissioned the eccentric photographer Eadweard Muybridge to develop crisp stopmotion photographs of horses in motion to uncover an answer: the horse does, indeed,
momentarily fly unsupported at speed. Rapid-shutter photography and the earliest form of
motion pictures were subsequently developed by Muybridge to further elucidate the secrets of
locomotive horse power.

Figure 11: "Sequence of horse galloping" by Eadweard Muybridge. Wikimedia Commons.40
After the horse studies, Muybridge secured a research position at the University of Pennsylvania
to conduct all manner of “motion studies,” projects that blurred science, industry, and art to
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Muybridge_horse_gallop.jpg
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produce sequential photographs of specimens in motion to gain a deeper understanding of the
precise, even miniscule, mechanics of locomotion (Brown 2005). Equine movements were
compared with those of other animals, including humans. Muybridge captured over 30,000
images of bodies and skeletons in motion: animals walking, running, and jumping, birds flying,
undergraduate men fencing and rowing, and actresses undressing and climbing stairs.41

Figure 12: "Nude man running" by Eadweard Muybridge. Wikimedia Commons.42
At a time when new optical devices were broadly reconstituting relationships between bodies,
machines, and knowledge (Crary 1990), the mechanical model of organic life particularly hinged
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Exclusively capturing white and often athletic human bodies, Muybridge’s work reveals an investment
in gendered and classed evolutionary race science (Brown 2005) that permeated not only the academy during this
era, and that would come to inflect Thoroughbred breeding theories in decades to come (Tyrrell 2015). White
people were seen to be winning the race, to leading modern Euro-American society to its industrial apex.
42
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Muybridge_runner.jpg
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on visual imagery (Haraway 1976, 2). It was not just about understanding and describing a
body-as-machine with language, but apprehending and experiencing it in highly aestheticized
ways, such as in Muybridge’s iconic photographic motion studies and anatomical diagrams.
Studying motion paradoxically became a matter of being able to stop and start movement at will,
like a machine, turning off and on with the movement of a viewer’s eyes. Bodies and their
vitalities can be arrested or accelerated, subjected to meditative scrutiny. As Janelle Taylor
writes (2005, 747), during this era of modernity, “new ways of configuring subjects and objects,
representations and realities, bodies and collectives” emerged in tandem with new bodily
surfacings, which focused in on minuscule actions or interiorized views of the body. It is not just
that visual studies enabled pre-existing bodies to be seen in new ways. Rather, bodies, as the
‘objects’ of study, emerge with and are materially transformed by processes of scientific
investigation and technologies of representation (Barad 2007).
The mechanized horse has a long history in America that is deeply tied to industrial,
bioscientific, and progressivist aesthetics of this modernist era. What I ethnographically show
below is that this history echoes in the way the horse is apprehended, enacted, and surfaces as
mechanized today. Mechanical and industrial schema and affective valences inform and vitalize
peoples’ understandings and engagements with horses. A mechanized body can surface,
snapping onto place, aligning and mattering matter-of-factly. More often than not, this occurs as
people are engaged in minute practices—in fine-tuned alignments, balancing, and
modifications—which are aimed at reshaping and resurfacing the horse. But the horse always
exceeds and has the potential to surface as other than machine. Motions and material vibrancies
can run away (Bennett 2010). There are emergent dissonances and excesses, uncanny and
unpredictable vibrances that push apart and pull together, forging forms of estrangement and
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affinity, discord and coherence. These echoes and affects become palpable in the everyday work
of aligning Thoroughbred bodies.

Everyday Aligning
I return to work in the training barn after a week away. Business is good. The barn is literally
overflowing with horses. The assistant trainer, Ali, greets me with a hug and says, “Things have
changed around here.” I’m not surprised. They always do. The racetrack is governed by
Murphy’s law, people say: “What can go wrong, will go wrong.” We live and work on edge,
knowing that things are inevitably and constantly in flux.
Ali had only been assistant trainer in the barn for three months, but during that time she’d
worked to assert her authority and take charge. Although she was only in her mid-twenties, Ali
had extensive experience working on the backside, both in the barn and as an exercise rider. Ali
considered herself a true horsewoman, devoting her life to the horse world. She married another
exercise rider at a local racetrack. “We would’a done it [got married] on the track if they
would’a let us,” she once explained. Their baby carries a name that means “noble horseman.”
She had previously taken community college courses in equine science, but was too drawn into
the life and work on the backside to finish school. While she had some bioscientific
understanding of the horse, Ali considered her equine expertise rooted in horsemanship, in
working extensively in barns and on training tracks. She also took it upon herself to try to teach
me as much as she could about working with horses.
In the barn, Ali was consistently assertive and organized. She liked to take notes on horses’
conditions, post laminated barn chore charts and work schedules, and keep detailed set lists and
daily schedules on the barn dry-erase board. She demanded a lot from workers, more than
previous assistants. As a young white woman, she often caught flak from older Latinx workers
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who felt she didn’t respect their age, experience, and hard work, and who at times resented that
she had been able to quickly climb the social ladder on the backside while they felt stuck,
relegated to lower-status positions. Ali dreamed of continuing to work her way up, hoping to
one day become a head trainer with an operation of her own.
After she introduces me to new staff that have been hired in my absence and notes other
procedural modifications, Ali says: “Now we jog each of ‘em every mornin’. I missed a lotta
stuff I shouldn’t’a when you were gone.” I soon learn details: Estrella’s front tendons are
sprained, Attractive Matter’s hoof split, Zest’s right front foot has an abscess, and Fortune’s
Fate’s left front tendon and ligament are seriously damaged. This is in addition to the issues we
were already dealing with prior to my departure: Smooch’s back left stifle—which has been
previously injured and operated on—requires regular cortisone injections, and United’s front left
“bucked shin”43 requires rest and extra care. When it rains, it pours.
To avoid additional injuries, Ali wants to assess the biomechanics of each horse’s gait every
morning to make sure there’s no imbalance, tightness, or straining that could evolve into
significant injuries or problems. Barn workers remove the standing pads and wraps that horses
have had on the lower portion of their limbs overnight. One after the other, an assembly line, we
hotwalkers take turns bringing each horse out of its stall and jogging it up and down the barn for
Ali to quickly evaluate. Ali or a groom might run their hands down a leg. Is there any swelling
or heat? She examines the hoof to ensure that it is healthy and the shoe is securely attached.
This is an altogether different “somatic mode of attention,” a different way of “attending to and
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“Bucked shins” form on the third metacarpal bone when it is regularly strained. An extra membrane
forms on top of points of weakness in the bone, elevating and inflaming the limb. See
https://www.merckvetmanual.com/musculoskeletal-system/lameness-in-horses/bucked-shins-in-horses.
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with bodies” (Csordas 1993, 138) than puttin’ eyes on. We aren’t seeking to know who the horse
is or where they are. We aren’t being gripped by eyes or backs or legs. We’re merely assuring
that each is sound and stretched out enough for their morning workout. Here, limbs are hot
rods—lines encased in pyretic flesh, moving at measurable angles that are standardized and
comparable. Measured against an ideal typical image of alignment and conformation. A quick,
pragmatic, and cursory scanning of the mechanism for red flags. Thumbs up or thumbs down.
Calibrating the alignment and mechanics of horse limbs starts long before a horse has ever seen a
training barn. If a foal appears to be developing crooked legs or an unbalanced gait, all manner
of interventions can be used try to encourage the development of proper conformation—breedspecific notions of ideal bodily structuring. The breeder might tweak the food and supplement
regimen. They might try specialized corrective shoes. But if they have the money, they likely
will opt for elective orthopedic surgery. Pins and rods. It is routine and low risk, the most
common surgical procedure performed at the large equine veterinary hospitals in central
Kentucky. They do thousands a year, especially in advance of yearling auctions, where straight,
symmetrical, balanced limbs—coupled with good pedigree—will earn the breeder the most
money. A little fine-tuning.
A horse’s limbs may be straight or crooked, but that doesn’t always mean that their gait is
balanced or well-aligned. They can swing a leg out. They can put more weight into certain legs
over another. They can be “short in the step,” meaning they are moving tightly, without fully
extending. Some idiosyncrasies of movement just have to be put up with. Others might require
a little manual tinkering. Someone might grab a leg a leg and pull it up into the horse,
compressing it, before pulling it out into an extension. Like an athletic trainer for humans,
aiding in a little stretch out, a little recalibration. If an owner has money, the equine chiropractor
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might be called in to do “an adjustment,” stretching, pressuring, and cracking bones back into
place.
Everyday practices such as these are “sustained sets of acts” directed towards performatively
reshaping Thoroughbreds (Butler 1990, 94). Promoting straightness, symmetry, and balance are
processes of discipline which bring about one modality of bodily coherence, normalization, and
conformity. This standardization and mechanization coexists and is juxtaposed with trainers’
practices of puttin’ eyes on, which disclose the particular aspects of the horse, revealing
individuated souls and spirits. In a horse barn, then, we have materializations that pull in
different directions: industrializing forces that pull towards homogeneity and assimilation, and
liberalizing forces that pull towards singularity and difference (see Butler 1990; Foucault
[1975]1977).

Preventing Overheating
A great deal of therapeutic care is directed towards assessing and calibrating the temperature and
tautness in horse limbs. For example, multiple forms of cold therapies are aimed at reducing
swelling and restricting blood flow. Water therapies are common practice, such as cooling limbs
with ice wraps, boots, or baths. Problem joints or tendons are also hosed, cold water streamed
over an enflamed area for 15-20 minutes to reduce swelling. An assortment of cooling creams,
liniments, and poultices are routinely used on horses’ limbs to prevent heat from persisting and
festering in the tendon and/or ligament. At the end of the training morning, most horses in
training have their lower legs coated in a grey paste, Kool-OutTM Poultice, covered in paper
towels or brown paper cut from feed bags, and wrapped in a standing bandage—fleece pads
secured with a black nylon wrap. This overnight treatment is said to “pull the heat out” of the
limb. Similarly, Ice-O-Gel® liniment can be coated on the lower leg to “freeze” and “cool” the
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limb. Harmful heat also manifests in small scrapes and cuts which can become infected. When
antibiotic ointments can’t be used in advance of a race, alternative creams are used, like
ointments that contain chelated silver, a metal that is used to pull heat and infection out to
accelerate healing.
Conversely, heat can be harnessed as a form of soothing release. Warm water therapies such as
whirlpool tubs and heated swimming pools are used, but can be cost prohibitive and/or difficult
for some trainers to access. When a horse “ties up”—develops a painful muscle strain after a
workout or race—they are often covered in a blanket and allowed to graze in the sunshine. I was
told on a few occasions when I was handling a tied-up horse that if they wanted to take a few
steps, I should guide them towards the sun to make them feel better. Curative light can also be
harnessed in the form of low-level laser therapy (LLLT), an alternative medicine applied by
certified practitioners who use a hand-held applicator to penetrate light into problem areas to
promote blood circulation and healing. Electrical muscle stimulation is sometimes used on areas
that appear tender, tight, or hot, where warming electrode pads or a wand emit electrical pulses
that restrict and release tender muscles or tendons, promoting healing, looseness, and pain relief.
Excessive heat is also purposefully generated by counterirritants to prevent injuries, speed
healing, and strengthen weak areas of a horse’s leg. As heat manifests and penetrates into key
problem areas, the increased inflammation and blood flow is understood to be curative,
eventually inducing a release of heat and fluid. For example, sweat bandages are routinely used
to “pull the heat out” of the leg. Irritative liniments like DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide),
methylated gels, or rubbing alcohol are massaged into the horse’s leg to produce feelings of heat
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that penetrate areas such as the flex tendons44, before being wrapped in plastic wrap, a flannel
pad, and a tight standing bandage. For bone or soft tissue injuries, paint—a more extreme
counterirritation liniment—is applied onto horse legs with an applicator to produce burns that
“scurf” or produce flakey scabs. Although there are various brands of commercial paint,
oftentimes trainers or grooms will concoct their own homemade mixtures, which tend to contain
iodine, among other substances. Lastly, “pinfiring” or “burning,” either with chemicals or heat,
a grid of puncture holes on a problem shin or tendon is said to aid healing and toughen up a
horse’s leg.45 46 Some of these more irritative interventions like paint and pinfiring are
controversial in some equine circles for concern that they are painful and may have detrimental
effects, but such practices are common and largely accepted in Kentucky’s Thoroughbred world.
A great deal of this everyday barn work is focused on legs and feet, the limbs that power and
propel equine locomotion (see Case 1991, 112-123; McHale 2015, 71-72). Legs are constantly
assessed and attended to, and a plethora of therapeutic care is undertaken to promote their
physiological alignment, kinetic equilibrium, and temperature balance. This constant limb
fiddling is aimed at allaying injury and promoting horse health, but it is also mechanical—it is
about maximizing a horse’s biomechanics to promote efficient and powerful motion. Agrarian,
athletic, biomedical, and homeopathic efforts are all directed towards progressively modifying,
tweaking, and rebalancing equine locomotion to promote kinetic maximization.
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Sometimes other creams, like antibiotic and antifungal ointments, are coated on top.
Splints are also sometimes freeze fired: an applicator applies liquid nitrogen in a grid pattern to numb an
injured area.
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Of course, not every therapy is available to every horse. This is both a matter of cost and taste. If a
horse is not showing much promise or is owned by someone who is unwilling to incur the cost of therapies, it may
not be provided with certain therapeutic medicines or treatments. Moreover, some trainers, veterinarians, and even
owners might favor, promote the use of, and/or invest in particular therapeutics, depending on what they feel is most
efficacious or appropriate.
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It might be tempting to think of these humoral aspects of equine care as “magical” or “folk,”
operating in neat opposition to mechanical and biomedical frameworks and interventions. My
ethnography demonstrates that this is far too simple a delineation, for the scientistic and
experimental context of Thoroughbred tinkering and tweaking itself includes the management
and application of humoral variables such as temperature, pressure, and light. Instead of
presuming a clean distinction between agrarian and biomedical knowledge, between trainer and
veterinary expertise, I’m interested in how these practices trouble the presumed preexistence and
separation of observer and observed, mechanic and machine, agent and that which is acted upon.
What stands out in these scenes are the ways particular “intra-active” processes unfolding among
different kinds of materials and properties re-matter the horse and human as tangled becomings
(Barad 2003; see also Bennett 2010; Birke et al 2004). The mechanical horse materializes, but
entwined with them, so too does the human, their tinkering mechanic. As workers actively
engage with horses in the barn, corporeal and kinesthetic affinities can emerge.

Anatomical Affinities
Friday afternoon barn chores in June. I take a few horses for walks around shedrow before Ali
finds me and says, “Go get Tempest, will ya?” This filly has been convalescing after an injury. I
missed her long, red eyelashes. She’s excited to get out of her stall, especially pent up and
jittery. She was always goofy and wild, even in training. As they say, she’s “a Stormcat”—one
of the many horses sired or grandsired by that stud who is famous for “throwing” or fathering
foals that, like him, are difficult to handle.
I try to keep the fidgety filly still as Ali snaps on blue medical gloves and opens a bottle of
viscous crimson liquid. “Paint,” a homemade tincture. The liniment bleeds onto a wad of paper
towels before it is doused onto the filly’s taught left front shin. Smells like iodine and menthol.
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Ali explains, “She’s just popped a splint so this’ll make it scab up and hopefully not reform.” I
ask, “What’s that mean, ‘popped a splint’?” “The splint bone on the side here,” she says
gesturing to the side of the filly’s shin. “Horses have two splint bones on either side of the main
bone, the cannon. So this splint bone has popped away from the cannon here.” She points along
the outside of this horse’s foreleg to indicate where each bone lies.

Figure 13: "Comparative View of Skeletons of Man and Horse" from
J. Wortley Axe, 1905: The Horse: its treatment in health and disease,
with a complete guide to breeding, training, and management, p.486, Fig. 655.
Flickr: Internet Archive Book Images.47
Ali lights up, her eyes flaring and her voice excited, “Horse anatomy is one of my favorite
things!” She bends down to hold her right arm parallel to the filly’s right forelimb. “Horse
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bones and our bones are really similar… So, their shoulder here is just like our shoulder, same
mechanism.” As she explains, she gestures between the horse’s shoulder and her own, raising
her arm up and down to demonstrate her shoulder’s flexion, mimicking that of the horse. “And
below, their elbow, again, same joint as ours.” She points to where the horse’s leg meets its
torso, before bending her elbow, moving her lower arm forward, to demonstrate the joint’s
flexion.
She gestures to the next joint down the horse’s leg. “Then you come down to the carpal bones,
like the bones in our wrist. We call it the knee… but internally it’s like our wrist. And as you go
down it’s like they have three toes here.” She points along the horse’s shin. “The main bone in
the middle is the cannon. Then, along the sides you have the two splint bones that are smaller.”
She slides her index finger along each side of the horse’s brown, velvety shin to demonstrate.
“And they don’t go all the way down, but end before the joint, so the cannon bone absorbs that
pressure.” She gestures to indicate how the injury occurred. “So what’s happened to her is that
her inside splint bone here has separated away from the cannon...”
“I see. Ouch!” I get in, before Ali continues, “Yeah. So then on down the leg, each joint is like
our knuckle: you have the long pastern, the short pastern, the coffin bone. And the hoof is just
like our nail, but really thick and strong. …I love horse anatomy and kinesiology… I just think
it’s so fascinating!” Ali goes on to explain, using her arms to illustrate, “why conformation is so
important” in the context of horse racing, why toed-in or toed-out horses’ limbs don’t absorb the
force of impact at the correct angles, causing their bones and muscles to sustain pressure in ways
that could cause injury and unsoundness. Ali’s comments reveal that shaping a horse such that it
aligns and moves in a particular way is not just a matter of aesthetics, but of industry. Good
conformation is expected to produce good, efficient movement—a good runner. [Although, as
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trainers frequently note, there are always exceptions to this rule.] The mechanized horse and
human mechanic both emerge as fragmented and heterogenous yet coupled in a larger machinic
assemblage (Deleuze & Guattari [1972]1983, [1980]1987): the capitalist racing industry. This is
crucial, for it is not just that the human and horse co-materialize, but that this co-becoming is
part of a process of industrialization whereby horse and human are tethered not only to one
another but also to commercial world that deeply shapes and capitalizes off of both of their
bodily matterings.
Ali’s enthusiasm for equine anatomy and kinesiology is palpable. She not only knows the bones
and muscles that make up the horse forelimb, but imagines them in motion inside the horse,
muscles flexing, bones moving at proper angles. Skeletal anatomy becomes a machine—joints
become gears and the bones that extend from them become lines that should move at measurable
angles. The body becomes something that’s not only standardizable, comparable, and perhaps
even interchangeable within and across species, but something to be engineered towards ever
improved function and efficiency.
Since its heyday in 18th and 19th century biology, the mechanical model of organic life has been
heavily critiqued on both epistemological and political/ethical grounds. One of its harshest
critics was French philosopher George Canguilhem ([1965]2008, 75-97). In the essay, “Machine
and Organism,” Canguilhem ([1965]2008, 91) argues that the mechanical paradigm elides
organisms’ complex vitalism—the ways in which organic beings are greater than the sum of their
parts by virtue of the fact that they are shaped by experiences and interactions grounded in
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particular milieus.48 He also critiqued this model for reducing all organic functions to “goaloriented purposes.” Such reductionism, he argued, does violence by objectifying, differentiating,
instrumentalizing, and appropriating “nature” for human purposes (84). These critiques continue
to exist in contemporary analyses of Muybridge’s motion studies (e.g., Malamud 2010a, 2010b,
36) as much as in animal rights discourses that argue that horses are denatured by humans,
stripped of their wildness, animality, and integrity when they are appropriated as fetishes and
resources.
The mechanization of the horse may be reductive and instrumentalist, especially in the context of
industry. But in contrast to Canguilhem and other critics, I suggest that forms of reductionism
and instrumentalization can actually vitalize organic life and enable rather than preclude forms of
connectivity. An emergent machinic assemblage, a united conjoining of heterogenous
components (Deleuze and Guattari [1980]1987). In using her own body as a reference, holding
her arm parallel to the filly’s foreleg to describe the horse’s bones and flections in relation to her
own, Ali performs what Petra Kalshoven (2018) calls a “morphological approximation,” a mode
of performative bodily kinetics that establishes affinities across species divides. Ali knows,
understands, and teaches me about horse anatomy and kinesiology—and this particular filly’s
injury—through and in relation to her own sensing, moving body. It’s a heuristic for explaining
equine corporeality, but also a form of embodied analogizing in which the horse becomes ready
at hand for Ali, somewhat movable and moldable matter, like her own body. I think of the ways
Ali is constantly up against horses, pushing bones and rubbing sore spots, using her whole
slender body to contract and stretch horse limbs, day after day. She does much the same thing to
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For a recent scholarship on vitalism in posthumanist and feminist/queer theory, see Bennett (2010) and
Chen (2012).
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her own body as she goes about barn work, often popping and stretching her knuckles, neck, jaw,
and spine.
It is not so much that there is an ontological leveling between Tempest and Ali, horse and
human, but that a form of relatedness emerges premised upon corporeal paralleling and
proximations. This is practically useful in an industrial sporting context where people like Ali
are tasked with shaping athletic horse bodies and their lucrative sporting performances. Such
instrumentalization does not result in Tempest disappearing from view or not mattering (Ahmed
2019; c.f. Heidegger [1927]1962). Ali does not lose the capacity to act responsively and
responsibly, nor is she incapable of appreciating or cherishing Tempest (c.f. Redmalm 2019,
204). Although forms of “physical affinity or kinship” (Kalshoven 2018, 44) and a sense of
“common ‘flesh’” manifest (Haraway 2016, 103), they serve to mechanize both human and horse
corporeality within a commercial context premised on the mutual industiralization of horses and
human laborers.
After standing still for a few moments with paint on her shin, allowing Ali to touch, prod, and
move alongside her, Tempest is fed up. She quickly tucks her head down into my lap and bites
my thigh. “Yowch!” I shriek as I snap the shank, drawing her head away from me. “Did she get
ya?” Ali asks, snickering. “She bit me!” Ali smiles up at Tempest, patting her on the shoulder
as she says, “She’s feisty!” “Just like Ali,” I write in my fieldnotes.

Breakdowns
While many trainers work to prevent horse injury and take steps to remedy injuries and strains
when they arise, not every problem can be fixed. When a horse sustains injuries on the track that
are so severe that they must be euthanized, the event is referred to as a “breakdown.” The word
itself conveys a sense of inevitable and natural mechanical failure. A horse’s body is broken
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down the same way a car might cease to operate. A machine has developed a fault, has
malfunctioned, has gone on the fritz. Sometimes they are called “catastrophic breakdowns.”
Sudden, systemic, calamitous.
Breakdowns and put-downs are a horrific reality in this sporting business. Industry leaders have
lately made a habit of repeating the phrase, “one [equine death] is too many.” Yet most folks I
talked with in the context of ethnographic fieldwork described horse and human injury and
fatality as unavoidable given the biomechanical risks necessarily entailed in the sport, as I
elaborate on in chapter 5. This inevitability is explained using physics, as a trainer commented:
“If you get a horse running at forty mile-an-hour, I mean, you know, just like if you—in
NASCAR, or Formula1, Indy500—there are accidents. Things do happen. And anything—
anything at speed, I mean, there’s gonna be some issues.” Speed is risky, especially when it
comes with weight, torque, and pressure. When there are weak spots or overextended angles,
something’s gotta give. Joints or bones or tendons are “blown out,” like a tire, bursting under
pressure. A heart can’t take the strain and “quits.” Parts fail.
Consider these two strikingly different responses to breakdowns.
First, a trainer: “That breakdown, [sigh]…I’m tellin’ you, we all take it very personal. I take it
personal.” Tears well up in his eyes, his voice wavering as he continues, “I mean, they are like
my children!” He breaks down, sobbing.
Second, a rider: Snickering, “Dude, Daren was workin’ a horse yesterday over at [a private
farm]. That mothafucka’s leg just snapped clear in two! Pop! Like coming through the skin and
everything!” He chuckles wide-eyed before hollering down the barn, “Hhhhooooo-lllyyyy fuck!
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I can’t stop seein’ it.” The thing is, he didn’t see it. He’s haunted by an image (Sontag 2002),
but an image that he never saw. And he still can’t look away.
Breakdowns are arresting. Like a car wreck. Transfixed, people don’t want to or can’t look
away. These days, track workers swiftly erect screens and avert television cameras. The brokedown body is too powerful, too dangerous. “Let’s drive over there so we can see it,” my friends
and coworkers say. We want to see and feel something viscerally authentic, real, immediate/d
(Mazzarella 2006; Allen 2009). There is a heady mix of both awe and repulsion (Stewart 2003,
431). People don’t know how to act or react. People don’t know what to say. There are
pleasures and politics in both maintaining and losing composure, in wincing or stoicism, in
seemingly being affected or not being affected (Ahmed 2004, 20-41). Sometimes people can
feel the horse looking back at them, in ways that compel and condition forms of social
responsibility. The horse is a lost family member, intimately loved and mourned. Other times
people get seized in the seemingly immediate violent force of a body breaking apart. In the
sudden SNAP. Coherences breakdown with bodies. Sobs and snickers.

Wear and Tear on Horses and Humans
While catastrophic breakdowns garner the majority of public attention, more minor, nonlethal
strains, wounds, and injuries are far more common on the backsides of tracks. Things like
“bucked shins,” “popped splints,” “stifle-y” hindlegs, “puffy knees,” “split hooves,” “sore
backs,” and cuts or abscesses. As I’ve discussed throughout this chapter, therapeutic techniques
are painstakingly enacted in an effort to manage these problems and ensure that they aren’t
exacerbated. When minor injuries such as these arise, they often necessitate a break or
recalibration of a horse’s training and racing schedule. Frequently, veterinarians and therapeutic
practitioners are called on to provide specialized therapies. From time to time, they also result in
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the horse being retired from racing.49 Whether horses continue to race or not, many live, like a
great many human athletes, with bouts of short-term discomfort and frequently compounding,
chronic discomfort or pain. As I take up in the final chapter, this is the context in which
pharmaceutical use, among other interventions, becomes part of an ethics of care for equine
custodians aimed at assuaging and/or protecting horses from pain. Horse people say they just
can’t stand to see a horse in pain.
Humans, too, are broken down by this game, yet the causes of their suffering are often
individuated. They got in the stall with a horse that everybody knows likes to “roll on ya.” They
stupidly spooked the horse they were riding with the crop. They didn’t take care. They didn’t
pay attention. They had bad luck. These jobs just entail inherent dangers. Indeed, exercise
riders and jockeys have the riskiest jobs on the track. Riders regularly fall or are thrown off
horses at high speeds, are rolled on or trampled, or are slammed into the inside of the starting
gate. From time to time, some die or are maimed for life by brain or spinal injuries.
What is more common—for riders and barn workers alike—are less catastrophic injuries (e.g.,
Swanberg et al. 2012, 2016, 2017; Bush et al. 2018). Breaks or strains of collarbones, wrists,
hands, shoulders, arms, legs, feet, and faces. Respiratory inflammations and infections. Largely
invisible back injuries abound, which are less straightforward to heal and often are recurring or
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When a horse’s racing career ends, their future is shaped by both their value as bloodstock and their
relative successes or failures on the track. A few elite male horses will go to stud, generating capital for siring live
offspring. Because breeding markets require many more broodmares than studs, fillies and mares have a greater
chance of having a second career in reproduction. Some horses are retrained for other athletic careers—as polo
horses, hunter-jumpers, etc. A lucky few who are retired from racing and breeding are put out to pasture, kept as
pleasure rides. After breeding careers come to an end, only a very few elite horses are adopted by Thoroughbred
retirement farms. Sadly, a significant number of American Thoroughbreds end up passed between people, sold
down a cascade of increasingly precarious circumstances. Some are even eventually sold to slaughter abroad. For a
nuanced and detailed account of Thoroughbred life and death after their racing/breeding careers end, see McKee
(2014).
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exacerbated overtime. Human limbs that regularly wrap around horses are reshaped such that
they permanently bow out, making walking a strain on the hips, knees, and ankles. In the barn,
people are periodically kicked, reared up on and clipped, mounted, or rolled on. Such injuries
can cause chronic pain and compound with the everyday wear and tear that this difficult and
dangerous labor takes on workers’ bodies. This is exacerbated by the fact that a great deal of
backside workers are poor—living paycheck to paycheck, sometimes in cars, in barn lofts or tack
rooms, or in dorms or apartments that are sometimes packed with other people. Many are also
Latinx and/or undocumented immigrants, and thus face compounding forms of social
marginalization and additional barriers to healthcare access (Rosecrance 1985; Nuñez 2012;
Richart 2019; see also Chavez [1998]2013, 2008).
Given this, it’s not surprising that barn and track workers regularly apply equine therapeutic
techniques to their own strained or distressed bodies. Bartolo favored a particular leg liniment
for his achy right wrist. When Paco got pounding headaches, he’d douse a bandana in rubbing
alcohol before tying it tightly around his head, just like he would do if one of the horses he was
grooming had a swollen, sore leg. Ali regularly talked about how she saw a chiropractor to “put
her back in” after she saw how well chiropractic worked to aid sore horses whose bones had
gotten “outta wack.” Maureen once snuck what she hoped was an anti-inflammatory pill from
the barn’s stash of horse medication to treat a throbbing and infected abscess that was paining
her. Stories abound on the backsides of people who steal “horse pills” not only to treat injuries
but to get high.
A significant number of riders I worked with regularly bragged about how they would hoard and
take powerful prescription pain medications, drink to excess, and/or use marijuana and other
drugs almost daily. They’d often also participate in what some might call “thrill-seeking”
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behavior—driving drunk, instigating brawls, engaging in risky sex. One rider in particular,
Billy, always seemed to be either inebriated or moving in pain, even though he was only in his
twenties. On multiple occasions he’d limp into the barn, looking pale and gray, and give me an
explanation like this: “God, I’m sore. I ran outa pills, ya know. I was cutting ‘em up to make
‘em last. Halves, then quarters. But I’m out now.” Other times he would sander into the barn
chipper and loud, flirting: “CAAAARRROOOOLLLLYYNN! Your hair looks sooo purty this
mornin’.” I wasn’t in the mood: “Why are you fuckin’ with me today, Billy?” He moves in a
little closer, whispering with a sheepish grin, “I’m still drunk from last night.” Minutes later, he
was on a horse, on the way to the track. During mid-morning breaks, Billy—sometimes alone,
sometimes with other riders—would disappear to his apartment in one of the nearby barn lofts to
smoke weed. Every so often Billy came back from the track, eyebrows furrowed, hunched over,
landing with a gasp as he dismounted a horse. Looking as if he was trying, unsuccessfully, to
swallow pain. “You okay?” I’d ask. All he could say was, “my baaack,” moaning. Pain
shatters language and representability (Scarry 1985, 5). He picks up his saddle and moves on to
his next mount. Like a lot of folks on the backside, he needs his paycheck on Saturday.
Machines are supposed to be unfeeling, executing mechanized actions without the burden of
kinks, aches, and discomfort. But when indurable bodies endure excessive pressures and strains,
pain emerges, ungraspable (Ahmed 2004, 30), in discord with mechanical logics and schema.
Working in this industry shapes and reshapes horses and humans as machines. This mutual
industrialization is resultant of the matter-of-fact routines and disparate legitimizations exacts a
toll which often results in chronic and compounding injuries and pain. The slow, everyday
breakdown in tandem (Berlant 2007). Yet not all bodily pain matters. As I’ve detailed
throughout this chapter, horse pain and suffering are ethically problematized and actively
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mitigated to a certain extent within the horse racing industry.50 At the same time, human
laborers’ pain is cast as an individual concern, an occupational hazard, something to be endured
or dealt with by those who are already socially marginalized. Therefore, while there may be
forms of interspecies affinity in mutual mechanization, industrial and cultural forces also collide
to create a double movement whereby, in some instances, the horse—precisely because it is put
to commercial sporting use by humans—comes to matter more.

Putting Warm Machines to Use
“‘[H]e’s down there right now pettin’ and rubbin’ and huggin’ that car just like
those guys do a horse at the Kentucky Derby…’”
—Tom Wolfe, “The Last American Hero is Junior
Johnson. Yes!”
This chapter has examined how, in juxtaposition to and alongside puttin’ eyes on, horses are
apprehended and handled as machines that can be maximized and enhanced for kinetic efficiency
in sporting performance. My central argument is that, in these everyday practices and
engagements, horses and certain humans are co-mechanized together, enabling forms of
embodied and kinetic interspecies affinity at the same time as it contributes to harm, to
naturalizing bodily exposures, chronic pain and injury, and breakdowns. This highlights one
way in which humans and horses materialize and come to matter in relation to one another, both
transformed and directed towards particular uses by the horse racing industry.
In What’s the Use? Sara Ahmed (2019, 6-7) considers how the word “use” evokes a pragmatism
in how things are actively, practically, and efficiently shaped in order to be useful for a particular
purpose. The everyday, usual way of handling and putting things to use does not necessarily
render them invisible, flat, or objectified; rather, it is in usefulness itself that things become both
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I take up the issue of horse pain and suffering at length in chapter 5.
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meaningful and evocative. In some cases instrumentality can forge deep companionships,
affections, and even co-minglings or co-transformations (Ahmed 2019, 21-22). We could easily
say the same thing for Thoroughbreds: it is in their sporting potentiality and in their everyday
working relationships with humans that these horses emerge as particularly meaningful and
powerful. Ahmed’s phenomenology of use relationships is useful for elucidating how, as
humans put animals to use in diverse contexts, both human and animal can be remade and remattered together, each participant endowed with intertwined performative agency (see also
Barad 2003; Birke et al. 2004; Maurstad et al. 2013).
Phenomenology and new materialism are useful for examining emergent interspecies becomings,
but such paradigms might benefit by being put into more substantive conversation with Marxist
scholarship. Bodily sensings and matterings not only traverse species divides, but also can
emerge from and be deeply entangled with capitalist projects. For example, my ethnography has
shown that human and horse co-materializations in the racing industry can result in and
naturalize that horses and certain humans are exposed to risk and suffering while others are not.
Some bodily matterings come to biopolitically matter more than others. As Ahmed (2019, 95;
see also Robinson 1983) notes, in industrial capitalism, some—particularly racialized, classed,
and gendered people—materialize as bodies to be used and overused while others are not.51
Human and horse may emerge entangled, but this does not mean there are equivalences of
agency nor an ontological leveling (Govindrajan 2018, 25). Rather, the vitalities that are
produced and inflected by human and horse co-mattering are partially aggregated and directed
toward their mutual, if differential, use within the machinic assemblage of the horse racing
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industry.
Alex Blanchette’s work provides an important touchpoint to think about the ways
phenomenology, mattering, and capitalism converge. Blanchette (2020) opens his ethnography,
Porkopolis, by describing how human laborers become unsettled when hogs in factory farms
stare into them. This “modern porcine gaze,” he writes, “along with how it can biophysically
affect hogs, is itself inseparable from the many waves and epochs of industrialization that have
compounded into this animal over the past two hundred years” (Blanchette 2020, xiv). As
Blanchette goes on to demonstrate, the historical and contemporary processes of industrial pig
farming not only deeply shape porcine bodies, vitalities, and gazes, but also restructure human
labors, lives, and landscapes into “porcine worlds.” The omnipresent industrial hog that
penetrates humans’ sensoria, bodies, spaces, and worlds is both an effect of and a means by
which industrial capitalism becomes diffuse and continually unfolds.
There are important differences between horse racing and factory hog farming, and between the
Thoroughbred and the pig. Yet Blanchette’s work challenges me to critically consider how the
co-materialization of horses and horse people is part of a larger process of multispecies industrial
worlding. This means considering how bodily co-matterings are a means by which horses and
horse people are partially and differentially produced as effects of and directed towards
particular industrial uses. It also means considering how interspecies bodily affinities and
vitalities are an effect of the way capitalism dynamically and diffusely operates. This makes us
reconsider how Kentucky “horse country” is not a timeless, folksy agrarian world that has
persisted throughout time, but something that is continually produced through the iterative
industrial co-mattering and aggregation of bodies.
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This provides a dissonant counterpoint to the analysis I offered in chapter 1 of how horses get
“inside” of horsemen. As I explained there, maybe trainers come to feel that horses are “inside”
of them because their way of expertly sensing and knowing horses involves affective exposures.
But at the same time, given my analysis in this chapter, maybe some horse people feel that
horses or the racetrack comes to get inside of them because they sense that their body—the way
it materializes, is shaped, senses, moves, and is used—is deeply shaped by and directed towards
industrial processes, with that of the Thoroughbred.
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Part II: Tick-Tock
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Interlude 2: Picture the Backside
Picture the sun on golden hay. Smell the earthy scent of horse shit. Hear the sound of horses
grinding their teeth when they’re chewing. Picture how sticky tape hung vertically in the barn
becomes covered in writhing, dying flies. Smell the fetid mound of piss-soaked straw muck.
Feel a grouchy horse chomp into your inner thigh.
Picture a baby sparrow that fell from its nest on a barn rafter, tumbling down into a bed of straw.
Ali tenderly scooped it up and climbed onto Paco’s shoulders to put it back in its nest. Now
picture a different baby sparrow falling from its nest in a barn rafter into shedrow, half-alive after
being trampled by horseshoes. “It writhed, fragile and alone,” I wrote in my journal. I used the
heel of my boot to snap its neck.
The insulated apartments that have been fashioned in horse barn lofts have carpets and space
heaters and WIFI. They are cozy and cute, and exist alongside squalid closets in barns, walled
with thin plyboards and, on the mattresses, writhings of hundreds of bedbugs.
People from all walks of life working side-by-side in the barn. Words like “comradery,”
“warmth,” “kindness,” and “respect” are helpful for simply calling attention to the reality that
both life and work traverse divides here.
“I’ll walk this horse for ya. Go on now and get somethin’ to eat.”
“Here’s a little something extra. Just take the money. C’mon, now.”
“Are you okay? If you need to leave, you can.”
Now picture the gossip, brawls, jockeying, and grudges that, at times, refract many forms of isms.
“Aw, he’s just angry ‘cause he was born.”
“Smile! It could be worse. You could be a horse in Joe Schmo’s barn!”
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“He just likes to break his horses down.”
“You think you’re hot shit, don’t you.”
“Bitch.”
“Cocksucker.”
“Lazy piece of Mexican shit.”
Some trainers try to help others just getting into the business. Some take time out of their busy
days to offer advice, lend equipment to their neighbors, provide essential connections, like the
number of a good jockey. Some ceaselessly shit-talk those in the neighboring operation or look
down their nose at those who didn’t grow up in the business or lack an important surname.
Picture how it’s really fucking cold and one of the grooms is living in his car with his wife and
their sick infant. Somebody presses some cash into his palm. Most are a turning a blind eye.
Some people are wonderful to work with, and others were just a pain in the ass, day after day.
Some horses are wonderful to work with, and others were a pain in the ass, day after day.
Humans and horses are both different contact points for relationships that end up in good or bad
experiences.
Picture the painstaking, tender, selfless work people undertake to care for horses before
themselves. Picture how the arduous, backbreaking, never-ending work and the shoves, kicks,
prods, demands, disrespect, and violations that just makes ya snap. Picture the vet who snapped
and punched a horse in the kidney. Picture the horse who snapped and kicked, reared, rolled, bit,
or got loose. Picture the groom who snapped and whipped a horse with the end of a shank.
Picture me who snapped and popped a horse on the cheek. Picture the blacksmith who snapped
and took a hammer to a horse.
The elation of seeing a horse you know and care for grow, develop, and run a good race is like
the elation of seeing other projects through and feeling a part of oneself conferred into the
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essence of another. The horses saunter like they are proud of themselves for it. The horror of
going to the track to catch a horse that has jumped, thrown his rider, and fallen, streaks of red
blood streaming down his legs, his eyes wide with fear. Maybe they’ll be okay, the vet will
patch ‘em up. Maybe there’ll be no option other than killing.
There is heartbreak and void for workers in finding an empty stall after a beloved horse—a
singularity—was sold, retired, or sent away. There is relief in finding an empty stall after an
annoying, scary mess of a horse was sold, retired, or sent away.
Owners and agents walk into the barn and know all the grooms by name, maybe even give them
some cash when they visit, and bring a big box of fancy, expensive doughnuts for breakfast.
They also walk into the barn act like barn workers are invisible. It’s not hard to hear how the
workers are sometimes described as loathsome in much the same way that stereotyped groups are
talked about on a national stage.
A simple story is that this is a microcosm of social divides riven by large-scale processes. The
backside is this, and more. Truth be told, I don’t know how to capture this for you, an entire
splurging, seeping, contradictory mess of a world.
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Chapter 3: Rules of Barn Staging
Imagine a chapter with a coherent narrative structure. A few scenes parsed and pared in
retellings that lent argumentative force to one clear, clean, and ordered thesis. Maybe one that
spoke to what liberal academics in big cities think scenes of labor in the agrarian American south
looks like—hierarchies, racism, old ways, exploitation, suffering. How the salient idea of work
ethic is mapped onto different speciated, racialized, and gendered bodies through managerial
optical regimes, asserting and legitimizing enduring social inequalities. The ol’ south imagined
and resurrected in my ol’ Kentucky horse country home. Lots of citations and analysis to point
lines and situate within broad scholarly literatures. Something in the vein of Pete’s big, angry,
award-winning, argumentative, and brilliant brickbat of a book (see Russell 2012, 211; Benson
2018). I wrote and rewrote that chapter. It’s not here. Parts of it felt real and true and
important. Most of it felt overdetermined and totalizing, a flattening of the perspectives and
people I came to know, the complexity of everyday working life as it was lived, and the
moments that belied or challenged a clear postulation of what is going on. Instead, I begin with a
list of barn rules and expectations. I then offer a cluster of scenes having to do with the way
rules were asserted and policed at training farms, barns, and tracks.

Barn Rules
Rules were an ever-present force in the barn, shaping the way horses and humans move and
work in relation to one another. I list them here in a way that seeks to reproduce the stylistic
force they have in daily life. They are meant to be jarring, distractive, and interruptive in the
same way that I experienced the need to constantly police myself to perform the role of a good
barn worker. Some of these rules were directed at me and other barn staff regularly by
management. Others are customary norms, insider knowledge, or tips. In presenting text in this
way, I not only follow anthropologists who have experimented with disjointing different forms
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of text (e.g. Tsing 2005; Mol 2002), but particularly American literary figures like Zora Neale
Hurston (1995, “Book of Harlem” and “Harlem Slanguage”), Walt Whitman ([1855]1904, “Song
of Myself”), and Allen Ginsberg (1956, “Howl”) who use lists to convey the cultural salience
and stylistic force of an ordered register, catalogue, or inventory.
*****
“Signs taken for wonders” posted inside all barns (Bhabha 1985):
WARNING: Under Kentucky Law, a farm animal activity sponsor, farm animal
professional, or other person does not have the duty to eliminate all risks of injury of
participation in farm animal activities. There are inherent risks of injury that you
voluntarily accept if you participate in farm animal activities. KRS 247.4027
1. Get to work on time, when you’re scheduled to work.
2. Do what you’re supposed to do, when you’re supposed to do it. Pull your own weight.
Keep busy. Do what you’re told. No backtalk.
3. And no shorts. Jeans are best. No sandals. Boots are best.
4. No sudden movements. Be aware of where horses are movin’. Horses have right of way.
5. Stay on the left side of horses. Don’t get behind them ‘cause that’s asking to get kicked.
A lady in another barn got kicked bad once. Her belly swelled with blood. The
ambulance’s lights flashed, but the sirens were off. In horse country, even the
EMTs know better than to spook the horses.
6. And know which horses like to nip, bump, or rear up on ya.
7. Watch out for the colts. They might try an’ mount ya.
As BILLY warned, “This horse wants to jump anything that moves. He sees
another horse and arches his neck [arching his neck], gets that look.” BILLY
looks into me, raising his eyebrows and moaning. “No gender preference,
neither. Boys, girls, he don’t care.”
8. And keep your belongings put away inside cupboards around the barn, or up in the loft.
Clutter don’t look right.
9. Keep the middle of the barn clear of hazards, like wheelbarrows, rakes, and tools.
Anything a horse could step on.
10. Keep an eye out for anything small that could harm the horse’s foot like a screw or a
stray tool.
11. Absolutely no cigarettes in the barn. Ya can smoke out back.
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One day WESLEY caught a rider smoking as he rode a horse in shedrow52:
“BILLY! What the hell, man?! What is the problem?! How many times have I
told ya: DON’T. SMOKE. IN. THE. BARN?” He glares at BILLY who
submissively stares at the ground and puts out his cigarette, sheepishly saying,
“Yes, sir.” Wesley continues, “I’ve had a barn fire before. Lost horses. It was
horrible.” Horses being trapped in stalls, rearing and pacing as they neigh for
help, the dry wood and straw igniting around them, suffocating and burning them
up. This is a horseman’s worst nightmare.
12. Now, only the trainer, assistant trainer, or vet are allowed to administer medications to
horses.
13. Absolutely no drugs in the barn, including things like cough medicine. Traces can
accidentally get into horses. We can’t risk getting’ a positive drug test on race day.
14. And always hold the shank with two hands.
15. Don’t let it loop around ya ‘cause if the horse rears up and runs, they’ll take ya with ‘im.
16. Don’t take DANNY’S shank.
It’s extra-long and the leather is worn to fit his old hands just so. It has a knot on
the end, which he likes. He usually hides it under the blankets so no one else can
use it.
17. And holler “HO BACK!” anytime ya stop or move through a threshold.
18. Stay between the horse’s shoulder and their head. Remember, where a horse’s head goes,
they go.
19. Keep the horse in the middle of the road. Always take wide turns.
20. If they try to bite, keep bumping up on ya too much, or get to acting up, jerk the shank.
21. Never jerk the shank too hard. Sometimes a shake or quiver will do.
An assistant once explained, “It’s not about causing pain. It’s about refocusing
their attention, drawing their focus into you.”
22. And if they startle, use a low voice, “Ho, there. Easy.” A gentle pat on the shoulder.
23. And don’t look up into their face or stare at them. Some of ‘em really don’t like that.
24. If they really spook and act like they might rear up or run backwards, do not jerk the
shank. That’ll just make ‘em pull further back from ya, run backwards faster, or roll.
25. Absolutely no headphones. Ya have to be able to hear if a horse gets loose or is coming
at ya.
Despite the trainer telling him to put them away, DANI always snuck one earbud
out from inside his hoodie so he could listen to Twenty One Pilots.
26. But if no owners are around, you can sing or maybe even play a little music.
As he rides a horse around shedrow BILLY accompanies KidRock, who wails
from his nearby phone, “I want to be a cowboyyy bayybee!...”

52

Shedrow is the dirt path that usually runs around the barn’s perimeter.
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Walking a horse, CARLA sings in a voice roughened by cigarettes, “I’m a
redneck woooman, ain’t no high-class broad…”
A rider pulls his Camaro into the barn one afternoon and blasts, “I smell sex and
candaay, yeaaaahhh.”
My favorite is when BARTOLO sings as he grooms: “La única estrella-aaa que
tiene mi cielo / Se esta nublando-oooo…” He pauses, bending over and pick out
a hoof. Then he croons: “La única estrella-aaa que tiene mi cielo / Se esta
apagando-ooo…”53 One of his fillies, HONEY DEAR, always nickers and looks
for him when she hears this particular song. He sings it just for her.

Staging the Barn
The following scenes are purposefully represented in a disjointed manner, constantly shifting
from various perspectives and voices. This way of writing draws on literature, creative
nonfiction, and forms of experimental and unconventional ethnographic writing (e.g., Tsing
2005; Stewart 2007; Pine 2019; Benson n.d.). More than anything, it resembles a screenplay or a
script, gesturing to the idea that ethnography, like training barns, is a staged production. These
scenes include real happenings, conversations, and direct quotes. They also include conjecture,
conjoined events, and composited characters. I offer a few metadiscursive “Facts” throughout to
connect these happenings to larger social and political economic forces, yet at the same time
satirically problematize the way “Facts” can obscure the intricacies and complexities of these
phenomena.
I think this chapter sometimes speaks to the way training work in Kentucky is about aesthetically
staging farms, barns, and bodies in line with idealized imaginings of bucolic “horse country.” I
think it sometimes speaks to how this staging work is complicated and intensified by bodily
pains and exhaustion, personal frictions, micropolitics, social tensions, and industrial forces.
Enduring and new forms of social inequality and prejudice flare, heating and refracting through

53

Bartolo sang excerpts from the song “La Estrella” by the famous Mexican singer Vincente Fernández
Gómez (1984), nicknamed “El Rey de la Música Ranchera,” or the King of Ranchera Music.
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scenes. Economic and social pressures come to bear on middling trainers and then compound
and fall downhill, on barn staff who tend to be more economically precarious and socially
marginalized. More than anything, I think these scenes provide a partial picture of what it was
like to work in Thoroughbred training, and how capitalist and cultural forces come together to
complexly shape and charge the everyday experiences, positions, and stakes of various actors.
Maybe you’ll think they show something else.

Rule: Keep Things “Just So”
FADE IN
A barn office on a large, private horse farm in Kentucky. A few desks with computers and
phones. A couch and some chairs. Winner’s circle pictures on the wall. The morning sun is
bright, streaming through the windows. CAROLYN paces like an amped up, jittery horse. Two
office workers are seated at desks, answering phones and working on computers.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
A family friend, Sam, has helped me set up a meeting with MR.
RANDY KNOX. He’s one of the “big guys,” with a larger, more
lucrative operation than most. MR. KNOX had texted early in the
morning, tellin’ me to meet him here. I scan the bookshelves lined
with texts on remarkable horses and horsemen. Among them are
folksy, horsey knick-knacks. One of them is a sign, “NEVER
EVER QUESTION THE TRAINER’S JUDGEMENT.” MR.
KNOX calls, saying he’s running late and that he’ll be along
shortly.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
I gotta million things goin’ on today, runnin’ through my mind.
And this researcher lady’s comin.’ What’s she up to? So many
people are out to write hit pieces on our industry right now. And
ever since that girl took those undercover animal-rights PETA
videos, it’s like, who can we trust, ya know? People get the wrong
idea when things are taken outa context. They misconstrue what
we do and who we are. All we do, our whole lives, is all about
caring for these animals. People just need to see that. Maybe
she’ll help ‘em see that.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
Here’s MR. KNOX, entering the farm office, wearing a fleece that
has his stable’s logo embroidered on the breast. The logo is also
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on his ballcap. I stand and face him. His gaze doesn’t leave his
phone. He gets pulled into a conversation his office staff are
having on speakerphone. They hang up. He still hasn’t looked at
or greeted me. Maybe he’s sizing me up. Maybe he’s just
thinking about too many other things.
MR. KNOX’S eyes remain on his phone as he says in CAROLYN’S direction—
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
“We’re just going to do our walkthrough.”
MR. KNOX and MARIE, a young farm manager who carries a clipboard, go through the door,
outside, briskly taking off down a path. CAROLYN trails behind, trying to keep up.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
I scan the area as we go. Gah, the muck pit is a mess. Again. I
shout across the road to a worker, “Pick up those rakes layin’
around and rake all that straw up.” “Every time it’s emptied they
need to rake up all the straw around the outside.” Do I have to tell
‘em this every day? Gah.
MARIE nods and silently takes note on her clipboard.
CUT TO
MR. KNOX, MARIE, and CAROLYN walking through a number of barns, inspecting
broodmares, foals, and horses in rehab for particular ailments or that are recovering from minor
procedures. Workers continue chores around them, sometimes nodding to the boss. “Knox
Racing” and the stable’s logo appears on signs and barn paraphernalia all over the property.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
Like the barn I work in, I recognize when staff silently take note of
the trainer’s approach. That his eyes are upon them and their
work. They stand up a little straighter. They move with a little
more pep in their step. They quickly attend to any eyesores.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
It’s important that people realize I take a hands-on approach not
only to training, but also rehab care. I try to keep track of what’s
goin’ on with each horse. As I look each of ‘em over, I ask
MARIE questions about their care, like when they were last shod
or had a medication, or had a vet or other practitioner visit.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
MR. KNOX occasionally explains to me what is going on with a
particular horse, as his eyes remain studiously locked onto the
animal. He takes care. He asks a slew of detailed questions to
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gather information about their behavior. In some instances he
orders MARIE to put into place a plan of action: to call the
blacksmith, the teeth filer, or the veterinarian.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
I can’t stand for the horses and the property to not be taken care of
properly. “MARIE, This area needs to be swept up.” “These
weeds comin’ up, tell ‘im to Roundup these so they don’t come
back. If you keep weedin’ ‘em they’ll just be back every week.”
“When you’re watering off [buckets for the horses], make sure you
don’t get the signs with the horse’s and the owner’s name wet. It
just doesn’t look nice to have water warp ‘em.” “This whole area
needs ta be pressure-washed. Get JOE’S nephew—what’s his
name?—to come down here an’ just pressure-wash this.” “Tell
‘em to Windex that [tack] chest. Don’t just throw a bucket of
soapy water on it. Windex it.” “See that board there overgrown
with grass? He needs to come out here with a shovel and dig down
to that board so there’s a clear line from there to the that barn.”
CUT TO
All is black. A door opens, framing a picture of a world. The shot moves through the
doorframe, opening into a bright, bucolic scene of rolling bluegrass hills on a horse farm in
central Kentucky. A fiddle plays “Ashokan Farewell” (Ungar et al. 2005). Mares and foals
frolic together in an adjacent pastures. All is perfectly mowed and manicured, not a thistle or a
weed to be seen. A fancy, well-kept barn in the background. Horse fences well-maintained and
freshly painted. In the far distance, a figure moves on the horizon. As it moves towards us, it
slowly comes into view: a horse and rider, united as one. Think the opening of The Searchers
(Ford 1956) meets Ali’s Well scene in Lawrence of Arabia (Lean 1962) but set in Kentucky
horse country. This serves as the backdrop for text that rolls across the screen:
Fact: 1.1 million acres (over 1,700 square miles) of Kentucky
farmland is devoted to horses (“2012 Kentucky Equine Survey”).
But it’s not just horses and land that make “horse country.” It’s a
whole world, a whole pastoral scene. It takes work to stage it.
The majority of directives MR. KNOX gives during the morning
walkthrough have nothing to do with horses, but with keeping the
barns and farm space properly cleaned, ordered, and styled.
Training a space, establishing an aesthetic order, setting a stage,
requires constant corrective work.
FADE OUT

Rule: “Stand ‘im” Just So
OPEN TO
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MR. KNOX and CAROLYN climb into MR. KNOX’S shiny luxury SUV. They drive from his
private farm to the public racetrack.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
She asks some questions on the road. It’s okay. Kinda tedious.
I’m not so sure she knows what’s what.
They arrive at the racetrack. All the best trainers in the area train here. Everybody else wishes
they could get a barn here. It’s considered top notch, the place to be.
MR. KNOX and CAROLYN watch a few sets of horses train. He doesn’t talk or acknowledge
her much, walking off from time to time without explanation, expecting her to follow. They
walk back to his barn and enter the small barn office for “the rundown” with his ASSISTANT
TRAINERS. They review how each horse in training is progressing and behaving, and lay out
plans for their upcoming workouts or races. They make some calls to clients. CAROLYN
stands at the door, taking notes in a notebook.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
There are no introductions. Only an EXERCISE RIDER/JOCKEY
acknowledges me. He initially thinks I’m from an industry
magazine. Super-trainers like MR. KNOX have teams of staff in
multiple locations to make sure that horses, staff, and space are
kept in check, constantly ordered so that everything is just so.
Outside the office, WORKERS are busy cleaning and styling the barn. Raking up every piece of
straw. Raking the shedrow dirt so it is level and has an X-pattern, like a Zen garden. Cleaning
the plastic “Knox Racing” webbings that clip across each stall. Watering the hanging flower
baskets that run around the barn’s perimeter.
CAROLYN follows MR. KNOX and his ASSISTANTS outside to a small paddock between the
barns. MR. KNOX wants to put eyes on a few HORSES. One by one, each HORSE is brought
out by barn workers, so clean and shiny the sun reflects off their coats.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
We look at a puffy knee. I watch another jog. I ask ‘em to bring
BASTION out so I can take a video for the horse’s out-of-town
owner—to relay to ‘em how the horse is lookin’, movin’, and
developin’.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
BASTION struts outta the barn clean, glossy, and muscled. He’s
big. He’s goin’ places. The real deal.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
We gotta lota hopes for this ‘un. “Stand ‘im.”
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PABLO, hot-walker
Que?! The horse is standing? Ah, no estoy seguro de qué hacer.
BASTION, racehorse
Que quieren?54 I’m lookin’ good and I know it. I’m feelin’ myself,
feelin’ myself. I’m feelin’ my feelin’ my feelin’ myself…
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
The young barn worker doesn’t seem to know that when you
“stand” a Thoroughbred, you formally present them such that the
left part of their body is facing the viewer, their right legs closer
together than the left ones so that each of the horse’s limbs can be
seen. These little tacit rules, vocabularies, and know-hows matter,
and mark insider from outsider, those who belong and those who
don’t.55
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
Again, I say, “Stand ‘im. Half-step. Half step.” C’mon, I don’t
got time for this.
CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
I want to intervene and explain to the guy holding the horse, but I
feel like I’m supposed to be a fly on the wall. Seen but not heard.
He sheepishly moves the horse forward a full step. Eek. MR.
KNOX looks at one of the ASSISTANTS. Just one look signals
that he should take charge of the horse.
The ASSISTANT walks forward, takes the shank, and correctly stands BASTION. PABLO
sheepishly disappears into the barn. MR. KNOX squats and holds up his phone, preparing to
take a video of BASTION.
MR. KNOX, one of the big guys
Now I can get this. As I record, I watch BASTION being jogged
away from and back towards me. I cheerily narrate: “This is
BASTION, who just worked a good three-eights. We’re real
pleased with how he’s developin’. You can see he’s bulked up
nicely. He’s also really matured, is handlin’ himself well…”

54

Because of Thoroughbreds’ intimate everyday connections with Spanish-speaking Latinx barn workers,
some have noted that horses understand and respond to Spanish, or are bilingual, understanding and responding to
both English and various Spanish dialects (De León 2010; Nuñez 2012). De León (2015) notes that some nonSpanish speaking riders and trainers, having noticed that horses won’t respond to English commands, have
begrudgingly learned some Spanish words so that they can communicate with their horses. At times, Latinx workers
are scolded for speaking Spanish, and are told to only speak to horses in English.
55
As Rebecca Cassidy (2002a, 14) notes, “the language of racing [has the capacity] to include and
exclude.”
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CAROLYN, Sam’s friend/researcher
BASTION is big and impressive. Ready to run. He seems like a
diva, like he likes us all looking over his sleek and sauntering
body. Like he’s showin’ off. My friend, LAURA, talks about how
racehorses are “sexy,” how they exude a stirring and sultry
confidence in their swagger. When they know they look good and
are being looked at.
A distant shot of MR. KNOX squatting, recording BASTION on his phone. His mouth
continues to move and narrate, but sounds fade away. Cake’s (1996) “The Distance” rises as the
shot slightly drifts back and forth as it zooms in on MR. KNOX, uneasily meandering towards.
Think the drifting first scene of Lars von Trier’s (2014) Nymphomaniac Volume I. Shot ends in
an extreme closeup tightly framing MR. KNOX’s eyes, like the tight eyeline shots in Quentin
Tarantino’s (2003, 2004) Kill Bill Volume 1 & 2. This serves as the backdrop for text that rolls
across the screen:
Fact: Super-trainers like MR. KNOX are the rising face of
Thoroughbred training and racing in America. The horse industry
magazine BloodHorse defines a “super-trainer” as “a conditioner
with more than 400 [racing] starts in a given season” (Angst &
Hughes 2017). The overall population of trainers in the U.S. is
plummeting, from 7,236 in 1991 to 3,103 in 2016. At the same
time, super-trainers are claiming a greater proportion of business.
Since 2001, super-trainers have accounted for a rising percentage
of starts, purse winnings, and graded stakes wins.
FADE OUT

Rule: Shit Falls Downhill
OPEN TO
HONEY DEAR waking up in her stall in a training barn at a lower-status training track. It’s
dark and quiet, long before dawn.
HONEY DEAR, racehorse
Bartolo’s stirring in his room up in the loft, whistlin’ that song I
like. I nicker back, groggily. Bajará pronto y encenderá las luces.
He’ll start muckin’ out dirty straw. I’m gonna try ta snooze a little
more. ALI was here late last night, stompin’ around, keepin’ me
up. Me gustaría que me dejen ser. I’m so tired today.
BARTOLO, groom
I am whistling as I heat the water for the Nescafe. Solo yo y los
caballos ahora. Soon Ali and the others are comin’.
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CUT TO
ALI in her pickup truck outside her home, turning the ignition over and over.
ALI, assistant trainer
Goddamnit! Why won’t my fuckin’ truck start? Today, of all
days! I’ve gotta get in early today. I’m just so tired after
yesterday. Wesley really laid into me, told me the barn has to be
lookin’ better, ‘specially now that the sales and the racing meet are
comin’ up. I was up in the barn really late cleaning. And my
baby’s sick again. What if I have ta take him to the barn with me
again? Jesus, I really don’t want to lose this job. I’ve really gotta
light a fire under everyone’s ass today.
CUT TO
Back inside the barn, BARTOLO wheeling a yellow wheelbarrow outside a stall to start mucking
out dirty straw with a pitchfork.
BARTOLO, groom
HONEY DEAR seemin’ sleepy in the corner. Ali’s late. I shoulda
been the assistant trainer instead of esta gringa. I been workin’ for
Wesley for years. With horses longer. They no wanna a
‘Mexican’ assistant, con acento y piel morena. I’m saving up to go
back, workin’ hard todos los días. All I can think about is home,
the countryside outside Guatemala City. I got a land y cattle.
They send me photos on the phone. I show them to Carolyn,
sayin’, “Look! Mine. Sí, sí. Mine. I keep on savin’ and savin’.
Then, I go home.” Donde seré el patrón.
CUT TO
A small old green sedan racing down a dark country road. Headlights illuminate a small patch of
pavement ahead. Two young men sit inside: the driver, smiling, and the passenger, wide-eyed,
anxiously grasping the door, but trying to play it cool.
DANI, hot-walker
This guy drives these curvy country roads too freakin’ fast! And in
the dark! I have ta ride with PACO, a Mexican groom I work with.
I don’t have a car, and my family—Mexican immigrants also—like
that PACO’S taken me under his wing and watches out for me in
the barn. But PACO’S a little crazy sometimes. He stirs up
horseplay. The boss liked my work this summer, so he’s lettin’ me
work this fall a few hours before school each morning. Most of the
money goes to my parents, but I keep some. I’m saving up ta take
my girlfriend to an electropop concert.
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When PACO and I finally get to the barn, we jump into action. He
starts mucking stalls and I start taking buckets and feed tubs out for
a scrub and a rinse. Jeez, that white kid is late. I’ll have ta do his
buckets. Again.
CUT TO
Inside a custom Land Rover SUV driving up to the barn. A sleepy woman at the wheel, a
teenage boy in the passenger seat.
MORDECAI, hot-walker/son of WESLEY’S acquaintances
I’m late. It’s a’ight. My folks know the trainer. That’s why I have
this job anyhow. I’m supposeta get a taste of what real work is,
especially since I convinced ‘em I should be homeschooled this
year. They’ll let me quit soon. I just gotta ride it out. Maybe I can
get away with not havin’ ta scrub that many buckets. They’re
slobbery and slimey. And sometimes the horse’ll shit in ‘em. So
gross, dude!
Follow MORDECAI as he makes his way into the barn. DANI and CAROLYN re already
scrubbing some of his buckets.
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
I’m not slated to work today, but I showed up anyhow. I couldn’t
sleep anyway. I’m so nauseous. But they seem to be short on
help, so I’ll just scrub a few buckets for ‘em.
CUT TO
BARTOLO in HONEY DEAR’S stall.
BARTOLO, groom
I’ve let you sleep enough, mi chiquita bonita. Everybody’s here,
workin’. I clean everybody else’s stalls already. Es hora de
despertarse, HONEY.
CUT TO
CAROLYN pausing at ZEST’S stall.
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
I give ZEST a pat. “Hi Mama.” She’s acting super weird. She
walks right up, tucks her head down, and pushes her nose right into
me, into the front of my pelvis. After she takes a long, slow breath
in and out, huffin’ and puffin’, heating my lower belly, she pulls
back just a bit. I pat her cheek. She knows, doesn’t she? She
knows I’m pregnant. “Keep it quiet now,” I whisper with my eyes.
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ALI has arrived. She stomps to the center of the barn and clears her throat, crossing her arms at
her chest as she shouts-ALI, assistant trainer
“Can everybody stop what they’re doin’ for a minute and come
over here?”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Oh man, her jaw’s clenched and her nose is flarin’. Looks like
trouble this mornin’.
STAFF reluctantly gather around ALI. Many stare at the floor. They know what’s comin’-ALI, assistant trainer
“Thank you to those of you who were here by 4:30… I'm really
upset because I feel disrespected. I feel walked all over. I was
here till ten o'clock last night rakin’ and waterin’ down shedrow,
doing all the laundry, rolling all the polos,56 cleaning this bath stall
and the one outside, cleaning out this [laundry] room. I can't have
no more drinks ‘n’ food sittin’ aroun’ in there or on the outside of
the stalls. I understand y'all gotta eat sometimes…but if your food
is sittin’ out for more than two sets, I'm throwin’ it out. No more
jackets in this room... And I don’t know if you all know, but the
standing pads57 need to be stacked according to size on the shelves
upstairs in the tack room... Every time I go up there everything is
all a mess… It’s just not okay.
You know, I try an’ be nice. I try an’ be cool. But I'm sick and
tired of asking y’all to do things over and over and over. I make
lists for you, ask you, remind you, but I don't know what else to
do. I'm gonna have to start being an asshole… A real asshole.
‘Cause I'm sick and tired of things not being done right and getting
my ass chewed out, my job threatened, ‘cause things aren’t done
right…
And I understand y'all want more money... Well, then, we need
new clients. And with sales going on and then the race meet
comin’ up, owners are going to be comin’ here constantly. This
barn needs ta look right. I understand this is a workin’ barn and it
can't always be spotless, but at the end of the day, it better look as
good as it did when you got here this mornin’…”
CUT TO

56
57

Polos are leg wraps used around the bottom of horses’ legs when they jog.
Standing pads are pads wrapped around the bottom of horses’ legs overnight.
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A bird’s-eye shot of regional American racetrack on a weekday—not one of the fancy ones.
Think the opening scene from Francis Ford Coppola’s (1974) The Conversation. Sounds of
people chatting. Patsy Cline’s (1963) live version of “Blue Moon of Kentucky” chipperly
playing off in the distance. The occasional announcement. Even though it’s a race day, it’s
mostly empty. A few folks meander, studying the program, sipping a drink, looking up at the
tote board.58 It’s a scene that feels quaint but waning. This serves as the backdrop for text that
rolls across the screen:
Fact: The horse racing industry in the United States is on the
decline. In recent decades, the number of races run has dropped
over 50%, from 71,689 in 1991 to 36,586 in 2018 (The Jockey
Club: 2020 Fact Book: North American Races).59 The number of
Thoroughbreds foaled has also dropped by over half during this
period, from 38,151 foals in 1991 to 19,925 in 2018 (The Jockey
Club: 2020 Fact Book: Trends in US Races, Purses and Foal
Crops).60 Half the races to try to win with half the horses to try to
secure for training. And that’s not even considering that a larger
and larger proportion of business is being monopolized by supertrainers (Angst & Hughes 2017).
FADE OUT

Rule: Stage the Backside’s Frontstage
OPEN TO
The training barn, just after ALI’S speech.
ALI, assistant trainer
“Alright. Thank you. Everybody get back to work. Let’s have a
good day.”
STAFF sheepishly and silently disburse and return to chores, occasionally sharing glances with
one another.
OLIVER, groom
Stupid li’l bitch ALI think she can boss me aroun’ ‘n’ take
advantage.
ALI walks over to CAROLYN in the laundry room, whispering-ALI, assistant trainer
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A tote board is a large sign at racetracks that usually displays information about racing odds, entry
changes, etc.
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http://www.jockeyclub.com/default.asp?section=FB&area=6
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http://www.jockeyclub.com/default.asp?section=FB&area=12
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“I thought that was a pretty good speech. What about you?”
CUT TO
UNDIVIDED’S STALL. PACO brings tack over to prepare him for the track.
UNDIVIDED, racehorse
Is he? ¿Te das cuenta? ¿Es él? Is he, is he?! I shiver and shuffle
my hooves with excitement. SÍ, he’s bringing the tack to my stall.
HE’S BRININ’ THE TACK! ¡Estoy muy emocionado! I’m goin’,
I’m goin’! ¡¿Qué crees que veré afuera?! I can’t wait to get up
and go, go, go! Whooopieee!!
ALI shouts through the barn-ALI, assistant trainer
“Be prepared for WESLEY today, okay?”
CAROLYN, , hot-walker/researcher
Warnings like this, that the trainer was on his way in or was in a
particularly bad mood, would circulate in the mornings from time
to time. It implied that, even more than usual, we needed to do
things just right, keep on top of tasks, avoid mistakes, and stay
moving and busy. Our bodies were about to be seen and
scrutinized.
CUT TO
A table at a small café, CAROLYN interviewing a trainer, MR. STUART, who describes a
potent feeling of power he gets when he arrives at the training barn every morning.
MR. STUART, trainer
It’s like entering “my own little country.” “The trainer is king in
the barn, he is king! He never gets questioned about his decisions
and everything is done.”
ASIDE
CAROLYN, researcher
This is supposed to be the folksy world of yes-sirs and no-sirs,
where the trainer’s rules and wishes are carried out without
question. Sometimes it seems as if strict barn rules are signs of a
trainer’s ultimate privilege and power, tied up in their white,
middle-class, middle-American, good ‘ol boy style of agrarian
masculinity.
CUT TO
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WESLEY driving up to the training barn just before dawn, pulling his SUV right up to the open
front door so that the headlights shine down the center, illuminating the flurry of activity already
underway.
For the rest of the scene, cut back and forth from inside WESLEY’S SUV, where he’s alone,
looking down into the barn, to the STAFF working inside the barn.
WESLEY, trainer
Horses pass by as they are walked around shedrow. They’ve
already got a few sets to the track. Good.
Gah, I’ve got a million things ta do. And my toddler kept me up
all night. I’ve gotta keep in touch with clients about how their
horses are developin’ and plans for upcomin’ races. I’ve gotta
make sure the barn is staffed and stocked with hay, straw, feed,
supplements, poultices, medicines, and tack. I’ve gotta set up
appointments with the veterinarian, the blacksmith, the teeth filer,
the chiropractor. I’ve gotta keep up with other trainers, sales and
breeding associates, and industry stakeholders. People just have
no idea, no idea what has gotta get done behind the scenes!
And all of this is separate from the actual work of training the
horse—of puttin’ eyes on the horse in the barn and at the track, of
keepin’ track of each horse’s individual training regimen and
medical care, and of hours goin’ over workout schedules and
reviewin’ condition books to try an’ match each horse to an
upcoming race in which they might be competitive.61
To run one race alone, I’ve gotta enter horses into races with the
track steward, make sure that I have a valid training license in the
state of the race, arrange for the horse’s transportation, get some
guys I can trust to accompany and properly care for the horse at the
race, hire a jockey I trust to ride the horse well and listen to my
guidance, make sure the horse is properly shod and has the right
tack and silks before the race, make sure that any prohibited
medicines withdraw from the horse’s system in advance of the
race, send the track the horse’s coggins test62, and maybe arrange
for owners to attend the race. So many things can go wrong and
fall apart! And fall racing season is comin’ up, which means I can
have multiple horses run a day, sometimes at different tracks.
PACO, groom
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For more on the kinds of predictive calculus trainers practice, see chapter 4.
For entry, many tracks require that trainers provide a “coggins,” a paper proving that their horse has
recently tested negative for the virus that causes Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA).
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Once I see WESLEY’S SUV comin’ down the drive to the barn I
shout, “el patrón viene!” My eyes quickly scan my stalls. Is there
any straw on the ground outside the stalls? Do the webbings look
shiny? Do the horses look clean? The headlights shine down
through the middle of the barn, illuminating us and blinding him
from our view. We feel the heat. Time to get up an’ go. Tenemos
que aseguararnos que todo se haga correctamente.
‘Member CARLOS, who used to work here? He really hated when
WESLEY would do this, look down on us from his truck. He’d
make fun of WESLEY behind his back: “Look at him, sitting all
comfy in his fancy truck. You think his back is sore because he
mucked one stall yesterday?” “Look at the air conditioning
blowing into his hair. Poor baby is so hot!” “Look at him in his
nice khakis and collared shirt. He can’t get dirty!”
ALI, assistant trainer
My first week workin’ here I made the mistake of parkin’ my truck
at the front door so I could go to and from the track quicker durin’
each set. As soon as WESLEY arrived he ordered me to move it ta
the back of the barn. Even here on the backside there’s a
frontstage and a backstage. And as staff, the frontstage ain’t for
me. It’s for WESLEY, the owners, and professional folks, like
farriers, veterinarians, and chiropractors. That’s why we gotta
more formal and decorative sign “LOUDON STABLES” hangin’
there with the trainer’s logo and racing silk colors. That’s why
we’ve gotta lawn jockey out there, also painted in the stable’s
colors, standin’ next to the barn with small landscaping trees, his
arm outstretched to welcome visitors. That’s why, during spring
and summertime, we hang baskets of flowers or ferns out front.
That’s why we sometimes sprinkle Pine Sol around that door, so
when those people enter the front of the barn they get hit with that
fresh, earthy, antiseptic smell.
Us staff are suppose’ ta park our vehicles—if we have ‘em—out
back, and come and go through the rear of the barn. With the
wheelbarrows and overflowing trashcans. Next to the stinkin’
muck pit, where grooms dump straw soaked with shit and piss,
piling it high into a steaming, smelly, fly-swarmed mound.
WESLEY, trainer
Look, I know I ask a lotta my guys, my staff. But I’m not askin’
any of ‘em to do anythin’ that I haven’t done myself. I know what
it takes. I know it’s hard work, real hard work. I grew up doin’ it
all as a kid! And you don’t understand how much I let slide in this
barn, how much I turn a blind eye to, how much I have ta swallow
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and let go of. But I’ve gotta make sure things get done right. I’ve
gotta make sure these horses are taken care of. I’ve gotta make
sure this barn looks right. CLIENTS and POTENTIAL CLIENTS
will be coming through a lot, with the sales and the race meet
comin’ up. A lot of ‘em come from outa town, so I’m kind of their
guide. I’ve got to show them a good time at the races and the
backside. I’ve gotta make sure the barn speaks to who I am as a
trainer—my business and my brand. They come here to get a taste
of horse country. So we let ‘em have a look around, pat their
horses, maybe even let their kids have a ride on the ol’ fat PONY
HUGO.
I was tellin’ CAROLYN a few days ago: “Did I ever tell you about
the time that HUGO escaped? …He had got out and went down ta
the road… And just stood there! In the middle of the road!
Blockin’ both lanes of traffic at rush hour! Cars are honkin’ and
he’s just standin’ there, totally unphased, like, “What?”
CUT TO
A distant shot of Federal Hill Mansion, a large, late 18 -century redbrick house in Bardstown,
Kentucky thought to have inspired Stephen Foster to write the anti-slavery ballad, “My Old
Kentucky Home.” Ben Sollee’s (2016) version of that song plays. Think Scarlet O’Hara
picnicking outside Tara in Gone with the Wind (Fleming 1939). But also the eerie and steamy
southern gothic heat of the ladies sewing on the porch of a white columned mansion in Sofia
Coppola’s (2017) The Beguiled. This serves as the backdrop for text that rolls across the screen:
th

Fact: Historian MARYJEAN WALL (2010, 11) argues that after
the Civil War, Kentucky slowly came to fill a void in the national
imagination by framing horse farms as quintessentially Southern,
playing upon the “nationwide need among white Americans for
nostalgia, working in tandem with rising racism.” In evoking
noble, sentimentalized plantation imagery, Kentuckians lured
northern elites to buy and invest in horse farms and racing, but
also irrevocably tied Kentucky with romanticized imaginings of the
Old South: Thoroughbreds grazing in ordered fields of bluegrass,
columned mansions, and the noble master of all, the Kentucky
gentleman. Such evocative pastoral imaginings continue to
characterize and structure expectations of Kentucky horse country
and horsemen.
FADE OUT

Rule: Stage What the Trainer “Likes to See”
OPEN TO
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Back in the barn, staff working on various chores. CUT back and forth between different
characters making ASIDES into the camera as they work.
PACO, groom
Este patrón really likes things lookin’ nice and clean. I told ALI,
“Things are clean, okay, but this is a workin’ barn!” Can’t always
be spotless. Think about all that we gotta do, man.
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Here’s what’s usually goin’ on first thing in the mornin’. Hotwalkers scrub buckets and feed tubs, sweep and rake, fold and
organize laundry, spray down shedrow with water to ground dirt
from gettin’ stirred up in the air, and hand-walk the horses not
goin’ to the track. Then how-walkers gotta start catchin’ horses
that come back from the track, walkin’ ‘em around as they cool
out, holdin’ them while they get a bath, and takin’ them out for a
quick graze as they dry. Grooms muck stalls, bathe horses after
workouts, help keep the barn clean, and prepare horses to go to the
track—brushin’ and buffin’ coats, combin’ and pullin’ manes and
tails, wrappin’ legs, tackin’ up horses. Riders sometimes help with
the tack, maybe even the laundry, but usually not.
CARLA, groom
It’s like I told CAROLYN the other day, “In the barn, everything
we do has to be done in the right way. Fancy, you know?
Ordered.”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
An ASSISTANT TRAINER once explained to me: “It’s not like
this in other places. You know, I’ve worked around, in Florida,
New York… But around here [in Kentucky] things have to be just
so. Other places are not like that, but it matters here.”
DANI, hot-walker
Paco was showing me how to “rub down” a horse the other day—
how to rub a harder curry comb in circles and then use a soft brush
to flick the coat clean. I tried doin’ it, but PACO gave me a hard
time. “No, con estilo, DANI! Con estilo! CAROLYN asked what
he meant. PACO said, “You know, like this,” as he exaggeratedly
flicked a brush across the horse’s coat. “Like with style? Or a
flare?” CAROLYN asked. PACO answered, “Sí, CARO! Esilo!
Flare!”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Keeping the barn clean sometimes falls by the wayside during the
rush of training, when we are focused on quickly getting horses to
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and from the track. Especially when we are short of help. People
are always quittin’, getting’ hurt, or getting’ fired with little or no
notice. Clumps of straw fall out of wheelbarrows and collect on
the floor. Shedrow quickly becomes hard and uneven. Buckets
accumulate grime. A spot of shit caked onto a horse’s hip is
missed. Dust, dirt, and cobwebs seem to collect in a matter of
hours, especially on the stall ledges, doors, and ground. The
plastic webbings that clip across the front of the stalls lose their
luster or get shit or poultice on ‘em. Filth persists despite constant
cleaning, which begins to feel futile, especially when you’ve been
toilin’ on your feet for hours, and above everything else, want to
ensure that the horses are properly trained and cared for.
DANI, hot-walker
We all know WESLEY really cares about how things look in the
barn. But he’s so quiet. He rarely corrects or scolds us or anythin’
like that. We just feel him lookin’ at us, ya know? And hear him
calmly railing on ALI when things ain’t up to snuff. “Don’t stand
there and tell me why it’s not done. Go do it.” “If you can’t do it,
make them do it. Tell them they have to stay late.” “This is what I
pay you the big bucks for, isn’t it?” The worst scoldings come
when WESLEY thinks the horses aren’t being well cared for or put
at risk. Like one day, when some of the horses’ tits, dicks, and
pussies were dirty, with too much built up tacky black gunk: “This
is just shameful. Bad horsemanship.”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
MOM says I’m a goodie two-shoes. She’s ornery and can be a
contrarian, but I also get the penchant for perfection from her. I
relish brining order to the barn, putting things just right, keeping
things just so. When I’m in the barn, work takes on a life of its
own. Sometimes I forget to eat, drink, or pee for 7-9 hours. I
write, “What the fuck is wrong with me? When I’m in the barn, I
get so caught up in getting the work done, working the horses, in
getting all the chores done well and fast, that I don’t even see
what’s going on sometimes.” I “space out” into the seemingly
totalized space of the barn and into completing catalogued tasks—
the set and chore lists—therein (Rizzo 2004). I obsess over the
work. I’m embarrassed at the great pleasure I take in it, in
followin’ the rules and bein’ put to work, in makin’ the barn shiny
and orderly, in being seen by WESLEY to move with a pep in my
step and stage what he “likes to see.” Sometimes I feel like alotta
folks—family, friends, academics—respect me more for this work,
this manual labor, way more than they do for my scholarship.
ALI, assistant trainer
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Look, when things ain’t up to WESLEY’S standards it’s my job to
bring everyone in line. Remind everyone what the rules are and
what’s expected in here. “The business is so cut-throat. It’s so
competitive. That’s why WESLEY’S so sensitive about what
others think about him. That’s why he always wants everything to
look nice.”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
The trainer’s expectations are frequently communicated and
policed by assistants stating what the trainer does or does not “like
to see.”
I start keepin’ a list on my phone:
WESLEY doesn’t like to see people sittin’.
WESLEY likes to see a lot of hay in the stalls.
WESLEY doesn’t like to see shedrow uneven.
WESLEY doesn’t like to see a wet horse in the stall.
WESLEY likes his tits and dicks clean.
WESLEY likes to see hoses rolled and hung up nicely.
WESLEY likes to see brushes and tools put up on the wall.
WESLEY likes to see dirty laundry in baskets.
WESLEY doesn’t like to see bath pads muddy.
WESLEY likes to see blankets folded and hung nicely.
WESLEY likes to see all the laundry nicely arranged on the
shelves.
WESLEY likes to see webbings clean.
WESLEY likes to see the frontside of the barn tidy.
WESLEY likes to see straw swept up as soon as it falls out of the
wheelbarrow.
WESLEY doesn’t like to see trash or straw blown into the
paddock.
Workers are not just subject to evaluative managerial optics, but
tasked with bringing the trainer’s vision of what the barn should
look like into being. Yet it also seems that rules and their
enforcement—the constant reassertion of what the trainer does or
doesn’t “like to see”—are not only a sign of a trainer’s and
assistant’s power, but also their instability, vulnerability, and
uncertainty about who they are and what it is they’re up to.
CUT TO
An eye-level scene of the training barn mid-morning. People and horses coming and going,
whistling and chatting, getting on with the day’s work. Yet the shot is distorted, making bodies
appear especially compressed and elongated. Think Spike Lee’s (1994) use of the squeeze frame
in Crooklyn. Vincente “Chente” Fernández Gómez’s (1984) “La Estrella” plays. This serves as
the backdrop for text that rolls across the screen:
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Fact: The horse industry has a $3-billion annual economic impact
and generates over 40,000 jobs in Kentucky alone (2012 Kentucky
Equine Survey). Historically, backside work in the United States
has largely been undertaken by poor and socially marginalized
people. Enslaved people, then newly emancipated African
Americans, then Irish and Italian immigrants, then poor white
folks and Latinx immigrants (e.g., Rosecrance 1985; Mooney
2014). Although data is scarce, estimates suggest that today at
least 70% of Thoroughbred farm and track workers in America are
Latinx immigrants (Beam 2016). Frequently, depending on the
state and the type of horse operation (track, breeding farm,
training center, etc.), people working in horse barns experience
high incidences of job insecurity and poverty, homelessness and/or
squalid housing situations (Gordon 1995; Hammond 2010), injury
and occupational illness (Swanberg et al. 2012; Swanberg et al.
2016; Swanberg 2017; Bush et al. 2018), and cycles of addiction
(Barrett & Clippinger 1997).
FADE OUT

Challenging What Trainers “Like to See”
OPEN TO
A dusty and dark office in the loft of the barn. ALI sits at a desk, taking a minute to rest. She
glances through a window next to the chair, which looks down into the barn, to the flurry of
work still going on below.
ALI, assistant trainer
Wesley’s gone. I sigh and relax, slouching into the chair and
90elling’ my sore feet up on a cabinet. We made it through the
mornin’. I didn’t lose my job. Today anyway. I’m so fuckin’
tired. I just need ta sit down and breathe for a minute. I look down
at everybody and see PACO 90elling90’ ta chat with DANI.
ALI hollers down into the barn through the window at PACO—
ALI, assistant trainer
“Keep movin’! You haven’t finished cleaning the webbings like
you’re suppose ta today!”
Paco leans up and yells back at ALI, so the whole barn can hear,
PACO, groom
“I don’t see you workin’!”
CUT TO ASIDE
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CAROLYN wiping down the webbings.
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Rules can also provide a means through which barn workers are
able to point out the hypocrisies and injustices in the order of
things such that they can stick it to the man.
CUT TO ASIDE
ALI back in the office.
ALI, assistant trainer
Gah, PACO is a good groom, but he’s a pain in my ass, I tell ya.
ALI picks up a big binder of papers and holds them out the window before shouting down at
PACO.
ALI, assistant trainer
“I’m doin’ paperwork. Just keep busy! Make sure you’re all
keepin’ busy! Don’t sit!”
ASIDE
ALI, assistant trainer
Just what I need today. Another asshole giving me grief. I kinda
like it though, a little playful sass.
Spliced one-on-one interactions between CAROLYN and STAFF MEMBERS.
OLIVER, groom
He sits in that vehicle. She sits up there in that office. He drives
away even though we’re all stayin’ late to hold his horses and do
extra cleanin’. If we’re so shorta help and everyone is havin’ ta
stay late to do extra, why don’t the boss help? “You know, when I
started this job they told me, ‘We’ll pay you for 91elling91’ extra.’
But ya know what? The only thing they don’t pay ya extra for is
time. And time is everything, right?!” Why don’t the boss get his
hands dirty, huh?
PACO, groom
Oh my god, all that guy OLIVER does is complain! And he keeps
takin’ the best rakes and pitchforks and brushes and hiding them,
sayin’ they’re his and us ‘Mexicans’ can’t touch them. I mean,
what the hell, man?
BARTOLO, groom
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“CARO, este hombre no me respeta. No, no. Mucha gente aquí
no tiene el 92elling para todos. Muchos gringos, no. Muchos
negros, no. Para todos.”
LUPE, hot-walker
“He espray me in the face with a cold hose and says, ‘Ooops!’ like
it’s an accident. He laughs. No! No accident!” Él me grita, “You
stupid!” “You Mexican bitch!”
CUT TO:
CAROLYN and ALI talking in the barn.
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
OLIVER ran a wheelbarrow into UNDIVIDED as I was walkin’
him all exaggeratedly, really spookin’ the horse. I mean,
UNDIVIDED lost it! And then he said, “Oops!” sarcastically and
laughed like it was intentional. Then a switch flipped and he
snapped at me, spittin’ hate, “You better get control of your horse,
there! What the hell you doin’?!” Screamin’ at me as I’m tryin’ ta
calm a horse ain’t gonna help!
He flung shit into my face on purpose as he was pickin’ out
hooves. Later, he screamed at me that I was walkin’ his horse for
too long, that I was a “stupid uppity bitch.” I shook with rage, I
tell ya. “I can’t work with him no more today. I’ve had it! He’s
been treatin’ us women like shit all day. He sprayed LUPE in the
face and flicked shit in mine. She almost started cryin’. And just
the way he snaps and screams and mocks us, constantly, over
everything.”
ALI, assistant trainer
Jesus. ‘Member when the vet came the other day? She asked
OLIVER ta take SMIDGE AHEAD’s bandages off and he refused
‘cause he said he’d already done ‘em up for the day and he’s got
other horses ta do. I can’t believe WESLEY came over all nice
and unwrapped the legs, saying, “Sorry, I’ll do ‘em back up for ya
when they’re done.” That dude’s such a fuckin’ asshole! He’s
done nothin’ but complain about every little thing since I hired ‘im.
Pain in my ass, I tell ya!
“He questions and complains about everything I ask him to do.
I’m gonna kill him.” “I swear, I think he’s sexist. He just hates
that I’m in charge. I’m sorry about the way he treated y’all. He
does it to me too. I’m gonna tell WESLEY.”
ASIDE
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CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Oh shit. What have I done? Where do my allegiances lie?
CUT TO
OLIVER talking to CAROLYN out in the paddock.
OLIVER, groom
“I don’t mind workin’, but you gotta be honest with me, now.
Don’t treat me like I’m stupid! Listen, I’m not goin’a be quiet. I
know what I am and I’m not going to waste time pretendin’ ta be
somebody else.” “The way I see it, any time we’re here past 11,
they’re stealin’ from us. They’re stealin’ time from us.”
CUT TO
Midday, midsummer. Harsh sun. Blazing hot. CARLA and CAROLYN are outside on the
bathmats, armpit-deep in huge steaming buckets washing dirty laundry. They they churn and
agitate the soapy water, getting covered with horse slobber, sweat, and hair. Horseflies swarm
around them, diving for their eyes and biting their necks.
CARLA, groom
“Gah, why did we get stuck stayin’ late ta do this fuckin’ job?!”
“This reminds me a the baths I had ta take as a kid, outside in a
tub. You know, we didn’t have runnin’ water inside. So I didn’t
get to bathe very much. The kids at school use ta make fun of that,
of my smell. Kids can be so mean, you know?”
“We’re all just expected to do it, day after day. Period. Gah, I
understand that there are people over—people with authority over
me. But I ain’t no n****r, you know what I mean?! Pay me for
extra work! Don’t try an’ take advantage.”
CUT TO
OLIVER talking to CAROLYN out in the paddock.
OLIVER, groom
“The thing is, they don’t want to see us with money. We work 60
hour-weeks and only get a few hundred dollars... After we pay
electric, pay car insurance, pay gas to get here, shoo! I’m lucky to
walk outa here with 20-dollars in my pocket... And that’s ‘cause
they don’t want to see us with more than that. This man don’t pay
me nothin’ because he don’t want to see me with nothin.”
CUT TO ASIDE
WESLEY, trainer
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You’re being paid to do a job, to do what you’re asked to do, just
like everybody else. Some days it takes longer to complete than
others. That’s not on me. There are factors outside a my control.
No matter what happens—rain, sleet, snow, or shine—we’ve gotta
make sure the horses are happy, healthy, and sound. If you want to
get outa here quicker, try pickin’ up your pace.
ASIDE
ALI, assistant trainer
We all have gotta pull our own weight. Sometimes that means we
have ta do more than other times. I just need everyone to
cooperate.
ASIDE
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
I think about the woman I came upon at another track one morning
who was in the process of quitting her job as an assistant, on a
rampage. She yelled, “I don’t think I’m better ‘an anybody else.
But he [the trainer] thinks he’s better than them,” gesturing around
the barn at the Latinx workers. “He says all the time, ‘The best
thing about working with you is you’re not Mexican!’ He hates
blacks! He hates Mexicans! I mean, he thinks he can hold over
them that they don’t have [work authorization] papers, so he makes
‘em do extra work... And pulls this fuckin’ slavery shit! I don’t
like that, bein’ parta that!”
FADE OUT TO BLACK
FADE IN
Back in the training barn, early morning, a few days later. CAROLYN enters and ALI calls
CAROLYN over, excited—
ALI, assistant trainer
Guess what?! OLIVER’S gone! I asked ‘im to do something’ and
he snapped again at me. I told ‘im ta stop complainin’ and do his
job. And he says, “I ain’t no slave, you can’t make me do extra
work for free.” And I said, “Well, everyone pulls their weight
around here.” “I’ll tell you what, after this week, that’s the last
time I hire a black man.”
CUT TO LATER
CAROLYN is helping PACO untack UNDIVIDED:
PACO, groom
“Oh, CARO, I’m so happy! Negros son uno o dos.”
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ASIDE
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Jesus, is PACO tryin’ ta say that Black people have lesser
intelligence?! “
CAROLYN responds to PACO—
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
Que?! Come on, man. No.”
PACO, groom
“You don’t think that guy’s crazy?”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
“Maybe he has something going on, maybe he doe’n’t. But I
don’t think his bein’ Black has anything ta do with him being an
asshole.”
PACO, groom
“Ah, come on, you’re not racist?”
CAROLYN, hot-walker/researcher
“No, I try not to be.”
PACO, groom
“Ah, I am, I am. If I saw a group of guys beatin’ up a Black guy
I’d join in. [Snickers] Just because!”
CUT TO
Scenes of opulent wealth and excess. Designer clothes and shoes. Expensive homes and cars
and yachts. Lavish food and drink and drugs. Stacks of cash. A cross between the party scenes
in The Great Gatsby (Luhrmann 2013) and The Wolf of Wallstreet (Scorsese 2013). [I know, lots
of Leo.] This serves as the backdrop for text that rolls across the screen:
Fact: Often absent from these scenes of farms, barns, and tracks
are an important constituency that keeps this game going:
Thoroughbred owners. Sure, some still live locally, but not many.
Sure, some still race their own homebreds, but not many. Look
through the list of folks who own Derby contenders every year.
There are may be a few people who have inherited Thoroughbred
farms, who have deep lineages in the industry. Some Middle
Eastern royals. Maybe some millionaires or billionaires from
Japan or Hong Kong. But the vast majority are rich American
businesspeople. Coal and oil company executives. Wall Street
tycoons and brokers. Telecom and automotive moguls.
Advertising executives and Hollywood producers. Heirs and
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heiresses. Syndicate groups where a mix of professional athletes,
Wall Street traders, and wealthy business people from all over the
world dabble in racing by buying a mere fraction of a racehorse.
You think they see or take responsibility for the backstage on the
backside?
FADE OUT

Rule for Management: Play “an Asshole”
OPEN TO
This scene is spliced, moving back and forth from three sites: 1) WESLEY speaking to
CAROLYN as they sit in WESLEY’S SUV at the racetrack; 2) CAROLYN typing at a desk in
her apartment late at night in ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, USA, on land that was literally the inside
of a racetrack just over 100 years ago; 3) ALI speaking to CAROLYN in the barn after training,
just them and the horses.
WESLEY, trainer
Look, it’s like all trainers say: “The easy part is the horses, the
hard part is the people.” Horses may give ya a little resistance, a
little push back, but they usually do what’s asked of ‘em. In fact,
many love their jobs, they love to go to the track. You see how
some of ‘em perk up and get all excited? And once they’re on the
track, you can see some of ‘em, eyes and ears forward, eagerly and
energetically extending their bodies. Like UNDIVIDED. Now,
he’s not much of a racehorse. “But every time, I mean every time,
he tries. Really tries, you know?” People aren’t that easy. This
work is as unpredictable as a race. The weather changes. Horses
unexpectedly come and go. Somebody gets hurt. People
disappear. Some folks don’t do what they’re supposed to do.
You’ve got to constantly keep on ‘em, keep ‘em in line.
ALI, assistant trainer
Staff are so unreliable. ‘Member when I fired EDGAR because I
asked him to stay late and hold a horse for the blacksmith and he
refused? ‘Member when CARLOTA just didn’t show up?
‘Member when BILLY cussed me out and quit? ‘Member when
ASHLEY said I was a bad mom and it was all I could do ta not
beat her the fuck up? ‘Member when WESLEY told MARLA she
had to stay late to help move barns, she refused, and he fired ‘er?
‘Member when CARLOS decided to pack up and go back across
the border? ‘Member when some HORSES were sold off or
moved to another trainer and WESLEY had to fire a handful of
folks? I could go on…
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CAROLYN, ethnographer
Barn staffing can sometimes feel like musical chairs, people
constantly coming and going. They call it “hire and fire” on the
backside. Some people just don’t get along. Some people can’t
keep up with this demanding job. But the constant fluctuation and
unpredictability is also a product of structural forces. Shit and
pressures fall downhill here, especially for middle- to lower-end
trainers. As one said, “We’re on the bottom rung too… You
know, they, the people that make this thing go, [wealthy ownerclients] they’re gonna have ta rethink this whole thing…gonna
have to start coming up with the dough.” Until that happens, there
will be hiring and firing, financial and employment instability, and
tensions between trainers and their staff.
WESLEY, trainer
I’m doin’ alright, right now anyway. It could always change, any
day. Even when a barn is full a horses, makin’ the books add up
can still be tight.
CAROLYN, ethnographer
Owners are expected to pay trainers a standard weekly boarding
rate per horse. This fee includes training, boarding, feed and hay,
vitamin supplements, and nonprescription medications. It also
provides their daily care, non-prescription items such as bandages,
poultices, wraps, creams, icing; and training equipment.
Sometimes months will go by when owners will not pay trainers
their weekly rate on time, if at all. Yet trainers—especially the
ones in in a precarious position, struggling to make a living—have
little recourse when this happens. They have to absorb the
financial deficits produced by owners’ debts.
WESLEY, trainer
I can’t push or demand payments. I’ve gotta be a nice,
97elling97g’ guy. The buddy that shows ‘em a good time at the
races. Bourbon, cigars, nice suits, a private box, a good meal.
“It’s not like I can send an owner a bill with a due date on it.”
Sometimes every week can be stressful, not knowin’ if the
accounts are gonna add up, worryin’ that I’m gonna have ta fire
my guys ‘cause I can’t pay ‘em while I still have to feed, care for,
and train a barn full of horses. The whole situation just makes me
haveta be an asshole sometimes.
ALI, assistant trainer
Gah, it’s hard ta always gotta stay on everyone’s ass. Always
bein’ the bad guy. And then once I go home my hubby, DARELL,
gives me a hard time, telling me I’m a bad boss, that I let staff
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walk all over me. That I gotta be all the extra strong ‘cause I’m a
girl.
You know me. You see me. You saw me 98elling’ at BARTOLO
and PACO today, “No sitting! Keep workin’!” Then I felt bad,
‘specially with ya watchin’ me. That’s why I whispered to ya, I
said, “Sorry I just can’t have ‘em sitting.” You know I feel bad all
the time. You know I do! And I told ya just yesterday, “I’m sorry
I haveta be an asshole, but we’ve gotta get the barn lookin’ better.”
CAROLYN, ethnographer
Maybe ALI feels uncomfortable with a researcher like me
watching her every move. But I think it’s more than this, that she
is genuinely uncomfortable and ambivalent about the managerial
role and persona she feels forced to play in order to keep the barn
lookin’ just right and Wesley off her back.
WESLEY, trainer
“When I started doin’ this, I used to be really nice, you know? But
I learned that I’ve just gotta be an asshole. That’s what I told ALI,
‘You have to be an asshole.’ You know, when you fire somebody,
you gotta make sure you do it in front of everybody. It keeps
everybody else on their toes for about a week. Then you have to
get back on ‘em.” It’s just constant pushing, keepin’ in check,
reinin’ in.
CAROLYN, ethnographer
Continually having to deploy evaluative managerial gazes and
reassert rules wears on trainers and assistants. Sure, they derive
power from ordering things, spaces, and bodies. But it also seems
they often feel unsettled and self-reflexive about their disciplinary
power. And so perhaps ALI and WESLEY’s talk that they’re just
playing “an asshole,” that they’re merely taking up and performing
a managerial script, helps them to separate their supervisory
personals from who it is they think they really are and what it is
they are actually up to.
FADE OUT

Signs Taken For Wonders
In this account there are a number of threads that could be pulled on, teased out, reified, and
analyzed. Here’s one. Barn rules in a sense are akin to what postcolonial scholar Homi Bhabha
(1985) calls “signs taken for wonders.” Bhabha (1985, 149) argues that as “the English book”—
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the Bible—was taken up in colonial contexts, it became a sign that seemingly pointed towards
the fixity of European power and “suggest[ed] the triumph of the writ of colonialist owner.” Yet
Bhabha argues that “the wily letter of the law inscribes a much more ambivalent text of
authority.” Even though it may seem that the colonized subject is reasserting European
domination by taking up colonial books and discourses, through the act of repetition, that
discourse becomes uncertain. Mimicry can destabilize and even reappropriate the dominant
discourse as a possible mode of subversion and reordering. In other words, trainers’ and
assistant trainers’ constant reassertion of barn rules everyday may point to and reinforce forms of
trainers’ and assistant trainers’ social power, and the imperative they feel to assert and
aesthetically order “horse country” as a particular kind of space. But in their repetition and
cooption, barn rules’ meaning, the managerial power that they assert, and the very meaning of
“horse country” itself might also become ambivalent.
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Interlude 3: Track Time
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Chapter 4: Clockface
Here’s Wesley again. Mid-morning at the training track. Three of his horses are about to
workout alongside one another, “in company,” as they say. This is the main event. It’s crisp, so
we sit in his SUV. Other trainers might stand at the rail or on the porch of the clocking stand.
Wesley’s already called the clocker—the track worker who times and records official workout
times from the finish line. This “breeze” or sprint will be officially recorded and published
online within a few hours.
Three pairs of horse and exercise rider line up at the outside rail, round rumps to us, noses facing
into the track. Matching saddlecloths with the stable’s logo. Wesley’s eyes on ‘em. Horses
wiggle and fidget excitedly. Riders try to keep them still, chatting among themselves. Wesley
leans out the cracked window to provide verbal instructions. The riders have already noted from
the set list posted in the barn how far their horse is supposed to breeze. But here trainers remind
them and offer additional instructions related to the horse’s special needs and training program:
“Let’s do a good three-eighths. Just sit still on ‘er today. Real easy on her mouth, now.”63 “A
nice eighth blowout, okay? He’s about to run. I just want to get a little air in ‘is lungs.” “Fiveeights. But really keep to the rail, now. The whole time.” “We’re doing five-eights. Try an’ get
it at 1.02-1.03, right around there. Within a fifth or two [of a second].”
Surviving in the horse business is all about timing. Getting in at the right time. “Covering” or
breeding the dam and getting her foaled at the right time. Bidding at the auction or joining a
syndicate at the right time. Breaking and training the horse at the right time. Unloading a
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Asking a rider to be “easy on the mouth” means that a trainer is asking that they be gentile on the reigns
so that they don’t steer or apply too much pressure on the bit—the small metal bar on the bridle that sits in the
horse’s mouth.
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lovably goofy yet good-for-nothin’ horse at the right time. Administering pre-race medications
at the right time. Getting the jockey to urge the horse on at the right time. Getting that horse to
cross the wire at the right time, preferably first. There are cyclical, repeating patterns. Breeding
and foaling seasons, training cycles and racing circuits. Driving between the barn and the track
as sets of horses go for workouts, back and forth all morning. Everyday paces and patterns of
repetition accrue a rhythmic force, yet everything is contingent and changeable. Any day now
something might throw a hitch into any momentum that might have built. A rider or two might
quit unexpectedly. The weather might mean training cannot go to plan. A horse might suddenly
become sick or injured. A dam might deliver a stillborn foal or die herself. An owner might
decide to send a trainer few horses. Another might decide to take their business elsewhere.
Everything is rife with uncertainty. This is a game, after all.
Horses and riders trot off. Wesley prepares to time the workout. This is but one example of the
ways people in this industry are invested in and work to manage time. Like everybody else on
this training track, Wesley doesn’t use anything fancy. Just a smartphone or tablet that he
already has at hand. Others use digital stopwatches. This vantage—sitting in a warm SUV or
pickup truck, overseeing work, and wielding the clock—are still signs of the trainer’s managerial
power and status (Thompson [1967]2007; Benson 2012, 229). Barn workers wish they could sit,
watch, and see how the horses they care for everyday perform and develop on the track. But
they’ve got to stay and keep up with work in the barn.
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Figure 14: Morning workout. Photo by Carolyn Barnes.
For the trainer, clocking can be exciting and empowering, but also rife with anxiety and
vulnerability. Will the rider ride the horse as directed? Will the horse run well? Will the horse’s
breeze time make the horse’s owner call, questioning the trainer’s training program? When the
workout time is officially published in the public record, will it adequately represent the trainer
and their brand? Will it evidence that a horse is ready to perform in an upcoming race? Will it
positively or negatively affect the horse’s odds at their next race? The clock becomes the public
face of the trainer, one that lower to middling trainers have less control over, no matter how
much they try to manage it.
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Tracking counterclockwise, the horses build up into a good run. Just before the correct furlong
pole, at the urging of the riders, they collectively break into a sprint, “workin’,” tails flying wild
and high behind them. At that very moment, with a BEEP, click, or a tap, the numbers start
running away, around the clock.
*****
Clocking horses goes way back. In 1821, King Louis XVIII of France, an avid horse racing fan,
commissioned his watchmaker, Nicholas Mathieu Rieussec, to develop the first commercial
chronograph, a device that he could use to time the exact duration of each race, down to the
second (Wolf 2019).64 Since the chronograph’s invention and dissemination, horses have not
been merely racing the pack running alongside them, but they’ve been racing time. The
invention of the chronograph, and more broadly the clock, can be situated within a larger
modernist genealogy in which bureaucratic institutions and administrative regimes emerged in
the 19th and 20th centuries. As Michel Foucault ([1976]1990: 143, 140) writes, during this era a
new technology of governance emerged—biopower—which “brought life and its mechanisms
into the realm of explicit calculations” such that by the 19th century there was an “explosion of
numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the subjections of bodies and control of
populations.” The clock is one such technique, often discussed in relation to 19th century
factories and other disciplinary institutions. Working under the clock, time becomes something
that is trimmed, compressed, and brought to bear on bodily motions which themselves were then
economized (Marx [1867]1992; Thompson [1967]2007). Discipline, as Foucault ([1975]1977,
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Luxury watch brands like Rolex and Longine continue to be affiliated with elite horse racing events and
organizations because of the cultural and historical links between masculine elitism and timekeeping.
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154) notes, is a matter of “extracting, from time, ever more available moments and, from each
moment, ever more useful forces.” Time, in other words, is something that is trained.
This chapter explores how tracking, recording, and accounting for time are means by which
trainers deal with uncertainty and change, but also a mechanism that subjects them to forms of
visibility and oversight. Like Diane Nelson (2015, 46), I resist framing counting as merely
reductive, and figuring numbers as “simply cold, hard, and depersonalizing;” numeration and
mathematics are creative mediums and mediations that offer creative possibilities of both
openings and closures. I begin the chapter by considering how counting and clocking are
reductive forms of containment that also bring finite and fragmented events from across different
times and spaces into relation or correspondence (Nelson 2015; Rea 2018), producing different
kinds of knowledge and enabling different relationships. I then situate clocking within the long
decline of American horse racing in recent decades, as well as the more recent rise in the use of
big data and predictive statistical modeling in American sports and bureaucratic indicator audit
cultures writ large (Greenhouse 1996; Merry 2016; Lowrie 2018). By analyzing two clocking
practices—timing workouts and pre-race medication withdrawals—I show how trainers attempt
to order and account for bodies and performances that are the face of their businesses. I also
account for how the circulation and scrutinization of clocked times render differently positioned
trainers and their brands vulnerable, making it seem as if they should be able to control that
which is ultimately out of their control.
I argue that while clocking practices subject trainers to the clock, they also paradoxically
contribute to an everyday lived temporality that feels outside of time. Walter Benjamin
([1940]2003, 330) argues that when quickly paced, isolated operations are repeated over and
over again—as in both gambling and industrial labor—they produce an experiential and temporal
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zone that is “screened off” from time. The “process of continually starting all over again”—
successively moving from each workout, race, circuit, and season to the next—disconnects each
finite operation, breaking up a series of events such that time itself becomes distorted and
dechronologized (Benjamin [1940] 2003, 331; see also Schüll 2012, 57, 205-207). While this
lived temporality seems cyclical and never-ending, at the end of the chapter, I also consider what
it means to say that American horse racing itself is “out of time,” reaching an imminent end, no
longer belonging to the here and now. Bringing together these cyclical and linear temporalities, I
theorize how conditions of late capitalism produce a two-timing corkscrew, a vertiginous pace of
life that simultaneously feels both ever-accelerating while also stagnated.

Clocking Up
Cocks crow in the dark as I climb the stairs to the clocker’s stand, a small shed that overlooks the
finish line of a dirt track at one of central Kentucky’s training centers. On the porch I hear the
powerful, exertive breath of a horse jogging by, only visible when it moves beneath one of the
dim lights running around the inside of the track. Through a large glass window protruding from
the clocking shed a small lamp illuminates the clocker, Lucy, her long grey braids framing her
face and falling down her chest. She wears a local Humane Society t-shirt that says “ADOPT
Y’ALL.” I wave and open the door, entering as a wiry-haired chihuahua, Annabel, greets me. In
the back corner, a groggy woman rests outstretched on a recliner, Tammy, the track medic. After
introductions, I take a stool up to the front window, looking out onto the finish line next to Lucy.
On the narrow desk in front of her are a small desk lamp, a clipboard, pens, a phone, a walkietalkie, a bottle of Coke, and a stack of stopwatches. She hands me a stopwatch and says, “We’re
gonna teach ya how ta clock.”
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Lucy explains that, as a “racing official,” she’s tasked with recording and publishing official
workouts that are made available to the public. Trainers need each horse to have a number of
official workouts before they are eligible to enter a race. During training hours, if a trainer wants
a workout officially recorded, they call or stop by the stand to give Lucy their name, identify
their horse by name and appearance, and indicate the distance the horse is going to work out or
breeze, usually between 3/8 and 3/4 of a mile. Unless a horse is recovering from a strain or just
taking it slow for whatever reason, most jog on the track throughout the week and then “breeze”
or “work” once a week. Sometimes twice a week. Every trainer does things a little different.
There are no hard or fast rules. Towards the end of the week, especially on Fridays and
Saturdays, lots of horses tend to breeze, making traffic on the training track particularly busy.
I try to clock alongside Lucy but have a hard time keeping up, especially once the sun rises and
the track gets crowded. Which horse are we watching? What furlong pole are we timing from?
My times are always slow compared to Lucy’s. She says I need to get a better feel for aligning
my button-pressing with where a particular part of the horse’s body is crossing the pole. Some
people tend to push it when the horse’s nose is at the pole, while others do so at the shoulders or
hips. Any of these methods are fine, Lucy says, as long as you are consistent at both the starting
and ending poles. I need practice.
Clocking gets complicated when horses breeze “in company,” in packs of two or three. Lucy has
to be quick to mark the time that each horse crosses the wire. Sometimes horses work “out of the
gate”—like at a race, they are loaded into and then “break” out of the gate into a sprint. Lucy
records each horse’s workout distance and time down to the tenth of a second on the chart on her
clipboard. At the end of the morning, she enters all of the day’s workouts into an official,
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publicly-accessible online database, Equibase.65 Every horse that breezed the same distance on
this track is ranked. Many horse owners get automatic alerts when their horse’s times are posted
online.
Trainers come and go from the clocking stand all morning, as they do many mornings, on their
daily circuit traveling back and forth from the barn to the track. Sometimes they chat and gossip
with Lucy, Tammy, and others of us that loiter. They often time their horses alongside Lucy and
then compare times: “What’d ya get there, Lucy?” If there’s a discrepancy, trainers might
mumble and grumble, but they know not to challenge Lucy. Not every track is like this, folks
say. Some places you can just tell the clocker what the time was because they don’t want to
bother to clock it themselves, folks say. But not here. Lucy takes her job seriously. She makes
a point to try to know each trainer and what color saddle cloths and blinkers they use so she can
identify their horses. She meticulously spells each horse’s name just right. Creative spellings
and apostrophes abound for Thoroughbreds, and one wrong character might misidentify a horse.
Sometimes it’s difficult for Lucy if folks don’t speak English, or don’t remember the official
name of the horse. Horses are sometimes better known by their nicknames or their dam’s name.
Lucy is also tasked with recording track conditions, in other words, whether the current
composition of the dirt track surface causes horses to run particularly slow or fast. Recently,
management has also asked her to regularly gauge the humidity of the dirt track. During the 30
minute break in the middle of each morning, Lucy stabs a forked contraption into the dirt track,
“a cattle prod on steroids,” she jokes, to take readings at several points between the inside and
outside rail at the finish line. Some researchers were trying to use this data to see if the track
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See http://www.equibase.com/
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humidity affected running speeds. Snickering, she says they found no correlation. We discuss
all the lengths people have gone to over the years to try to discover the most important variable
in assuring a horse’s success: different breeding theories, different training philosophies or
programs, different track surfaces and conditions, specialized equipment or shoes, vitamins or
supplements, routines and rituals, superstitions and magic. So much uncertainty breeds all
manner of experimental strategies aimed at gaining a semblance of control (Malinowski 1948;
Gmelch 1992).
Although the clocked time reveals the speed of the workout, it also obscures and conceals many
other factors and variables that the trainer must still see and try to take into account. As Lucy
reflects, “Clocking only tells you so much. You know the time and distance, but you don’t really
know how the horse ran.” Did they bolt for the first furlong or two and then falter? Were they
pushing it, working the whole way? Were they going slow and easy the whole time? Did they
veer to the outside because they were spooked by the red-winged blackbird that likes to stare at
his reflection in the gold orb atop the finish line post? [Lucy named the blackbird “Walks-onwater” because “that’s what the thinks of himself.”] Did they really pick it up at the end? Were
they moving gingerly because they were sore, recovering from a minor injury or illness, or
carrying a heavier rider? Lucy knows that her job as a clocker involves producing limited,
isolated, and quantifiable data. But she also knows that it is vitally important to this game.

Clockface
Workout times may be a reductive circumscription of a particular sprint, but they are productive
in that they enable different forms of knowledge and social relationships to come into being.
Clocking circumscribes a bodily performance into a measurable temporal frame, a numerical
containment that enables multiple performances to be compared across space and time. One
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horse’s run on one particular day at one track is brought into relation with others, both ones that
that horse completed in the past and those of other horses. Sometimes folks compare workouts
that were run on the same day at the same track, especially because they are automatically
ranked in online publication systems. As in other quantitative practices (Silverstein 2018; Rea
2018; Merry 2016), clocking becomes a technology of commensuration or calibration, a way of
bringing bodies and their actions into correspondence. In horse racing, as in other sports, this
produces and naturalizes the idea that there is a level playing field in which bodily actions can be
brought into fair sporting competition.
Clocked times also enable forms of predictive calculus, a form of what Adriana Petreyna (2018)
calls “horizoning work.” Clocking and analyzing workout times is a local, dynamic, and
pragmatic modality of research that “attempt[s] to bring an unknown or runaway future into the
present as an object of knowledge or intervention” (Petreyna 2018, 573; see also Doughty 2019).
Trainers, owners, and betters often trace one horse’s workout times over time, comparing their
development and possible future trajectory with other horses.66 Trainers described to me how
they would pour over these numbers—those of their own horses and those of other trainers—
looking for winning patterns they might reproduce. This also helps them to try and match a
horse’s current fitness and talents to an upcoming race, as listed in what’s called “the condition
book.”67 What distance will a particular horse be competitive at? What track surfaces are they
faster on? How far out is the race and will that horse be ready to run by that time?
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A horse’s previous racing and workout distances and times are listed in racing programs and in online
databases like Equibase.
67
In advance of a racing meet, each track puts out a condition book that includes a schedule of upcoming
races. Trainers use this to plan training regimens, hoping to prepare their horses to compete in a particular race. See
an example here: https://www.keeneland.com/sites/default/files/ConBk_Fall19_web%5B1%5D-compressed.pdf.
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Clocked times also bring a limited view of trainers’ work directly under the increased scrutiny of
horse owners, who hire trainers to care for and train their horses. Once workout times are posted
on public online systems by clockers, they are often automatically sent to horse owners. Trainers
talked to me about how this created a lot of concern among owners and resulted in increased
questioning and oversight of their training programs. Owners may not understand that a horse’s
workout was slow because the trainer wanted the horse to just to do a “maintenance” workout
rather than a “blowout.” They may not understand why a horse was worked a certain distance.
They may not realize that the horse has a tendency to work faster in company than alone. They
may not realize the horse had problems smoothly changing to the correct lead.68 To deal with
this problem, some trainers who have websites have now put up FAQs on workout times, in an
effort to deal with owners’ frequent questioning and scrutinizing.
One trainer reflected, “The owner involvement in the business has changed a lot. You know, 6070 years ago there was only very, very wealthy people were involved in this game. And they had
private trainers [who] called the shots.” New generations of owners expect more
communication—videos, text messages, regular updates—and greater involvement in planning
and decision making. The trainer continued, “Now, the owners are looking over condition
books, trying to pick races! It’s made training racehorses a lot like being a little league baseball
coach. Because every parent thinks his [sic] kid’s Babe Ruth. And every horse owner thinks
their horse is Secretariat. And the reality is nothin’ like that… Some owners, you know, you
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As horses run, they extend one side of their body, the front and back limbs, farther forward than the
other side. Horses often change to the appropriate lead on their own, but are also trained to do so on the rider’s
command. When racing, in the turns, it is physiologically best if horses run on an inside lead. Changing leads can
also help horses avoid fatigue during a race. Sometimes on the backstretch, and often in the final stretch, riders will
ask horses to change leads.
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have ta handle ‘em with kid gloves…you have ta be able ta read people, learn people, handle
each individual person.”
The middling trainer’s changing and depleting power in relation to client-owners is shaped and
heightened by the overall decline of American racing.69 The economic constriction of the
industry causes fewer horses to be bred each year, meaning that there is increased competition
between trainers to secure trainees (The Jockey Club 2020). Moreover, recent animal welfare
scandals, such as the undercover PETA videos released in 2014 and the cluster of horse deaths at
Santa Anita Park in 2019, have brought increased public scrutiny on trainers and their operations.
This often makes client-owners all the more eager to be involved in and supervise the day-to-day
work of training, even if they live far away. In this context, the public clockface of a trainer
comes to matter all the more, for it is a form of auditing and oversight that shapes trainers’
ability to sustain their businesses and way of life.

Stats, Big Data Analytics, and Indicator Audit Cultures
Since the breed was founded, humans have been trying to use knowledge of Thoroughbreds’ past
to shape and predict the future. What kind of athlete will be produced by breeding two horses?
What kind of performance outcome will be produced from particular training and/or nutritional
programs? Given that horses do not train at distances they race competitively at, how can we
predict how they will perform in a race? Contemporary practices of quantitative data collection
and circulation must be contextualized within the broader history of datafication. As big data
and computerized predictive analytics have rose to prominence in recent decades, they have
reshaped life across diverse realms (see Besteman & Gusterson 2019). They have also deeply
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See Introduction.
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changed the nature of American athletics. The statistification of sports can be situated in larger
histories in which statistics arose as an essential tool of governmentality used to discern
regularities of a population and express aspirations or targets to work towards (Foucault [1978]
2000, 215-217). Indicative of a modernist “lust for precision” in counting and calculating
probabilities (Hacking 1990, 5), statistics have become both “a medium of communication and a
species of commodified knowledge” (Comaroff & Comaroff 2006, 209-210). Contemporarily,
big data collection and computerization enable complex predictive analytics which are
expanding possibilities for data mining, surveillance, and corporate profiteering (Gusterson
2019). Now, more than ever, life is algorithmically managed.
In recent decades, big data analytics in particular have taken off in American sports (e.g.,
Hutchins 2016; Beer 2015; Baerg 2017). Their popularization is often traced back to Billy
Beane’s tenure as general manager at the Oakland Athletics baseball team in 2002, immortalized
in the widely popular and critically acclaimed film, Moneyball (Miller 2011). Beane teamed up
with Harvard-educated economist Paul DePodesta to develop a method of sabermetric70 analysis
to identify, scout, and assemble a team of cheap and undervalued players, “an island of misfit
toys” that were overlooked by wealthy teams who monopolized star players (Miller 2011). Billy
Bean “thought himself to be fighting a war against subjective judgements,” which made
superstitious and backwards scouts and coaches overlook athletes that did not look like big
league ballplayers (Lewis 2003, 17). Statistics, in contrast, offered seemingly real, objective
data. Bean and DePodesta figured that on-base and slugging percentages were more reliable
indicators of success than other, more historically valued and immeasurable qualities. As a
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Sabermetrics specifically refers to the empirical analysis of game activity statistics in baseball. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabermetrics.
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result, the Oakland Athletics surprised everyone by winning the American League West title in
2002. Beane gave the underdogs and dark horses a fighting chance in “an unfair game,” and
ushered in the new dawn of sports analytics (Lewis 2003).
Data analytics has now taken off in American horse racing too (Rybaltowski 2018). Increasingly
more variables are numerically measured, producing more data on horse training sessions and
races. This big data quickly becomes difficult to parse. In recent years, analytics software and
applications have emerged to help bettors manage and analyze this data using various forms of
predictive calculus. STATS Race Lens, launched in 2016, lets handicappers71 weigh “a
multitude of factors—speed, class, jockey, trainer, pace and track conditions, etc.” (Rybaltowski
2018). The bettor can relatively weigh whichever variable they think will impact the race.
Another analytics platform, OptixEQ, attempts to help handicappers by emphasizing factors that
“directly impact a horse, like pace setup and positioning at key points of a race” (Rybaltowski
2018). Another option, OptixPLOT, allows users to evaluate each horse relative to the rest of the
competitive field, focusing on “expected pace, running style and positioning for the race”
(Rybaltowski 2018). Billy Bean would be happy. As the chief operating officer of the National
Thoroughbred Racing Association said, “Many of them [handicappers] don’t even look at the
physical horse, just the output of their algorithm” (Rybaltowski 2018).
The trainers I spoke and spent time with don’t use big data analytics in the same way these
bettors and handicappers do. Many said that such technologies could be useful but criticized the
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In this context, a “handicapper” is someone who studies past performances to predict the outcome of a
race. It can be applied to amateur or full-time professional gamblers. In other contexts, a “handicapper” refers to
someone who assigns weights for a handicap race, a competition in which different horses are assigned variable
weights to be carried.
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idea that they would be able to predict horse performance. As one trainer said, “It’s so much
more [prevalent] now, statistics. I think at the expense of horsemanship. Horsemanship is still
the primary, for me anyway. But a lotta people only go by that stuff. Cracks me up!”72
Besides workout and racing times, the main numerical variable that comes to bear on trainers is
their win-percentage, which only came to be calculated and published in racing forms the last
twenty years. “Used to be that they didn’t publish your win percentage in the racing
publications,” a trainer explained, “But now, you’re always sensitive to your win-percentage.
‘Cause if you don’t have a good win percentage, people don’t wanna send you horses.” “It’s like
puttin’ it on your sleeve, it’s your badge.”
In this, as in so many things, low- to middle-range trainers are disadvantaged in comparison to
powerful super-trainers.73 As one trainer said, “The bigger trainers, they don’t necessarily train
their horses, they train their [win] percentage. They massage their [win] percentages, you
know… It’s really troublesome.” Elite trainers, with large stables filled with their pick of horses
have the power to place horses in the races they think the horse is best suited to or to forego
racing them at all until they get horses in tip-top shape. Smaller trainers, who have less power
with owners to assert their wishes, are often forced to run a horse because an owner wants them
to be in a particular race. Such trainers are also under pressure to race horses more often.
One trainer I spoke with talked about how the owners he works with, many of whom retain
horses they have bred themselves, often want to give their “homebreds” more chances to run in
higher graded races, ones where the competition is stiffer, and they therefore are less likely to
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For more on horsemanship, and how and why trainers assert its value, see chapter 1.
See chapters 1, 3, and 5.
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win when compared with a lower graded race. He explained, “I’m not at liberty to run every
horse where I think it should be and that does not reflect in my win statistic… I don’t have an
asterisk by my win statistic to say I gotta give my homebreds, you know, 10 more chances than
somebody else.” Although elite trainers’ trained win percentages seem to be a matter-of-fact
indicator of effective training and racing management, they actually obscure the fact that wealth,
power, and status create the uneven playing field from which such indicators actually arise.
In their seeming objectivity, brevity, and circulability, numbers suggest a matter-of-fact veracity
and transparency. As Kathleen Woodward (1999) describes, like an image fragment, a number
or statistic implies a larger, fuller narrative in its brevity, simultaneously reducing reality while at
the same time producing an abstract hyperreality that obscures that which is unknowable. It is
because numbers gesture towards a larger picture that they become useful tools of governmental
or bureaucratic oversight. It is a practice that renders things auditable (Power 1996). For
example, time keeping and managing have long been key to institutional efforts to exercise
agency and establish accountability (Greenhouse 1996). Now, time is but one of many
numerical indicators that is produced, tracked, and mobilized by bureaucratic audit cultures
aimed at assuring institutional transparency, oversight, and legitimization (Power 1999; Strathern
2000; Shore & Wright 2015; Merry 2016). In this way, regulatory oversight efforts in the horse
racing industry, as in other realms, are now matters of numeration. Integrity and accountability
are now thought to be produced and assured through quantitative measurement. They contribute
to the idea that the industry is “doing something” in the face of legal and ethical scrutiny.
For instance, since 2009, in an effort to confront rising public concern about horse injury and
death on the track, the American Jockey Club has collected data from participating tracks on
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race-related horse fatalities in their Equine Injury Database (EID).74 Many trainers said that the
EID demonstrates that industry stakeholders are not only concerned with the issue of horse
death, but ostensibly actively doing something about it. By knowing how many deaths occur, the
idea is that stakeholders can identify patterns, common variables, or clusters of fatalities that then
can be addressed or mitigated through new rules or sporting oversight. The hope is that, by
being counted, the fatality rate, like clocked workout times, can be reduced.75 Counting counts
(Nelson 2015).
The numerical regulatory audit culture of horse racing operates in this large and public way, but
also in smaller and less visible ways. For example, post-race drug testing conducted at
racetracks aimed at preventing horse doping and assuring fair competition has, over time,
become more numerically finite. Because of this, avoiding the ire of racetrack regulators
involves a measure of guesswork and uncertainty that is also mitigated through counting
practices.

Countdown
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See http://jockeyclub.com/default.asp?section=Advocacy&area=10.
There are critiques of the EID’s methods of data collection and policy outcomes. All data used are
provided by individual tracks, who must be trusted to accurately account for equine fatalities occurring at their races.
Yet not every track supplies the Jockey Club with fatality data; moreover, some tracks provide data for some years
but not others. No data is compiled on non-racing deaths, including those that occur during or as a result of training.
No data is collected on injuries that do not result in death, but that are serious enough that they end a horse’s racing
career. Many trainers I spoke with during fieldwork noted that equine fatalities as reported in the EID had steadily
and significantly declined since the EID was instituted, from 2.00 deaths per 1000 starts in 2009 to 1.61 in 2017.
2018 was the first year since 2009 in which the rate increased. Data on 2019 has not yet been released. Although
tracking deaths did seem to correlate with a reduction in deaths between 2009-2017, it’s important to note that there
is no proven causal connection. That is to say, tracking the rate of deaths per start doesn’t actually do anything to
reduce the number of fatalities. And so another critique that might be made of the EID is that it is not a policy, nor
has it actually resulted in widespread policy outcomes aimed at minimizing horse death. For example, although the
data clearly suggest that deaths are much more likely to occur on dirt tracks, there has been no widespread policy
shift towards minimizing or eliminating races run on dirt. For more on horse injury and death, see Chapter 5.
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One morning, with the help of training track staff, Ali sat astride a little filly, Attractive Manner,
trying to load her into the racing gate. As assistant trainer, Ali had been trying to keep off horses
and keep up with her work in the barn. But we were short on help, as a few riders quit with no
notice, and since Ali had previously been an exercise rider, she was expected to fill in and mount
horses that needed to go to the track. In the gate, Attractive Manner, who tended to be jittery
even in the barn, got spooked and rolled three times, scratching her right hip on the side of the
gate. A deep, bloody gash. Ali was also bruised and sore from being thrown into the side of the
gate and then falling onto the ground. Back in the barn, we bathed and soothed Attractive
Manner, but Ali emphatically ordered us to not touch or apply any medicines to the cut. She
called the vet, Dr. Reed, to come and assess the injury. Ali paced the barn nervously as she
waited. The head trainer, Wesley, was out of town and had left her in charge for the first time.
And Attractive Manner was due to race in just four days.
Tensions had been mounting between Ali and Dr. Reed for weeks. Both hard-working,
experienced young horsewomen, each was eager to prove their knowledge of horses and their
worth in male-dominated barns. But Ali’s horsemanship based on riding, barn work, and
assistant training was very different than that Dr. Reed’s veterinary expertise. They frequently
disagreed about horse diagnoses and treatments, and had been increasingly challenging and
undermining one another with Wesley. Things had been tense, already on the verge of boiling
over.
Dr. Reed arrived and immediately examined Attractive Manner. She quickly recommended a
shot of the antibiotic Azithromycin. Ali hesitated, “Well, what’s the withdraw time on that?
‘Cause she’s racin’ soon.” Dr. Reed snapped patronizingly, “Well, you’ll wanna make sure she’s
not infected before she runs, right? So—" A tense silence fell upon them. Antibiotics are legal
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for use in horses in training but are banned during races. This means that, in advance of a race,
antibiotics, as well as other banned pharmaceuticals, must have fully metabolized and be cleared
from a horse’s system so as not to appear on a drug test. Oftentimes, medication or ointment
bottles in the barn will have withdrawal times written in large black marker on the bottle, such as
“W/D 48hrs.” Although veterinarians and racing regulators oftentimes provide estimated
medication withdrawal times, barn workers know that these can vary widely depending on a
number of factors, including the size and metabolism of each horse. Countdowns are uncertain
estimates.
These grey areas matter little to racing regulators. Anxious to improve the public opinions of
horse racing, track officials have been known to exact harsh punishments for drug tests that
showed miniscule presence of legitimate therapeutic pharmaceuticals or environmental
contaminants that are common on the backsides of tracks.76 As one trainer explained to me,
“There’s not a lot a science behind settin’ what they call thresholds for these certain medications
that you can train on. And so they kinda arbitrarily set these levels.” In other words, the
thresholds for different drugs are set by regulators often with very limited evidence about
standardized metabolic processes and pathways. He continued, “trainers have been called in [for
regulatory hearings] for—ya know, breaking the rules on purpose, when in fact they were
following the rules exactly as they know ‘em, but the medication that they were givin’ ‘em didn’t
clear the system in time. Even though they were told that it would!” Even when trainers try to
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follow the rules and adhere to veterinarians’ recommended pharmaceutical withdrawal times,
their horse can test positive.77
This is what Ali fears, that this little filly will not fully metabolize the Azithromycin,
tranquilizer, NSAID, or whatever Dr. Reed wants to give her by the time she heads to race. And
Ali knows that if Attractive Manner tests positive at the race, the horse will be disqualified, the
trainer—Wesley—will possibly face fines, bans, and bad press, and she will almost certainly get
fired. The legal and ethical problematization of horse racing in America has resulted in forms of
regulatory oversight that rely on metabolic clocking that is imprecise and impossible to assure
from one horse to the next. Yet because of the heightened scrutiny of the sport, if a horse tests
positive, there could be dire social and financial consequences, especially for those trainers who
run smaller operations.
Frustrated with Ali’s hesitancy Dr. Reed continues to examine Attractive Manner. “Bring me a
thermometer,” Dr. Reed orders Ali, eyes locked on the horse. Dr. Reed takes the filly’s rectal
temperature, then walks to the back of her SUV where she digs through aluminum drawers for
vials, a syringe, and other materials. While I stay with the filly and try to keep her calm, Ali
trails behind Dr. Reed asking about withdrawal times and other treatment options. “You don’t
have a lite tranq, do ya?” Ali is worried the stress and distress of the injury will also induce
Attractive Manner to develop colic unless she is given a calming tranquilizer. Dr. Reed is short
with Ali as they return to Attractive Manner. “I recommend the Azithromycin. Do you want it
or not?” “Okay,” Ali quietly concedes. As Dr. Reed pushes two vials—an antibiotic and a
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tranquilizer—into a vein on the filly’s neck, Ali winces as looks away. Without further
discussion, Dr. Reed packs up and leaves.
Ali immediately grabs a white-board marker and writes on the barn notice board: “Friday
11:51AM.” Countdown begins.

Two-timing: A Never-ending End
Wielding a timepiece to measure and train time can be associated with horsemen’s power and
prestige, with their ability to leave the labors of the barn to manage and oversee horses and riders
on the track. Yet in this chapter I’ve examined how the clock also makes trainers vulnerable
depending on their position within the sport. Clocking workouts and medication withdrawal
times, for example, are practices through which trainers work to mitigate the uncertainties
produced by industrial consolidations. The need to more frequently and stringently manage time
is an outcome of the ways downward pressures in American horse racing are reconfiguring the
sport—the need for horses to race and workout more frequently, for more owner communication
and consultation amid heightened competition, and for increased regulatory and legal oversight.
As Kristin Doughty (2018, 438) writes, “[c]ounting and commensuration become compelling
objects through which to ethnographically analyze people’s experiences of, and responses to,
uncertainty and runaway change.” I situate Thoroughbred trainers’ clocking practices within
broader sports statistification and big data analytics (Hutchins 2016; Beer 2015; Baerg 2017),
indicator audit cultures (Power 1999; Strathern 2000; Shore & Wright 2015; Nelson 2015; Merry
2016), and the overall decline of this particular sporting industry.
Anthropologists have long considered how techniques of gauging, synchronizing activities with,
and orienting to time—what Nancy Munn (1992) calls “time-reckoning”—differently shape life
across time and space. As such practices are undertaken, bodies develop a relationship within
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and “comportment towards time” (Heidegger [1975]1988, 258). Immersive tempos and rhythms
shape lived experience and an actor’s habitus (Bourdieu [1980]1990, 76). Although
Thoroughbred trainers are increasingly scrutinized under the clock as a result of industry
consolidations, the repetitive action of training around the track, running racing circuits, and
recurring seasonal activities all create a cyclical pace that itself comes to feel never-ending. This
is precisely how Walter Benjamin ([1940]2003, 330, 351 n.58) describes that both assembly line
workers and gamblers become “screened off” from the clock when continuously undertaking
isolated and mechanistic repetitions, drawn into “narcotic” experiential states by isolated and
repetitive cycles of action. Drawing on Benjamin, Natasha Dow Schüll (2012) argues that the
iterative temporal experience of machine gambling produces a dulled state, a “gambling flow,”
that draws bettors into circuits of addiction (see also Rizzo 2004).
Similarly, I argue that trainers’ work managing time—repetitively clocking finite events, running
the same daily cycles and seasonal circuits of activities—paradoxically draw them into tempos
and experiential zones that paradoxically make them feel outside of time, more deeply
entrenching them into work and life with horses even as their industry is facing decline. This
means that for trainers there are two coexisting temporalities at play, a double-timing. On one
hand, the long linear decline of the American racing industry. On the other hand, the repetitive
cyclical events that draw trainers into an experiential zone that feels static. Circular and linear
temporalities not only coexist (Howe 1981), but are deeply intertwined, perhaps best thought of
as corkscrewing around and down together, a centrifugal force that incite feelings of moving
entrapment.
These paradoxical two-timings reveals how people like Thoroughbred trainers are impacted by
and contend with industrial constriction in a time of late capitalism. In The Seeds of Time,
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Fredric Jameson (1994, 15) argues that one of the irresolvable antinomies of capitalist
postmodernity is that it is characterized by both constant change and deep stagnation: there is an
equivalence “between an unparalleled rate of change on all levels of social life and an
unparalleled standardization of everything—feelings along with consumer goods, language along
with built space—that would seem incompatible with just such mutability.” Unlike potentially
solvable or resolvable contradictions, Jameson posits that this antinomy “states two propositions
that are radically, indeed absolutely, incompatible…offering nothing in the way of a handle, no
matter how diligently you turn them around and around” (Jameson 1994, 1-2). The temporal
conundrum of perpetual flux amid stasis manifests in the daily life and experience of trainers
themselves. Though the trainer’s working life is cyclical and seemingly never-ending, a constant
rotation of isolated tasks, seasons, and circuits, these looping refrains are caught up in and
intensified by the long yet hastening decline of the sport. These double rhythms and the forces
they exert come to tie trainers to life with horses on the racetrack, as I elaborate in the
conclusion, to what they call “the merry-go-round.”
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Interlude 4: Kentucky’s Other Drug Crisis
Kentucky’s Other Drug Crisis is the opioid epidemic, “the extensive overuse of opioid drugs,
both from medical prescriptions and from illegal sources” (Wikipedia 2020b). “Opioids are
substances that act on opioid receptors to produce morphine-like effects. Medically they are
primarily used for pain relief, including anesthesia” (Wikipedia 2020a). In the United States,
Kentucky consistently ranks among the states with the highest rates of opioid overdoses and
fatalities.78
1.1 Data
More counting. Opioid overdose deaths in Kentucky between 1999-2017:

Figure 15: Number of overdose deaths involving opioids in Kentucky, by opioid category.
Source: CDC WONDER.79
1.2 Immediate impacts
Early December. Early phone call. Body crumbling in the other room. He can’t stand. We
can’t stand it. Words splinter and refract as we grapple with the dissonances of shock and
disbelief. He’s gone. No, no. He’s gone. What happened? (see Data). We’re gone. We’ve
gotta run. Run home. “[T]he feeling [of] being surrounded by/ Horses, horses, horses, horses/
Coming in all directions/ White shining silver studs with their nose in flames. [We] saw horses,
horses, horses, horses, horses, horses, horses, horses” (Smith 1975).
Grief can grip, churn, swell, surge, and saturate a person, a family, a world.
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See https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/statedeaths.html.
https://www.drugabuse.gov/opioid-summaries-by-state/kentucky-opioid-summary.
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1.3 Response
“Drugs, just like his dad, just months before.” “So young.” “Such a tragedy.” “What a shame.”
“What a loss.” “You are in our thoughts.” “You have our prayers.” “My heart goes out to you.”
“We are so deeply saddened.” “This shouldn’t be the way it is, losing young people” (see
Analysis). “What a nightmare” (see Effects). “At least ya know he felt really fuckin’ good when
he went.” Some call it serenity, some call it overdose, some call it suicide (Garcia 2010, 150151).
His Mom keeps sayin’, “I hate heroin!”
His grandfather keeps sayin’, “I hate drug dealers!”
His uncle keeps sayin’, “ I hate this.”
His grandmother just sobs, “He was our baby. Ourrr bayy--by.”
Grief can wring, empty, numb, and unravel a person, a family, a world (see See also).
2.1 Analysis
But this world was already unravelling, wasn’t it? That’s the whole point. A generation of
largely white suburban and rural kids facing economic and social dissolutions, divestments, and
dead-ends. Industrial consolidations and collapses. The decay of small-town middle America.
Deteriorating public education and brain-drains. Feeling rooted to a history and a place that
doesn’t seem to offer much of a future or a way out. An already precarious scene into which big
profit-driven drug companies actively pushed opioids (see Pillars).80 4.8 million prescriptions
for 4.4 million Kentuckians.81 Multi-million dollar Christmas bonuses for executives who
already make six-figures a day.82 Then cheap heroin, sometimes laced with even deadlier
fentanyl, filled the void. Strict anti-drug school policies. Restricted public health insurance
coverage. A dearth of treatment providers and facilities. Families and communities that just
don’t get the pain or the pull. A deadly mix of factors.
2.2 See also
Little visceral things swell up and get to and into me. His black, wispy lashes fluttering as his
eyes shift back and forth. Long fingers, tips flicking over a phone screen. Food escaping out the
sides of his mouth when he’d chuckle as he ate. His smell—a young man’s body, drugstore
cologne, cigarettes. The way we say, “How you livin’?!” and he says, “How you see it!” All we
want is to see it. To see you. Did we ever really see you as we watched you grow from a boy to
a young man? “There are so many things that I/ Would like to say to you but I don’t know how”
(Oasis 1995).
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Shaking, we walk hand-in-hand down the aisle to meet our best man in his coffin. There are
those lashes and fingernails and smells. And embalming fluid. A stiff suit. “I thought I saw you
breathing” (Stevens 2005). Mellow rap pulses through the funeral home. His friends weep and
take selfies with him. “Prayin’ to catch you whisperin’” (Beyoncé 2016). Orange spray-paint
goes up in the neighborhood, a tribute.
Then we laid our boy down, “In the cold Kentucky ground/ That’s the way that it goes/ That’s
the way” (Welch 2011).
3.1 Pillars
A week later I’m back on campus, finishing the semester. I take the bus to school, disembarking
at “Mallinckrodt Plaza” and walking through “Mallinckrodt Center” to get to my office.
“[N]amed for the Mallinckrodt Family, founders of the Mallinckrodt Chemical Corporation of
St. Louis. Both Edward Mallinckrodt Sr. and Jr. were members of the Washington University
Board of Trustees, and both the Mallinckrodt family and corporation have been extremely
generous to the university over the years.”83
Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals is the largest generic opioid manufacturer in the U.S. (Kaplan &
Hoffman 2020). The corporation is technically headquartered in Ireland to avoid paying U.S.
taxes, but operationally runs out of St. Louis (Bloomberg 2015). Prior to and during the opioid
crisis, Mallinckrodt flooded the U.S. with hundreds of millions of doses of oxycodone. Between
2006-2012, SpecGx, a Mallinckrodt subsidiary, supplied 28.9 billion pills in the U.S., more than
80 pills per person in the country (Davis et al. 2019). The DEA repeatedly held meetings with
Mallinckrodt leaders starting in 2011, showing them that their shipments to drug distributers
corresponded with regionalized spikes in arrests for oxycodone possession and sale (Davis et al.
2019) (see Data; see Analysis). Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals recently agreed to pay $1.6billion to state and local governments over the course of the next eight years to settle thousands
of lawsuits brought against them for their role in the opioid crisis (Kaplan & Hoffman 2020).
The company’s reported revenue in 2017 alone was $3.2216-billion.84
Sometimes I wonder if I ever brush sleeves with Mallinckrodt executives at the grocery store or
the playground. Let’s be real, they probably don’t hang out at the places I frequent. They’ll
probably be at the Ritz-Carleton for the next “Dancing with the St. Louis Stars” gala.85
Generous benefactors who are engaged and involved in important causes. “Human! Human of
the year! And you won!” (Spektor 2009). Pillars of the community.
3.2 Effects
“You’re not alone.” “So many people are losing young people right now.” A friend’s brother
overdoses and lives. Another friend’s brother overdoses and dies. A girl I went to school with
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gets a heart infection and dies. “And I scream at the top of my lungs/ What’s going on?!” (4 Non
Blondes 1992).
Next Christmas, another beloved young relative overdoses on somethin’ or other and survives. I
lash out at him like a jackass while he’s still in the hospital, still in immense agony. Cliché, the
way rage and fury mask utter terror. “Despite all my rage/ I am still just a rat in a cage”
(Smashing Pumpkins 1995). We fear every young person we love will die (see Impact; see See
also).
Then we had a baby. Our baby. I live an everyday life that is constantly punctuated by
nightmarish flashes, pop-up imaginings of all the ways he might die. Cars. Choking. Guns.
Falling. Cancer. Drowning. I could go on. “Catastrophic thinking,” they call it. Symptomatic
of an anxiety disorder and PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder). Is it not also symptomatic of
big pharma, of broader political economic and structural forces (see Analysis)? Are anxiety and
trauma not wholly appropriate responses to being in this world?
Mark Trudeau, president and CEO of Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, says, “It’s important to
understand that mental illness is nothing to be afraid of.”86 Thanks, Mark. Maybe you could sell
me some pills to help? “Karma police/ Arrest this man” (Radiohead 1997). I wonder if you
know what the fear I feel feels like.
“Oh no, I’ve said too much/ I haven’t said enough” (R.E.M. 1991).
4.1 Broader impacts
American horse racing may be troubled and diminishing, in large part because it is facing a drug
problem itself. Federal prosecutors just arrested 27 trainers, veterinarians, and others were just
charged in a widespread doping and coverup scandal that traversed New York, New Jersey,
Florida, Ohio, Kentucky, and the United Arab Emirates (Associated Press 2020). That’s not to
mention the ongoing national debate over the use of legal pharmaceuticals in American training
and racing (see Chapter 5: Racing to Survive).
But let’s not forget that economic stagnation and collapse are unraveling this region and broader
American agrarian worlds and lives in a number or ways. Let’s not forget heroin heartbreak,
Kentucky’s other drug crisis.
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Chapter 5: Racing to Survive
In the ten weeks between December 26, 2018 and March 5, 2019, twenty-one Thoroughbreds
died due to injuries sustained while running on the famous Santa Anita Park track in Southern
California (Drape 2019a). This rash of deaths was not special; indeed, it marked a decline in
track fatality rate in comparison to recent years (McLaughlin 2019; Ogilvie 2019). Yet because
this cluster of fatalities captured prolonged national attention, there was much speculation about
what might be the cause. The abnormally wet and cold weather might have dangerously
hardened the dirt on which horses pound their nimble limbs.87 Animal rights protesters rallied
outside of Santa Anita Park, calling for an end to the sport. The California Horse Racing Board
began working with special investigators from the Los Angeles County’s District Attorney’s
office to inquire into the deaths (Vera 2019). In Washington D.C., legislators opened
congressional review of the horse deaths and reintroduced the National Horseracing Integrity
Act, which would institute federal oversight of racing and ban the use of all pharmaceuticals on
race-days (Clark 2019).88
Public concern for racehorse welfare has been rising over the last four decades, fueled by
recurring, high-profile deaths and exposés of doping.89 This context pressured the owners of
Santa Anita Park to address the spate of equine fatalities on their track in early 2019. After
closing for a number of weeks and conducting multiple inconclusive investigations, track owners
announced they would reopen and institute “a complete transformation” of racing rules (Vera
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Weather impacts the composition of track surfaces, which can be a factor in racehorse injury. A track
and safety expert was flown in from Kentucky to assess whether the surface of the racetrack might be to blame for
the inordinate number of fatal fractures, but was unable to reach any conclusive determinations (Drape 2019a).
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2019; The Associated Press 2019). This included an eventual ban of all race-day medications
and more stringent limitations on whipping. PETA hailed this as a “groundbreaking plan” that
“set a new standard for racing that means less suffering for Thoroughbreds” (Drape 2019b). In
subsequent weeks, many other tracks around the country—including Churchill Downs and
Keeneland in Kentucky, which had previously opposed such bans—followed suit, agreeing to
phase-out the use of race-day medications (Sullivan 2019).
At the time of this scandal, 28 of the 38 racing jurisdictions in America only permitted the use of
one pharmaceutical on race-days90: furosemide (i.e., Lasix®). This drug has been administered
to horses in America since the 1970s to mitigate what veterinarians call Exercise-Induced
Pulmonary Hemorrhage (EIPH), or what trainers call “bleeding.” During intense sprints, high
pulmonary vascular pressures in some horses’ lungs cause capillaries to burst, resulting in lung
bleeding, which, on rare occurrences, can result in epistaxis, or blood appearing at the nostrils
(Cash & Estes 2019). Epistaxis can result in death in exceedingly rare occasions. In many
American racing jurisdictions, if a horse develops epistaxis post-race, they are placed on a
“bleeder list” and their ability to race is limited.91 Veterinary research has found that Lasix
reduces the incidence and severity of EIPH in horses (Hinchcliff et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2015;
Knych et al. 2018), and for that reason it has been permitted and widely-used in the U.S. and
Canada in recent decades (see Gross et al. 1999).92
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Lasix is considered by many to be a legitimate medication that reduces the risks of equine
suffering and death posed by EIPH, but animal rights activists and some industry stakeholders
take issue with its capacity to enhance racing performance. Lasix acts as a severe diuretic.
Indeed, it is so routinely used to reduce fluid retention in humans that it is currently the fifteenth
most prescribed drug in the United States (Fuentes et al. 2018). When administered four hours
before a race, 250mg (5cc) of Lasix causes horses to rapidly expel around 30 pounds of fluid and
minerals via urination (Kentucky Equine Research 2015), which leads them to race faster and
thus place higher and earn more money (Gross et al. 1999). Relatedly, because diuretics have
been shown to mask the presence of performance-enhancers in humans,93 there are concerns that
Lasix might also obscure other forms of doping in horses.
The situation is still more complicated. The vast majority of horse breakdowns and deaths on the
track, including those at Santa Anita in 2019, cannot be directly connected to Lasix use. There
may be health and sport integrity risks related to the chronic use of Lasix (Pagan et al. 2014), but
there is no evidence that the drug contributes to or exacerbates musculoskeletal injuries, which
account for the vast majority of sport-horse fatalities.94 While elite trainers tend to support the
ban, Lasix is considered by many trainers to be integral to the proper care of sport-horses. In
fact, the vast majority of Kentucky trainers with whom I spoke in the context of ethnographic
research carried out in 2017 were adamant that Lasix is crucial to protecting their horses from the
risks of pain and injury posed by EIPH. They opposed regulations that would further limit its
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For this reason, Lasix is banned by the World Anti-Doping Agency for human athletes:
https://www.wada-ama.org/sites/default/files/resources/files/WADA-prohibited-list-2014-EN.pdf.
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Based on www.chrb.ca.gov/postmortem_reports.html. Although there are efforts to track racehorse
fatalities nationwide (e.g., Jockey Club’s Equine Injury Database:
http://jockeyclub.com/default.asp?section=Advocacy&area=10), they do not provide data on the types of injuries
sustained.
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use. If Lasix does not contribute to the cause of breakdowns, why are a host of actors—track
owners, breeders, government regulators, and animal advocates—supporting and pursing a ban
on Lasix, a medication whose use is advocated by trainers? Why is a ban the mode through
which stakeholders are addressing public concerns and aiming to protect and enhance the health
of horses? How did this prescription medication—which in Kentucky is currently only
administered by state regulatory veterinarians on race-days—come to be seen as the biggest risk
posed to the health of the Thoroughbred and to the survival of a multi-billion dollar sport and an
essential technique of therapeutic care for equine athletes?
This chapter examines how economic pressures and medicalization in horse racing complicate
and intensify epistemological, political, and ethical dilemmas about the nature of Thoroughbreds,
questions about which humans should determine how horses are best cared for, and what forms
of governmental and private regulations (if any) might render racing a fair game. The
particularities of this case demand that I think with anthropological theorizations of biocapital,
pharmaceuticalization, and regulation. My central argument is that pharmaceuticals like Lasix
mesh with and are legitimized within an ethics of care among certain trainers that is aimed at
minimizing risks posed to horses. Support for or opposition to Lasix among trainers depends on
a range of intersecting factors, including the size of the training operation, the amount of money
that is at stake, and constructs of how differently positioned trainers see themselves in landscapes
of sport and agrarian life. As the controversy over Lasix builds, many other factors that are
known to exacerbate the health risks of racehorses (e.g., track surfaces, training methods, racing
regimes) are not subject of active regulatory inquiry and discourses of problematization. This
obscures the ways in which horse suffering and death—paradoxically linked to elaborated
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medicalized and pharmaceuticalized efforts to mitigate a narrow slice of risks to horses—are
consequences of structural pressures exerted unevenly within a declining and fraught sport.
This chapter responds to recent appeals to extend the purview of medical anthropology to include
a focus on forms of health and healing that traverse species divides (Brown & Nading 2019).
This is not merely because animal life impacts human health, but because medical
epistemologies and knowledge (Greene 2010; Keck 2019), biopolitical regimes (Blanchette,
2015; Rosenberg 2016a), forms of care (Mol et al. 2010; Puig de la Bellacasa 2019) manifest and
operate trans-specifically. I am particularly interested in extending analyses of pain, suffering,
violence, risk, and care, which have long been attended to in medical anthropology (e.g. Good et
al. 1994; Kleinman et al. 1997; Brown & Barett 2009), to multispecies anthropology, where they
have yet to be fleshed out. As I examine how these themes are concretely contended with in
trainers’ everyday practices, through the use of highly medicalized techniques of racehorse care,
I reveal how pharmaceutical use on animals, like humans, is best understood through an analysis
of the local, situated ecologies of care in which it emerges (Das & Das 2006; Craig 2012). This
analysis leads me to call for a greater consideration of how biocapitalism and biomedicine
become braided, together reshaping understandings and prioritizations of health, fitness, and
fairness across multiple species and ecologies.

Biocaptialist Horse Pharmakon
The debate over Lasix use in horses is part of a much broader history of health experimentation
and performance enhancement in America. What has changed in recent decades, in both animal
and human medicine, is that biomedical interventions and technologies are not simply directed
toward identifying and treating pathology, but towards maximizing and flexibilizing life (e.g.,
Martin 1992; Lock 2000; Hogle 2005). As scholars of biocapitalism have shown, advances in
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the life sciences have become coupled with venture capitalism in ways that are expanding and
redefining the parameters, financializations, and ethical uses of life itself (e.g., Sunder Rajan
2006, 2012; Rose 2006; Cooper 2008).95 In a 2008 article, Stefan Helmreich considers two
emergent “species of biocapital,”96 largely emphasizing scholarship that analyzed how
biotechnological speculation in laboratories in the U.S. and Europe generate new forms of wealth
and markets out of ever-smaller and molecular forms of biomatter and bioprocesses. In a
subsequently updated and revised version of the article, Helmreich and Labruto (2018:865) note
that biocapital has taken on broader meanings and been applied to more expansive sites of
analysis, “no longer so centered on molecular processes isolated and elaborated in US or
European laboratories.” Among multiple new trajectories of biocaptial identified by Helmreich
and Labruto (2018, 865), multispecies engagements constitute an important constellation of work
concerning the capitalization of “biological processes [of] full organisms and their relations—
non-human and multispecies” (see also Haraway 2008; Shukin 2009).
Although there are risks to overdetermining and totalizing capital in seeing it manifest in
expansive economic-biological encounters (Helmreich 2008), like Sunder Rajan, (2006, 10), I
think there remains utility in examining how “biocapital itself takes shape in incongruent fashion
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Living things have been entwined in relationships of use with humans for millennia. As Karl Marx
([1867]1992) famously outlined, particular forms of instrumentalization result in commoditization and exchange, in
rendering things into capital. What is distinct about biocapitalization as a particular modality of appropriationis the
way in which speculative finance and life sciences converge to create and capitalize off of life and lively processes
in new ways. See Stefan Helmreich’s (2008) review article, “Species of Biocapital.”
96
First, a “Marxist Feminist” cluster of scholarship exemplified by Sarah Franklin (1997, 2007), Margaret
Lock (2001, 2002), and Charis Thompson (2005) having to do with how, within global biotech economies,
reproduction and wealth production become entwined in new ways that shift the boundary between nature and
culture. Second, a “Weberian Marxist” cluster of work exemplified by Kaushik Sunder Rajan (2006), Eugene
Thacker (2005), and Michael Fortun (2008) that focuses on how a speculative ethos expands the commoditization of
life and generates new economic logics and ethical subjectivities. As Helmreich (2008, 471) notes, some work
bridges these two veins of biocapitalist scholarship, most notably for my purposes, that of Donna Haraway (2008)
and Melinda Cooper (2008).
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across the multiple sites.” 97 Given its variability and mutability, perhaps it might be best to
think of biocapitalism “as exception” (Ong 2006), where the exceptional pervasiveness and
persistence of biocapitalism is traced in particular empirical instantiations, always leaving open
the possibility that there may be exceptions where life forms, vitalities, and processes are not so
easily subsumed under the sign of biocapital. As I expand on at the end of the chapter, biocapital
is a salient concept with which to think about how modern biomedicine and speculative
capitalism converge to create and capitalize on Thoroughbred life and lively processes in new
ways. In particular, my ethnography highlights that practices of horse care and augmentation—
particularly pharmaceuticalization—are shifting the ways Thoroughbreds are biologized and
capitalized, thereby raising new questions about the ‘natural’ limits of equine life and sporting
performance.
Today, the meanings, uses, and capitalizations of Thoroughbred life are being reshaped by two
intertwined phenomena: advances in modern bioveterinary medicine and the decline of the
American racing industry. This provides a unique case for investigating how biocapitalism
reshapes the materials and meanings of life. For the purposes of this chapter, I am particularly
interested in how the consolidation and constriction of American racing has become entangled
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The situated processes of biocaptialization themselves can be complex and multiple, as Sarah Franklin
(2007, 49) notes, at times commodifying life as a “capitalicity,” replete with “emergent mechanisms and resources
of biocaptial.”
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with the pharmaceuticalization98 of sport horse care. As medical anthropologists have traced
how pharmaceuticals, in particular, have become the preferred modality of intervening in and
achieving health (Kamat & Nichter 1998; Martin 2006; Biehl 2007), scholarship has investigated
the “social uses and consequences” of medicines (Whyte et al. 2002). This includes how a range
of political, economic, and ethical forces compose a “pharmaceutical nexus” in fields of life
where meanings, moralizations, and efficacies of medicines intersect (Petryna et al. 2006).
Pharmaceuticals have reconfigured the provision of medical care and our very understanding of
health and wellbeing, for example, leading to a dominant view of patients as inherently ill,
always at risk, and thus chronically in need of “drugs for life” (Dumit 2012). Similar dynamics
are at work in Thoroughbred racing, as medicines like Lasix are recasting what it means to be a
healthy horse, and blurring understandings of primary versus side-effects (Etkin 1992; Martin
2006; Sanabria 2016), therapeutic medication versus performance-enhancer. Emily Martin
(2006, 274) uses the ancient Greek word pharmakon to convey Americans’ ambivalence about
medicines’ capacity to act as both magic bullets that can save, sustain, and improve life, and as
noxious poisons that can draw people into addiction and death (see also Dumit 2015; Whyte et
al. 2002, 6). As the debate over Lasix in horse racing demonstrates, it is not just pharmaceuticals
that have jumped the species divide, but also Americans’ ambivalence about their use in animal
life.
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I use pharmaceuticalization in a broad sense, not merely referring go the pharmaceuticalization of public
health, but more generally how commercialized drugs have become an essential modality of biomedically
safeguarding, promoting, maximizing, and capitalizing life (see Nichter 1989; Kamat & Nichter 1998; Martin 2006).
In recent decades, the proliferation, naturalization, and problematization of pharmaceuticals has become replete in
animal training and sports as much as human healthcare and athletics. Pharmaceutical sales representatives visit
veterinary practices and push pharmaceutical sales in much the same way they do in human medicine. Although
Lasix is now a relatively inexpensive generic drug, it is essential to understand its use within the broader landscape
of pharmaceuticalized sport horse veterinary medicine in which drugs and profit-driven veterinary science and
medicine are powerfully reshaping the forms, meanings, and uses of sport-horse life.
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My analysis shows that the constriction of the racing industry exacts uneven pressures on
differently positioned trainers which shape their approach to risk and care. And so while many
trouble the use of Lasix specifically, I frame pharmaceutical use—and the broader proliferation
of other biotechnical interventions—as but one method by which particularly situated trainers
attempt to manage risks to horse suffering and injury exerted and exacerbated by these
biocaptialistic forces. Given this, it would be an oversimplification to gloss Thoroughbred
pharmaceuticalization as doping merely aimed at sport performance enhancement. Animal
pharmaceuticalization, like human pharmaceuticalization, is situated within broader cultural and
political economic forces that are changing notions of bodily health, normalcy, or fitness. Unlike
the prolific use of drugs in livestock aimed at maximizing commodity chain production,
pharmaceuticalized sport horse care shapes animal life in different ways and for different ends.
At the same time, the use of drugs on racehorses confounds and troubles discourses about doping
in human athletes, for horse pharmaceuticalization is so deeply interwoven in performance.
Instead of merely enhancing sport performance, Lasix is understood to enable it by safeguarding
horse health. Therefore, this specific analysis of this drug in these sporting bodies illuminates an
altogether different picture of how biocapitalism and pharmaceuticalization together trouble neat
boundaries asserted between “clean” and “dirty” bodily states, between “normal” and
“enhanced” performance, and between the naturing and the culturing of life itself.
Hailed by industry organizations and animal rights groups alike, the ban on race-day Lasix is
being framed as the panacea that would restore “integrity” to this sport; a kind of regulatory audit
culture that would enable the industry to manage risk and blame (Shore 2008; Shore & Wright
2015) and allay ethical concerns (Strathern 2000) in an effort to brand itself as “socially
responsible” (Benson & Kirsch 2010). Yet smaller-scale Kentucky trainers question the idea that
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universal legal regimes are a mechanism of progress and the means to promote equine health
because they disavow the complex, localized ecologies and exposures that shape equine life, and
trainers’ complicated, interested, and situated ethics within these contexts (Lock 1993; Das &
Das 2006; Craig 2012). As some biopolitical risks are addressed, others are displaced and
obscured (Martin 2006). In tracing competing ideas about integrity and ethics and in asking why
Lasix is problematized while other risks to horse welfare are not, I reveal how popular accounts
of the horse doping and death elide a more nuanced and incisive consideration of important
biopolitical questions about the limits of regulatory accountability and what it would mean to, as
industry insiders put it, bring “integrity” to this biocapitalist sport.

Histories of Enhancement and Regulation
Long before the Thoroughbred breed emerged, a range of concoctions were used to improve
equine sporting performance in Europe. Between the 16th and 18th centuries, sedatives and
stimulants were used on racehorses (Haskin 2012), and medical tomes provided recipes for
concoctions that could be used to improve racing performance (Munch 1934). Such tonics and
interventions were likely imported with racehorses to colonial America where, by the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, a “Speed Sustaining Elixir” was widely sold and administered to
racehorses by drug salesmen.
Although there are regulations dating back to 17th century England prohibiting the use of
“exciting substances” in racehorses (Munch 1934, 767), it was not until the early 1900s, with the
rise of laboratory sciences, that testing methods were developed to detect doping substances in
human and animal athletes alike. As biochemists began to isolate and mass-produce medicines,
they also established methods of detecting drugs in horse saliva (Higgins 2006). Although this
led to a brief decline in doping, by the time pari-mutuel gambling was legalized in the United
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States in the early 1930s, an estimated 50% of racehorses were being doped with stimulants,
leading to a significant spike in horse injury and breakdown (Addis-Smith 1961; Higgins 2006).
American backsides came to be seen as seedy underbellies where humans and horses alike were
doped on “speed balls”—concoctions including heroin, cocaine, strychnine, and caffeine. In
1933, as concerns mounted about the extent of drug trading on American racetracks, U.S.
Federal Narcotic Agents arrested over one hundred horse owners, trainers, and barn workers for
possession and trade in narcotics (Addis-Smith 1961, 122). Such histories challenge the idea that
racing was ever a “pure” endeavor, and instead suggest that enhancement efforts co-emerge and
evolve with racing.
Soon, new urine testing procedures were developed which, although more difficult to collect
than saliva, were a more reliable method of drug detection. In the 1940s and 1950s, post-race
testing became routine in America, as the top three horses in each race were generally tested. As
equine veterinary science rose in prominence and became more specialized in the 1960s and
1970s, new pharmaceuticals became available, legal, and routinely used on American tracks,
blurring lines between therapeutic medicine and enhancing agents (Hogle 2005), complicating
regulatory efforts. At the same time, new performance-enhancing drugs entered the arena, which
track officials and laboratory testers constantly chased to identify and detect in lab samples. As
the use of one drug was identified, policed, and punished, another would take its place. In
Headless Horsemen, former Chicago Tribune Editor and Thoroughbred breeder Jim Squires
(2009, 133-144) chronicles doping trends throughout recent decades: First there were narcotics,
followed by “milkshaking”—funneling a mixture of mostly baking soda and water into horse’s
stomachs to limit lactic acid and the fatigue it induces. By the 1980s, anabolic steroids were
popularized and legal for use in horses who were racing, training, recuperating, or preparing to
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be sold at auction. After public outcry, race-day steroid use was banned in 2008-2009. Next,
painkillers and exotic substances (such as cobra venom and frog “juice”) arose in popularity.
Then came laboratory-produced “designer drugs” including the sedative etizolam, cathinones
(“bath salts”), and the opioid analgesic AH-7921.
Squires (2009), like many trainers and track workers I talked with, argues that because drug
testing systems in place at American tracks today are unreliable, ineffective, and vary across
states, people who use banned substances on horses are not consistently caught or adequately
punished. Track operators assert that they want clean racing too, but that they lack ways to
economically, efficiently, and reliably collect sufficient samples. Even if they could, state
regulatory laboratories say they constantly struggle to detect new drugs in circulation. Stories
circulate on the backsides of how particularly unscrupulous trainers have either been able to
avoid being caught—or have been inadequately punished—for doping. Thus, many feel the
Lasix debate detracts from and obscures illegal doping taking place. As one trainer explained, “I
don’t know how [scrutiny] went from catching cheating to using legal medication, you know
what I mean?! The cheaters are still out there cheating!”
Yet it is also unclear to many trainers how, exactly, to play by the rules. Horses metabolize
drugs at different rates, so it can be difficult to gauge when a drug that is legal during training but
illegal on race-day will be withdrawn from their system. Moreover, because track environments
are neither sterile nor contained, horses can be inadvertently exposed to both benign and
dangerous substances. Finally, drug testing thresholds are often arbitrarily set, with very little
evidence that a certain amount of a substance has a pharmacological effect on a horse. I spoke
with one Kentucky-based trainer who had a horse that recently tested positive for dextrorphan,
which is commonly found in over-the-counter cough medications. The trainer suspects that the
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horse’s groom had taken the medicine the night before and, before the race, coughed on the hand
that he later used to guide a bridle into the horse’s mouth. With mere picograms of the drug in
its system—“not enough to get a fly high,” as the trainer said—the horse failed a drug test, its
win was revoked, and the trainer was fined and suspended at a major track during an important
racing meet. When positive drug tests are identified, trainer suspensions vary and are limited
within states. This independently wealthy trainer was able to take this ruling to court and, after a
$60,000 legal battle, had the ruling overturned. But for many trainers, one positive drug test is
enough to shut down their business because they lack the financial means to appeal the decision
and/or to move to another racing jurisdiction. In effect, the rules are different for those with
money, and regulations exact financial pressures that drive out small-scale operators.
This is not a simple story that regulation needs to merely catch up with changing modalities of
performance enhancement. Rather, this history demonstrates that ideas about what constitutes
il/legitimate horse care and level competition is dynamic and increasingly unclear. As Linda
Hogle (2005) notes, setting regulatory parameters of fair play presume the ability to neatly
delineate between abnormal versus normal bodily states, and therapeutic versus enhancement
interventions which in reality are complicated, changing, and culturally-circumscribed. Rules, in
effect, obscure the fact that competition is in many ways inherently random, and what is right or
fair often has very little to do with what is/not permissible. Critically, rules also serve to produce
a seemingly level playing field by obscuring the ways in which smaller-scale training operations
actually bear greater burdens under regulations. This isn’t coincidental, but a result of the
contradictory forces of biocapitalism: namely, the imperative to ensure integrity within a
competitive business that is itself premised on shaping, enhancing, and risking capitalized animal
life. Unscrupulousness doesn’t exist despite probity, nor does doping exist despite anti-doping
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regulation. Much like corruption and the law (Nuijten & Anders 2007), each blurs into and coconstitutes the other. And because medications, in particular, are now understood to be integral
to both protecting and amplifying equine (and human) athletic life, pharmaceuticalization can be
understood to be encroaching and deeply entangled within these seemingly hypocritical
biocapitalistic forces.

The Veterinarian
Dr. Reed, a vet works for a small veterinary practice that operates at various tracks in the area,
arrives and backs her SUV up to the barn door. Like others at the track, she’s been working
since before dawn. She’s already wrestled a tube down a colicky horse’s nose, has cut open and
drained the puss from an infected cut, and looked in on a horse with a swollen knee. She’s
young, in her early 30s, but is tough. She’s survived vet school and practicum training. She
knows her way around a horse. She opens the back hatch, her clinic on wheels, and rummages in
the aluminum drawers filled with medicines and instruments, paperwork and equipment. She
knows when she walks into that barn she’s got to prove her worth and expertise. People will
challenge her diagnoses and question her methods. She’ll have to bite her tongue while a cocky
rider tries to explain to her that a mare is stiff because her “ovaries are sore,” a groom explains
how his homemade tincture healed an infected cut, and an assistant trainer explains the curative
powers of the sun. She is entering a realm where different knowledges and medicines coexist,
where her pharmaceuticals sit on shelves with sundry balms, poultices, supplements, and herbs
for horses; where baths, hand-walks, and grazing are all considered to be important techniques
which aid horses recover from the rigors and stresses of training; where a slew of therapeutic
specialists provide alternative forms of care to horses, such as acupuncture, chiropractic, laser,
and pulsed electromagnetic field therapies. But she knows that the horses (and the trainers) need
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her to access vital medicines (e.g., NSAIDs, tranquilizers, and hormones to prevent fillies and
mares from going into estrus) and essential veterinary techniques, including diagnostic imagery
(x-rays, ultrasounds, etc.), surgeries, joint injections, and the treatment of infections, minor
wounds, and digestive problems.
In the barn, the vet works under the trainer’s direction. When I ask Dr. Reed why the trainer
decides when horses need certain medications instead of her, she says, “The trainer is the one
who really knows the horses, that’s with them every day and knows their behaviors enough to
know when there’s a change in temperament or something going on.” She has knowledge of
horses as biological specimens, but trainers have knowledge of each horse as an individual.
Moreover, the trainer is her boss’s client, so she must please him. The veterinary practice and
her job are sustained by these good relationships. And, critically, drug sales. As a former
Kentucky Horse Racing Commissioner said, “Look, the vet don’t make a living unless he [sic]
sells drugs.” Dr. Reed is not making more than $35,000 a year and has vet school bills to pay.
As she recommends courses of treatment, she knows that the trainer not only has to consider the
needs of the horse, but the wishes of its owner, who pays both veterinary and training bills.
Some owners may balk at or even refuse to pay for some veterinary interventions, while others
may get angry if a horse wasn’t provided with every opportunity to race and win. There are
different, uneven pressures on everyone in the barn, where the horse body becomes the project
and object of needs and interventions related to a range of human goals—earning a living and
repaying student loans, caring for a beloved companion species, and winning a race.

Pain and Pleasure: An Ethics of Pharmaceutical Care
Mr. Stuart, a third-generation horseman who works out of a local track, describes his training
philosophy: “You never let ‘em know that there is fear and pain in what they do… Everything
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we did, from the time we broke ‘em to everything else, was never ask ‘em to go beyond that
wall. That wall is pain and fear. You always stop short.” Mr. Stuart continues to describe how
training involves a subtle “dance” towards that wall, encouraging a trainee to exert themselves so
they will improve, but never driving the athlete to pain or distress. Skirting this edge while
building a racehorse can be difficult. Like any athlete, horses get aches and pains, not signs of
serious lameness, but mere occupational sores. Horses can also develop temperamental
problems in ways that trainers attribute to “mental” issues: they can be nervous or over-jittery,
languid or sad, or “out of their feed,” meaning they are refusing to eat.
Therapeutic techniques and medicines allow trainers to help sore or dejected horses as trainers
attempt to protect them from pain or fear. Such interventions allow caregivers to “touch them
up,” as one assistant trainer explained, a corrective measure to bring horses back to their
“normal” state. Just as distinctions between health and disease can become murky and shift in
situated contexts, a horse’s baseline state is understood to be produced through—rather than
dangerously masked by—the use of therapeutic interventions. If a horse is particularly jittery or
scared, they might be given a tranquilizer so that they become docile and easier to handle. Just
like a human, if a horse has a sore joint, they might be given a medication or a shot of cortical
steroid so they can move comfortably.
When I ask a trainer and former jockey, John, if the administration of “bute” (the NSAID
phenylbutazone) 24-hours in advance of a race poses risks to horses, he says, “That’s just an
anti-inflammatory. It makes the horse feel good, feel better. I can tell when I get on a horse who
had the bute the day before. They’re like this,” he says as he sits upright, widening his eyes to
indicate enthusiasm. Another day, working in a training barn, I was hand-walking a filly who
was prancing despite the fact that I thought she had a sore left hind leg around the gaskin and
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hock. The assistant trainer, Donna, walks over and, rubbing the filly’s shoulder and beaming up
into her face, says, “She’s bright eyed and bushy tailed, ain’t she?” Donna explains that the filly
was feeling better because she had given her the NSAID banamine. In a high-pitched tone,
speaking as the filly, Donna says, “Donna gave me the good medicine!” before assuming her
own voice, “It’s the best thing for horses.” The way that John and Donna animate themselves as
horses is akin to what Petra Kalshoven (2018) calls a “morphological approximation,” a form of
performative interspecies affinity. Horse people are deeply attuned to horses’ states, and when
faced with a horse in pain, distress, or that seems “off,” equine custodians feel an ethical
imperative to intervene, sometimes with palliative medicines.
One trainer, Mr. Cline, like many of his colleagues, feels that the criticism of pharmaceuticals in
horse racing misconstrues the therapeutic nature of their use: “They put ‘medication’ all in
one…negative lump, yeah? [But] we’re talking about keeping a horse comfortable in order for it
to be, you know, pleasing for the horse.” This slippage from comfort to pleasure is telling, just
as it is in John and Donna’s animations. Almost every trainer I met emphasized that part of their
role was not only to ensure that their horses are free from pain, but are “happy”: “My job is to
keep ‘em happy, healthy, and sound.” “Happy’s a kinda fit.” “They gotta be happy and well fed.”
As Mr. Stuart explains, “Everything has to be fun for ‘em to be a good athlete.” Many trainers
explained that they derive meaning from their work when horses seem to be enjoying training
and racing. Caring for a horse means not only managing pain, but enabling a horse to find
pleasure in what they do. Pharmaceuticals have become an essential therapeutic technique that
trainers use to not only limit pain, but induce pleasure.
Trainers’ animated ways of speaking about this context of horse pain inhibition and pleasuregiving reveal a complex situated ethics of care. It is critical to understand that Lasix use emerges
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in this context, as but one of many means of promoting horse pleasure and limiting exposure to
discomfort, pain, and distress given the structures, environments, and pressures of racing. Some
trainers fear that encroaching and hypocritical formal drug regulations aimed at protecting horse
life and welfare misconstrue this context of pharmaceutical care, and thus risk exposing horses to
more harm by failing to take seriously the risks posed to horse suffering posed by bleeding. As
Mr. Cline goes on to say, “That whole subject of medication has gotten mauled! And now, the
only one that’s really sufferin’ from all this is the horse.”

Lasix: Pharmaceutical Risk Mitigation in a Competitive Game
Horse racing is spectacular and enthralling because of the speed and power of horses and humans
flying together in a heated pack. Hotblooded, muscle-swathed Thoroughbreds let loose,
propelling their enormous trunks with spindly limbs that thunderously pound the ground. Such
speed, power, and pressure offer spectators voyeuristic pleasures, but also entail inherent
physiological risks, as they do in other sports: “If you get a horse running at forty mile-anhour…just like in NASCAR, or Formula1, Indy500, I mean, there are accidents.” Violent,
catastrophic injuries occur in a flash, maiming and killing horses and riders alike. There’s a
sense of inevitability that racing insiders accept: horses and riders will die gruesomely, necessary
sacrifices to the glory of the sport. Many trainers don’t understand why the injury and death of
racehorses garners so much public outcry when other popular, violent sporting endeavors
regularly harm humans: “A horse breaks down on the track. It’s an ugly thing, and it’s sad, and
it’s everything, but—but they pull guys off football fields on stretchers every Sunday. And they
still pack in there to see that! I mean, they don’t, most the time, don’t die, but they’re maimed
for life, a lot of ‘em.”
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While industry insiders accept that horses and humans will always get hurt and die on the track,
many are committed to finding ways to minimize dangers, which they frequently advertise and
promote to bolster the image that they are “socially responsible” (Benson & Kirsch 2010). Like
other American sports that are characterized by a culture of harm reduction, strategies are
developed and deployed to mitigate what are seen to be inescapable biopolitical risks posed to
participants (Benson 2017). Riders must wear helmets and safety vests. Tracks record statistics
on environmental conditions and injuries in an effort to identify risks. Unlike other sports such
as NASCAR or football that have turned to equipment to allay concerns about athlete safety,
horses and riders cannot be encased in protective cages, nor weighted down by safety gear.
Every middle- to low-range trainer I interviewed in 2017 was adamant that Lasix is a necessary
to protect horses, a kind of invisible protective equipment needed to mitigate risks posed to
horses by EIPH. This drug is used not because it cures a condition nor simply because it makes
horses perform beyond ‘normal,’ but because it reduces risk factors posed by the possibility that
EIPH might manifest. Within this biocapitalist realm, pharmaceutical risk reduction has shifted
the very understanding of a horse’s baseline health (Dumit 2012). Racing without medication
has come to be conceived as just too risky, not only to horses, but also the sport, especially
because spectators would likely be troubled by the sight of blood. As one trainer stated:
“They’re worried about public perception? If they see a horse gush [blood] through the nose in a
race and collapse on the race track, and cause more horses to get hurt, and more jockeys to get
hurt, what do you think the public perception is [going to be] on that?”
Many trainers resist referring to Lasix as a “drug” or “pharmaceutical” and instead pointedly
refer to it as a “medication.” This disputation over nomenclature is not merely a difference of
opinion, but delineates an epistemic boundary. Trainers come from a world where their practical
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experience confers horsemanship expertise, a privileged way of sensing, knowing, and caring for
horses.99 To them, allowing a state veterinarian to administer Lasix in advance of a race—as was
the legal and routine practice over the course of my fieldwork in 2017—is essential to protecting
and caring for their charges. Many spoke of the science demonstrating that Lasix mitigates
EIPH: “There’s been so many studies on it. It is a preventative measure to keep a horse from
bleeding.” Trainers also referred to it as “an insurance policy” and “a preventative medicine.”
In other words, within this actuarialized culture, trainers see Lasix as a way of minimizing risks
to horse injury and suffering. Many said that to withhold Lasix would be a cruelty: “To take an
animal and ask it to do what we ask ‘em to do, and to tell me that I can’t give this horse five ccs
of Lasix to maybe keep it from bleedin’ from the lungs? To me it’s just—it’s just—it’s
inhumane! It’s inhumane!”
Anthropologists have shown the ways in which a pharmaceutical’s efficacy is produced in social
contexts in which the drugs are made, circulated, and metabolized in human bodies, such that
there are dynamic possibilities for the multiple interpretations of primary versus side-effects
(Etkin 1992; Martin 2006; Sanabria 2016). In other words, pharmaceuticals have social and
cultural contexts of meaning and use. As drugs traverse a species barrier and are involved in a
realm of sporting performance, these dynamics are additionally complicated by questions about
efficacy, veracity, and the legitimate intentionality of use. Joseph Masco (2013) argues that the
discourse about pharmaceutical side-effects is often a depoliticizing domain that marks such
consequences of pharmaceutical use as “either unwanted or unforeseen” (see also Martin 2006).
Side-effects are negative and unintended. But many Kentucky trainers admit that the
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See chapter 1.
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performance-enhancing side-effects of Lasix are both desired and expected, and that this
crucially confounds the abstract assessment of the drug as a problematic performance-enhancer.
Trainers do not deny that Lasix’s diuretic effects enhance racing performance, but they assert
that this is one minor side-effect of the use of a legitimate, therapeutic medication. As one
trainer said, “It might be a little performance-enhancing. But it’s not hoppin’ a horse! Lasix is
not the issue!,” meaning that Lasix is not the primary problem in horse racing integrity and
animal safety in spite of its fitness-booting qualities. Trainers assert that because the degree of
enhancement is apparently minor, and because all competing horses can receive a controlled
dose of the drug, it neither gives horses an unfair advantage nor skews competition.
However, not all American trainers are in agreement. Indeed, many elite super-trainers support
the Lasix ban. As one high-status trainer said to me, “I think we need to eliminate Lasix on race
day. I think it dehydrates the horses and it’s not a fix-all for horses that bleed.” 100 Such trainers
point to the drug’s unknown and potentially adverse side-effects, and the ways that Lasix, as an
extreme diuretic, exerts serious metabolic stresses on a horse. Like many breeders (Cassidy
2007, 162-163), they say that Lasix contributes to the “softening” of the breed by inhibiting or
slowing a horse’s ability to recover from a race, thus extending the amount of time horses need
between races. These opponents also assert that a small percentage of horses actually bleed,101
and that bleeders can still run and recover well, meaning that Lasix is not needed from a practical
and medical standpoint.
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These trainers routinely raced horses on Lasix in Kentucky in 2017. I suspect they did so to keep their
horses competitive in racing fields where a vast majority of competition was also on Lasix.
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The figure I heard most frequently was “less than 10%.”
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This dispute over Lasix among trainers reflects the political economy of contemporary American
racing. Celebrity super-trainers—with plenty of well-paying clients, large stables, and sufficient
staff—have their pick of trainees. If there are signs a horse might be a bleeder, an elite trainer is
able to tell the owner they are not interested in training the horse, or can afford to let the horse
have an extended recuperation with all manner of therapeutic care without it economically
harming their operation. On the other hand, smaller-scale trainers who have been the primary
subject of my ethnographic work do not always have the ability to pick and choose horses, nor
can they risk severing important connections with owner-clients who bankroll their businesses.
As one trainer said, “[With] the no Lasix rule…I’d have to turn half my barn loose because they
won’t be able to run anymore.” Such trainers, faced with increased risks—both economic and
those having to do with athleticized animal physiology—use Lasix and other interventions not
primarily and problematically to gain an advantage in a professional and regulated sport. Rather,
Lasix is regarded as a necessary life enhancement and risk mitigation strategy aimed at
protecting horses from possible suffering and death, and sustaining businesses built upon the
precarities of pathophysiological potentials of training and racing. The debate about Lasix is
thus a dispute about the biopolitics of both animal and human lives and livelihoods, both shaped
by the machinations and contexts of agrarian capitalist business.

Comparing Ecologies of Care and Competition
As part of an argument for banning Lasix, many reformists attribute the markedly lower equine
flat-racing fatality rates in European countries to their ban on race-day Lasix.102 Trainers in my
study felt that this falsely attributes horse injury and death to Lasix in a highly linear and
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Many British trainers use Lasix in training (Cassidy 2007, 162-163).
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simplistic way and ignores important differences in how horses are cared for, trained, and raced
across different contexts. In Europe there is a much more hands-off approach to veterinary
diagnostics, meaning they are less likely to “scope”—to use a flexible endoscope—to identify
mucus and blood in the lungs: “They say, [sarcastically] ‘Well in Europe they don’t bleed
much.’ Well guess what?! In Europe they don’t scope ‘em much! Here, we scope horses a lot,
like after a work,103 or after a race. And a lotta times, we’re scopin’ ‘em to see if they’ve got any
mucus, and to prevent things from happening.” In America, more scoping means more minute
detections of blood and mucus, which induce trainers to treat horses with medication just in case
those traces of blood might later develop into full-fledged bleeding. In Europe, I was told, such
measures would not be used until a horse bled so much that it appeared at the nostrils, something
this trainer described as a “cruelty.”
Trainers in Kentucky emphasized that training environments and practices are also
fundamentally different in Europe, impacting bleeding and fatality rates. In America, horses
often train and race in hotter environments. Smog, dust, and other pollutants at many tracks
cause respiratory inflammation in horses that is not as prevalent in European contexts. Training
practices in Europe are also very different, such as in Irish training, which one Kentucky-based
trainer explained to me: “They leave the yard an’ they walk 30 minutes down the road, and they
gallop for an hour in this huge big park, and walk back. I mean, they’re out for an hour, two
hours. We don’t train like that! And they keep talking about European racing law. They don’t
train like we do!
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“A work” is a workout at full speed, or what’s also colloquially called “a breeze.”
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In the U.S., economic pressures related to the sport’s composition and decline induce more
highly-paced training and racing practices. Time and staff are limited, meaning that smaller sets
of horses are trained in rotations, and each horse spends less time outside the barn undertaking
shorter, quicker workouts. Moreover, there is an emphasis on shorter sprints on harder (yet
faster) dirt tracks unlike Europe, where the majority of flat races are longer-distanced and run on
turf or synthetic surfaces, which are safer. U.S.-based trainers are often under greater pressure
from owners to quickly re-enter trainees, limiting important recovery time horses are allowed
between races. This pressure is exacerbated by the fact that the number of American
Thoroughbreds foaled each year is shrinking at the same time as tracks are expanding racing
days in an attempt to remain lucrative.104 As one trainer explained, there are times when he’s
“strapped financially” and owners are “threatening and pushing and being aggressive,” forcing
him to reenter a horse he knows is not yet ready to race again.
Horse racing is a transnational sport, yet within different locales is characterized by different
structures, competitive stakes, and resource flows. These industrial contexts—coupled with
varying situated practices of attending to Thoroughbreds in modes of care and competition—
impact the “local biologies” of horses themselves (Lock 2017). Risks of injury—especially as it
relates to EIPH—are defined by different characteristics in different contexts. Framing Lasix as
the singular risk for the integrity and safety of racehorses belies a more incisive and analytical
consideration of how pharmaceutical use—and, more generally, the intensification of
biotechnological interventions in athletics—are symptoms of how sport businesses are inherently
premised upon and capitalize on the proliferation of risks. Methods developed to construct
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Although there have been recent pushes to expand racing days, the overall number of races run each
year in America is on the decline. See http://www.jockeyclub.com/default.asp?section=FB&area=6.
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fairness and ensure integrity are not failsafe nor straightforward, and they obscure the ways in
which senses of competition, safety, and care are actually ambiguous, unresolved, localized, and
dynamic. Although the American horse racing industry has proactively sought to mitigate
dangers to horse suffering and death through interventions that range from medical technologies
to training oversight rules to evolutions in equipment, the economic decline of horse racing in
recent decades drives the need for revenue that inadvertently exacerbates dangers. These dual
and opposing pressures to be lucrative and ensure horse safety are most acutely felt by small
operations.
All of this comes back to bear on an industry that is struggling to survive. Some small-scale
trainers speculate that key stakeholders—elite trainers, respected equine veterinarians, and other
industry leaders—have been pressured into supporting Lasix bans not because they believe the
medication poses a risk horses, but because they think that failing to make horse racing “drug
free” in America would pose an insurmountable risk to the survival of the sport. I heard a slew
of anecdotes about veterinarians or trainers who had opposed banning Lasix, but then were urged
to recant and endorse the ban to improve public opinion. One trainer admitted to me that he has
publicly endorsed and lobbied for the proposed federal Lasix ban because powerful leaders from
what he called “extremist groups” had persuaded him to join. Indeed, he feels Lasix is essential
to “help[ing] your horse not hemorrhage” and worries that its ban will pose risks to his trainees.
Yet influential associates from an industry organization convinced him the Lasix ban was the
only thing that would improve public perception of the industry, and thus ensure the survival of
the game.

Delirium: Horse Power Beyond Limits
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A total of 37 horses died at Santa Anita Park in 2019. This includes the euthanization of
Mongolian Groom, a 4-year-old horse who broke down during the high-profile Breeders’ Cup
Classic race in front of 67,000 live spectators and 2.08 million television viewers (Paulick Report
Staff 2019b). When the track reopened in 2020, within the first three days, three horses died
(Bengel 2020).
All racetracks in Kentucky have agreed to begin phasing-out the use of race-day Lasix, starting
with two-year-olds in 2020 (Oser 2019). Many Kentucky-based trainers were angered with the
decision (Frakes 2019).
In 2017 I was talking with two middle-aged trainers, Polly and Buck, as they carried out
afternoon barn chores on a crisp fall day. They’ve been training together for over thirty years
and have won multiple stakes races, but are barely making enough to keep their small operation
going. They work on their own, unable to hire help. Polly pauses at the barn door, pitchfork in
hand, gazing at two horses in a nearby paddock, as she says:
Our concern is the welfare of the horse... But they were not made for this. They’re made
for doin’ what they’re doin’ right there [pointing to the horses in the paddock]. And if a
coyote comes in the paddock, they’re—like—‘I’m gonna run away from this thing and
then I’m gonna put my head down and eat some more grass.’ They’re not made for doin’
what we do to ‘em, regardless of what breeders and leaders of [sarcastically, chuckling]
our great industry tell ya. We make ‘em go beyond their limits… And if we think we can
give this horse somethin’ that will allow it ta go out and run beyond its limitations, which
is what we ask ‘em ta do every time we ask ‘em to race…
As we turn back to the barn, Polly continues, “Nothin’, nothin’, nothin’ that we do is natural!
Nothin’ from the very beginning!...” Buck adds, “It’s not natural having somebody on their back
beatin’ the hell out of ‘em. And it’s not natural on dirt… When they’re runnin’ 360 days a year,
you’ve gotta give ‘em a little help…therapeutic help.”
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In America, the horse is popularly envisioned to be a wild, free-spirited entity that has survived
from a bygone era sustained solely on “hay, oats, and water,” as the saying goes. This picture is
challenged by Polly and Buck who suggest that pharmaceuticals are not what makes horses and
their performances “unnatural.” As they note, nothing that humans do or have done to
Thoroughbreds for centuries is “natural”—breeding, training, medical interventions, and racing
itself. Like other domesticated animals, for centuries horses have been created, shaped, and
harnessed by humans for human uses, interventions all the way down. As my analysis has
detailed, equine life is continually shaped by diverse, increasingly medicalized forms of human
intervention within situated ecologies of care and biocapitalistic composition. As Polly and
Buck allude, the norms of competition itself, as well as efforts to keep American racing
economically viable—such as racing horses on dirt or racing horses more frequently—
exacerbate physiological risks and strains, necessitating and driving the proliferation of
pharmaceutical and other biomedical interventions as a means of shoring up horse life that is
being pushed beyond its limitations.
Scholars of biocapitalism have argued that the tandem emergence of biotechnology and
neoliberalism fundamentally shifted the parameters of biological life itself (see Helmreich 2008).
What is valued and biocapitalized is no longer merely life as a stored resource, but life’s
productive processes as permanent sources of biological-financial generation. Because life’s
creative capacities are seemingly limitless, so too is promissory financial speculation derived
from it.105 As Sarah Franklin (2007) has noted, these recent developments have resulted in the
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It is important to note, as Melinda Cooper (2008) highlights, that adding value here is not just a matter
of reinterpreting something as commodity, but a biocapitalistic mode of using technoscientific means to refashion
and financially speculate lively matter, capacities, and vitalities.
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blending of old and new forms of animal capitalization. For example, notions of livestock or
“breed wealth”—an animal’s reproductive power as a modality of wealth generation and
accumulation—have been greatly expanded with the advent of new genetic and reproductive
technologies which enabled “new forms of biological control over an expanded array of
reproductive functions” (Franklin 2007, 47). Whereas Franklin focuses on how biotechnological
developments have added value to reproduction, I’m interested in how biomedical
interventions—such as pharmaceuticals—are being used as part of a biocapitalistic effort to add
value to Thoroughbred sporting performance, to keep horses both biologically and economically
viable at the same time as they are exposed to greater physiological strains and health risks
because of industrial pressures.
The tandem constriction of this industry and the pharmaceuticalization of sport horse care are
together reconstituting the limits of equine life and sporting performance, thereby raising new
questions about the “nature” of and ethical use of the horse. Two related issues emerge at this
nexus. First, health and fitness take on multivalent meanings. The grey area between doping
and therapeutic care have opened up a contested space where complicated chemical processes,
shifting understandings of equine biologies, and sporting imperatives shape converging and
diverging values of competition, fitness, and health. Second, animal nature is conjured to both
undermine and legitimize intervention into life. While some argue that drug-free racing is most
‘natural,’ mobilizing discourses of purity to make claims to health and ethical integrity, at the
same time, others—like Polly and Buck—argue that because American regimes of training and
racing make ‘unnatural’ demands on horses, therapeutics are needed to safeguard equine
wellbeing. As animal ‘natures’ are unsettled, so too are questions about ethical interventions and
relationships.
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In Life as Surplus, Melinda Cooper (2008) argues that the constant drive to push speculated life
beyond biological and financial limits is paradoxically coupled with contradictory movements
that call for the reimposition of regulatory limits. Excesses and runway change necessarily
accompany and are mutually constituted by ethical and regulatory crises. This is certainly the
case in American horse racing. This fraught and declining agrarian industry is counterintuitively
fueled by the shaping, enhancing, and risking of equine life while it is also tasked with
safeguarding horse welfare. These two counterproductive forces, Cooper (2008, 20) argues,
contribute to delirium, a contemporary mode of biocapitalism which seeks to use moments of
crisis and transformation to continually breakdown and refashion the limits of life and the
financial futures that emerge with it.
Instead of thinking of medication use and its ban on racing days as opposed movements, I draw
on Cooper’s work to think of them as two sides of the same coin, as tandem forces contributing
to a kind of biocapitalist delirium driven to continually make and remake the world of horse
racing. For both are driven, in one way or another, to continue to add value to and promote the
futurity of the racing industry. Stepping outside this delirious dichotomy means considering
other possibilities for what Thoroughbred health, fitness, ‘nature,’ and use relationships might
look like. For ensuring that horse racing operates with integrity is a much more complicated
endeavor than enacting a universal ban on one race-day medication, and would entail a broader
consideration of how industry composition, environments, and economic forces come to exert
physiological pressures on horses and financial strains on differently positioned trainers,
veterinarians, and other caretakers. It would necessitate a more robust assessment of why some
risks to horses are problematized while others are displaced or legitimized. It would also
demand consideration of how the drive to be profitable impacts understandings of what forms of
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human intervention are morally legitimate when those interventions are aimed at shaping
laboring, athletic, commoditized, and highly-prized animal bodies.
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Conclusion: The Merry-go-round
“You’ve got a tell. Do you know what that means?” Mr. Stuart, a trainer in his seventies whom
I’ve come to know over the last few years, sits across the table from me in a small café staring
into my eyes. He had helped me network with industry insiders to get a job in a training barn,
and so I had been telling him about how the work was going—about what I was learning through
my daily work in the barn and on the racetrack, and my relationships with the people and horses
there. I reply, “What? You can tell somethin’ about me?” Before I realize it, he has grabbed
and opened by left hand. There were moments when Wesley did this too as I worked in the barn,
times when he would correct the way I was holding a shank or the way my body was positioned
in relation to a horse. Many horsemen have an uncanny ability to subtly join with and coax
bodies into motion. Mr. Stuart runs a calloused finger down my palm, his eyes locked into mine.
“Sweat.” He smiles, “You’ve got the racetrack in you now. It’s in you. You’re on the merrygo-round now! Getting out of it, getting off of the merry-go-round is gonna be tricky for ya.”
Amusement rides that appear at traveling carnivals, country church festivals, and state fairs that
pop up in throughout the summer in much of middle America, merry-go-rounds are colorful
revolving machines that blare organ music as children ride undulating model horses up and down
and around and around.106 Like a lot of carnival entertainment, the merriment of the merry-goround derives from feeling pulled into and part of the colorful, flashy rhythm that renders the
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Carousels were war games sublimated for children’s amusement. They derive from a 12th century
combat exercise Arabian and Turkish soldiers played on horseback, tossing a perfume-filled ceramic ball quickly
between themselves as they rode in tight circles (Eschner 2017). French crusaders who witnessed the training
exercise named is “carosella,” meaning “little war.” During the Middle Ages, knights in France adapted the
carousel for their own cavalry training exercises, eventually using it as a form of entertainment at local fairs where
riders could ostentatiously demonstrate their horsemanship skills for a public audience (“Tracing The Roots of the
Carousel” 2015). By the 19th century, the merry-go-round became mechanical contraption that fairgoers could ride
themselves (Kiniry 2013). Steam power, then electricity, were harnessed to propel the ride at faster speeds. Bright
lights, mirrors, and music were added, heightening the effect that the platform was a stage, the riders players on
display for an off-stage audience (Goffman 1961).
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outside world ablur, that you can’t easily escape until it decides to stop. There is also, at times,
anxiety that merry-go-rounds, like a runaway horse, will accelerate out of control, trapping riders
on a dangerous, disorienting, and perhaps also debaucherous ride. The heated torque of the
merry-go-round seems to be both burning out and also limitless, building in force and inertia as it
ferociously feeds off itself. There are dangers that the merry-go-round—like fire—may be
exhausted, but also that it might build to unwieldy and frenzied excess, running away, out of
control. It’s this imagined revelry of the momentum-building merry-go-round breakdown that
inspired the ever-accelerating theme song for Warner Brother’s Looney Tunes, heard by
generations of American children eagerly awaiting Saturday morning cartoons (Beck &
Friedwald 1989).
As cultural metaphors, carousels are more than just the childhood fun of bodily and sensorial
disorientation. The merry-go-round can also describe a more continuous cycle of actions,
occurrences, or pursuits that seem to have no purpose or produce no result; a sense of feeling in
continual looping motion, feeling trapped moving but never arriving anywhere. In the awardwinning country song “Merry Go ‘Round,” Kacey Musgraves (2013) brings together these
meanings of the merry-go-round as both deadly serious and playful entertainment, both adult
disillusions and youthful enchantments, in a description of life in small-town America.
Musgraves mixes playful allusions to children’s nursery rhymes with a tragic narrative of the
forces—the commodities, drugs, spaces, rhythms, and others—that pull and trap people into rural
American lifecycles. Languid banjo plucking in the background, Musgraves says there is revelry
and fun on this “broken merry-go-round” to be sure, but that this ride ultimately leaves riders
stoned, apathetic, bored, or numb, caught whirling ‘round and ‘round and ‘round in lives they
didn’t necessarily want but feel saddled on.
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Figure 16: Carousel at 2006 Kentucky State Fair. Photo by Stevietheman. Wikimedia
Commons.107
These complex and contradictory cultural meanings of the merry-go-round help make sense of
what Mr. Stuart means when he describes this sense that the racetrack gets “in” people who work
with horses, continually pulling them into a cyclical ride of a life where one feels both moving
and yet stuck (Benson n.d.), going nowhere fast. As I talked with Mr. Stuart and other trainers of
my love for horses and appreciation for training, they (and I, at times) worried that I was getting
drawn in with them, and would be unable to extricate myself from the world of horses and the
racetrack. In these conversations, I learned that as much as mid- to low-range horse trainers
increasingly feel like a dying breed—that their way of life is on its last legs, burning out—many
feel stuck on what they call “the merry-go-round,” pulled back into this life with horses, again
and again, by vortical forces exerted on them. Later in our conversation, Mr. Stuart returns to
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the merry-go-round, talking about trainers in general rather than himself specifically: “Jumping
off the merry-go-round is a very difficult thing to do… One reason [horsemen] stay in is
because they can’t figure out how to get out. And the only way out is—” he pauses and snickers
as he throws up his hands, “—to die.”

Horse and Horseman ‘Go-rounds
The gyrating merry-go-round ride is an apt framework with which to consider how living and
working with hot horses in a climate of excessive heat, tension, and pressure shapes horsemen’s
lives and horizons of experience (Part 1: Eyes & Affects), and the temperatures, tempos, and
temporalities of racetrack life (Part 2: Tick-Tock). There are multiple concentric rings to the
merry-go-round of Kentucky’s declining Thoroughbred industry, multiple forces which draw in
and co-imbricate horses and horsemen: everyday affects and affinities, meaningful occupational
and social roles, the imperatives to keep the barn running and properly staged, the temporalities
and rhythms of life, and the delirious double movement of intensified health experimentation and
regulatory and public scrutiny. My account essentially foregrounds the role that thermodynamic
heat—the multivalent inertias, momentums, and frictions—play in igniting and stoking horse
power, the elemental worlding force of Kentucky’s horse country.
The merry-go-round specifically encompasses three interconnected ideas. First, it speaks to the
way people and animals can become a co-imbricated assemblage, centripetally drawn together
into a rural American lifeworld. Wesley describes to me how he feels compelled to return to the
barn every night after supper to pat and caress, and to gaze at and check on his horses. The
embodied knowledge practice of puttin’ eyes on a horse produces affects that pull Wesley into
the horse, even at times when he wishes they wouldn’t. As he says, “You sit there and like I—I
can’t turn it off. Like, you’ll be at home, you’ll be on your couch, and your son’s tryin’ ta play
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with you, and you don’t even see ‘im, you just ignore ‘im. ‘Stop that. Have fun. Be a
person. Be a—be a good father.’” Even when Wesley wants to extricate himself from horses so
he can reorient and attune to his son, he can’t. He moves from the first person “I” when talking
about his being-with horses, to the second person “you” when talking about being at home with
his family, in a paternal role he desires yet feels alienated from.
Many horsemen explained that they felt horses inside of their bodies: they “get in ya,” “get in
your guts,” or, as one horseman said, “they’re just in my blood.”108 What if we take seriously
horse and horseman transindividuality, and consider how they are a comingled, interlinked
assemblage? Affects that emerge between horse and horseman spill out and establish what Brian
Massumi calls “transindividual” links (2014, 27).109 Inspired by the work of Deleuze and
Guattari ([1980]1987), much multispecies scholarship has explored how contagious forces seize
and draw humans into assemblages, into becomings with nonhuman life (e.g., Despret 2004;
Haraway 2008; Hayward 2010; Maurstad et al. 2013; Kirksey 2014; Tsing 2015). Unbounded,
ambiguous conductive forces, such as vitality affects, involving such emotions and charges as
pleasure and pride have the potential to be productive, to establish new connections and
becomings as they move along multiple vectors and senses. These are the forces that seize
trainers as they put eyes on horses, that make them talk of feeling grabbed by and drawn into
horses. Trainers become horsemen by partially becoming-horse in certain moments of oriented
attunement, becoming imbricated with horses.110 Forces of compulsion, habit, and even
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See also Cassidy (2002a, 2002b, 2007) and McHale (2015).
Massumi is here building on Gilbert Simondon’s philosophy of the transindividual, which served as a
source of inspiration for Deleuze. See Combes (2013).
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Maurstad et al.’s (2013) study of horse riders similarly argues that humans and horses co-become to the
point where riders talk of being “addicted” to horses.
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entrapment pull trainers towards horses again and again, even when they sometimes wish they
could turn away. It’s no wonder, then, that horsemen like Wesley feel they cannot pull
themselves away, or ‘turn off’ the horse inside of them. Or that Mr. Stuart says the only way a
horseman can extricate himself from a horse is to die. As one trainer said, “I think once horses
are in your blood, that’s it.”

Figure 17: The Zoopraxiscope: Horse Galloping by Eadweard Muybridge.
The Library of Congress.111
Second, the merry-go-round speaks to the ways that these deep, affective multispecies ties also
provide a sense of defining meaning and identity for people, entrenching them in places and
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industries they know are precarious and on the decline. Trainers feel a sense of pride and value
in their “lifestyle,” their habitus and role as equine experts within the larger horse racing
industry. The habitus of the trainer—their structured dispositions that are embodied and
reproduced in daily work routines and practices—accrue not only meaning, but also inertia here
(Mauss 1973; Bourdieu [1977]2002; Parreñas 2018, 132). The work and dispositions of trainers
become a virtuous practice of self-making that takes on a life and force of its own (Foucault
[1984]1990; 1997), as a valorized agrarian tradition that trainers feel they nobly sustain even as
it’s on its last legs, becoming anachronistic, and dying out. And so part of the draw of the
racetrack, as it is in many other contexts, is the pull of feeling self-worth. Trainers—like boxers
(Wacquant 1995), gang members (Ralph 2014), or farmers (Dudley 2000; Benson 2012)—feel
pulled in and stuck because their work and skills provide them with a defining meaning and
value. Historical forces, industrial pressures, and cultural dynamics run together in agrarian
communities to make occupational skills and identities, human-animal lives and relations, and
gendered, racialized, and classed livelihoods feel both uncertain and essential.
Given this defining meaning, these feelings of being stuck in the saddle with horses is not
necessarily or always something trainers lament or wish to escape, nor is it something that is
always met with feelings of absolute hopelessness or despair, for inchoate affects rarely signify
one state, truth, or reality. As I’ve shown, people find pleasure, purpose, and pride on this ride.
And, at times, hope. As a veterinarian once hollered at me in a barn, “This is a dreamers’ game,
that’s your anthropological lesson for the day!” Horsemen put all their hopes into their horses,
just like when Wesley was young and his life revolved around that first horse he bought at
auction. In some sense, it’s what he was bred and trained to do. Yet as horsemen chase dreams
that maybe someday soon they’ll discover and develop a great horse that will offer them a big
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break, industry constriction and decline mean that horsemen face greater adversities and
challenges to seeing these hopes come to fruition.
Third, the merry-go-round speaks to the way, in precarious middle-class middle America, late
capitalism contributes to the lived sense of feeling both in motion and stuck in place, out of
control and stagnant on a reeling and out-of-control ride. In the case of horsemen, corkscrewing
temporalities and rhythms of track life propel trainers forward and in: the next morning set of
workouts moving counter-clockwise around the track and shedrow, the next race or racing
season, the next crop of yearlings to break and/or train. Daily tasks, hopes and desires on the
horizon, and drives and duties centripetally propel trainers forward and deeper into this world
again and again. A trainer stammers as he tries to explain this feeling, and how trying to step out
of this routine is difficult:
It is—you get—you do get addicted to the life. It’s easy. It happens a lot once you get
into the routine, you do it for a number of years. It’s like, my friends, you know, on the
outside, they can’t understand how I don’t ever take a day off. It’s just beyond ‘em. But
if I try to take a day off I get—I get just so—so antsy!”
He has to keep moving as he’s compulsively drawn back again and again, eternally returning to
see what each new day, horse, or loop around the racetrack will bring.112
The unidirectional whirling of the merry-go-round keeps many, like a horse wearing blinkers,
deeply and limitedly focused on the trainees, tasks, and goals at hand. This makes it difficult for
some to imagine or work towards living their lives outside the racetrack. After Wesley explains
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I’m here drawing on Giles Deleuze’s ([1962]2006) reading of Friedrich Nietzsche’s concept of the
“eternal return” or “eternal recurrence,” a heuristic for thinking about the contingent unfolding of becoming.
Deleuze uses the example of iterative dice throws to explain that, in everyday moments, change and necessity,
difference and repetition, past, present, and future become intertwined in “conceiving the same on the basis of the
different” (1994, 41; see also Grosz 2004, 275 n.4). It is only in confronting potentiality of otherwise that one
iteratively deepens one’s affirmative commitments to the same. And so it is not the cyclical repetition of sameness,
that propels becoming, but the potentiality of difference in repetition that does. See also Elizabeth Grosz (2004).
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all the difficulties he faces training—the economic, professional, and personal strains it places on
him given industry consolidation and monopolization—I ask him if he could go back to when he
was a young man, if he’d still choose to be a trainer. He responds, “Nah, I wouldn’t do this.” So
I ask him again why he trains, why he doesn’t get out. He shrugs and repeats himself, “Well,
like I said, I was set up, suckered in, pushed around.” I press again, “Will you quit, do ya think?
What would you do?” He responds, “Totally quit, no.” He muses for some time about how he’d
like to get his business financially stable enough that he could pick and choose which owners to
work with, and would like to work to build new racing partnerships and syndicates. As a “free
market guy,” Wesley, like a lot of trainers, believes that he alone is ultimately responsible for his
fate (Dudley 1996, 56; Benson 2012, 163), and that if he works hard and is lucky enough, he will
not only survive but succeed on the racetrack. Perhaps there is a kind of “cruel optimism” in this
circumscribed dreaming, for it draws trainers like Wesley into becoming more deeply invested in
a game that is increasingly more difficult for them to win (Berlant 2011).113 There is a pause.
Then Wesley says emphatically, “‘Cause I truly enjoy being around the animal. I really do.”
And so the horse pulls him in again.

Late Capitalist Heat
Many social theorists have argued that as industrial capitalism unfolds it is ever accelerating,
propelling lived temporalities of work and life at increasing speeds.114 At the same time, in more
recent decades, cultural theorists have argued that structural adjustment, economic recessions,
and increasing forms of social inequality have ushered deepening stagnation and entrenchment

113
Parreñas (2018, 132-133) describes a similar double bind in her analysis of the “arrested autonomy”
experienced by both orangutans and Sarawakian people who work to care for them as “the work done to foster
independence [that] instead fosters…dependency.”
114
Among them, classical theorists such as Karl Marx, Max Weber, Georg Simmel, and Anthony Giddens
(see Wajcman & Dodd 2017).
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(e.g., Jameson 1991, 1994).115 Contradictions and double-binds abound in the long durée of late
capitalism. For example, in Cruel Optimism, cultural theorist Lauren Berlant (2011) suggests
that attachments to hopes of the good life sustain people at the same time as those dreams keep
them from flourishing in a world where avenues of upward mobility have been eroded. Berlant
emphasizes that because the breakdown is slow, precarity and crisis paradoxically become the
norm, continually extending the present, contributing to an elastic temporality in which time in
late capitalism seem to stretch out. Fredric Jameson (1994) also foregrounds the way that the
contradictions of late capitalism produce dissonant tempos. Even though we may seem to be
living in a period of unparalleled and quickly paced transformation, Jameson writes (1994), any
real systemic change is nullified by forms of standardization and stasis. In other words, late
capitalism is characterized by the paradox of moving stagnation.
The merry-go-round builds on these theorizations, but more deeply considers how this doublebind of revolving entrenchment contributes to peoples’ lived sensorial experience of
disorientation and dependence. Natasha Dow Schüll’s (2012) work is an important touchpoint
here. In Addiction by Design, Schüll (2012, 205-7) shows how the heady temporal compression
and expansion machine gamblers experience is a result of the way economic and social forces
under late capitalism come to shape peoples’ lived experience. In other words, the very
conditions and temporalities that render people precarious also serve to draw them into circuits
of addiction. The merry-go-round involves similar cyclical temporalities and cycles of activity,
“repetition compulsions” which people feel they lapse into (Freud [1914]1950). The hot and
broke-down merry-go-round exemplifies how late capitalism produces lived senses that in many
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See Kedron Thomas (2016, 227-242) for a broader discussion of the paradoxes of modernity and “late

style.”
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ways seem contradictory: life that feels both accelerated and stagnant; economic and social
pressures that feel both intensified and remote; a ride of life that seems never-ending, but that
also feels like it is always approaching and imminent, catastrophic end.
My theorization of the merry-go-round speaks to how affects and social roles that emerge from
relational forms of embodied expertise can induce forms of moving entrapment. Importantly,
this is neither literal incarceration nor forms of social bondage “constituted by the tracking and
capturing of humans and animals” (O’Neill & Dua 2017, 5). Kentucky horse trainers are not
precarious, vulnerable, or marginalized in the same ways or by the same historical, political, and
economic processes as, for example, drug addicts incarcerated by Pentecostal rehabilitation
centers in Guatemala or boatmen held hostage by pirates in the Indian Ocean (O’Neill & Dua
2017). Nor is this a kind of biopolitics of captivity that displaces and reimagines figurations of
bare life or hierarchizations of biological life (Doughty 2019, 434). Rather, the merry-go-round
is most useful in aiding scholars to reconsider how affective forces and ties not only open up
possibilities for becoming, but also can entrench people into lives and livelihoods that then
become difficult to dislodge from, even as they become socially and economically untenable.
This is a serious and needed corrective to a trend in much current anthropology that foregrounds
peoples’ ability to adapt, and the dynamic nature of life. In this vein, perhaps most influential
and profound, João Biehl and Peter Locke’s (2010, 2017) “anthropology of becoming” calls
upon ethnographers to attend to the ever-unfinishedness and plasticity of subject and lifeworld
formation. While this work has inspired me to ethnographically map the intensities that surge
through this social, symbolic, and material milieu (Biehl & Locke 2010, 323), my account of the
merry-go-round of horsemanship offers an important contrast by showing how affective
becomings also grip, expose, fuse, and lock people into particular paces and paths. This troubles
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the concept of becoming, for here we see processes that are more akin to lapsing, compulsion,
and force of habit. As Kathleen Stewart (2011, 446) writes, “rhythms and labors of living” can
be generative, but also encrusting, and lived compositions can be plastic, but also dense. So
dense, I am suggesting, that, at times, people feel there is no way out or are unable to imagine
other ways of being because they feel seized in repetitive, cyclical iterations of becoming akin to
a continuous addictive circuit (Schüll 2012) or double-bound inertia (Parreñas 2018, 132) that
compels and propels repetitive looping.
In this way, the merry-go-round speaks specifically of the precarities of economic stagnation and
social transformation in rural America under late capitalism (Dudley 1994, 2000; Benson 2012;
Walley 2013; Kingsolver 2011; Stewart 1996). Like other ethnographers of seemingly neverending yet dead-end modalities of American life (Walley 2013; Pine 2016, 2019), I’m interested
in this sense that trainers describe of feeling caught up in a perpetual loop with horses, unable,
unsure how, or unwilling to pull themselves out of an entropic, ever-accelerating ride. Horse
racing, like other heritage industries in real and imagined American heartlands that are associated
with white working-class masculinities, persists even as it seems out of time. Coal mining,
factory labor, and tobacco farming, all seem to perpetually be on the verge of extinction, yet
workers and managers endure even as they seem to sustain regressive and outmoded forms of
knowledge and value. Some of these constituencies have doubled-down on their roles within
dying industries, refusing or feeling unable to leave, and asserting the value their work offers to
their families, communities, and ways of life (Walley 2013). My work here adds to these
assessments of habitations and moralizations of work in declining industries as an analysis of the
scenarios and scenes of affective force and social relations that grip, engross, rivet, and root
humans to landscapes, tools, machines, and, in the case of my research, animals. In examining
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horsemen’s minute engagements with horses and the imbrications that are forged at these
interfaces, and the relationships, meanings, and temporalities of their everyday work, I offer an
account for how people become lodged and iteratively drawn into ways of life that, in the longterm, feel unsustainable, but also inescapable. This offers an important lens into a broader red
state American politics in which rural people double-down on agrarian work and worlds because
they feel deeply and inextricably tied to them, unable and unwilling to escape even though they
know that such commitments likely entail increasing heat, duress, and precarity.
The merry-go-round is one underexplored reason why economic transformations which result in
social upheaval can be so disorienting, or why people face difficulty imagining other ways of
living and laboring. The forces of the merry-go-round tether people to lives with particular
routes and paces, settling them into a revolving ride which seems to have few or no avenues of
escape. The precarious predicament of being stuck on the merry-go-round is characterized by
the dynamic and ambivalent sentiments that arise from being caught whirling ‘round and ‘round.
On this ride there is both pleasure and pain, resilience and resignation, hope and despair.
Perhaps people are not necessarily or always struggling to preserve a tradition or way of life so
much as just holding on as long as they can because it’s what they have been trained to do—like
a rider stuck on a runaway horse, white-knuckling the reigns until the ride burns out. In an
American agrarian industry on the decline, facing an imminent end, many trainers mournfully
yet pridefully talk about how they will “die in the saddle.” Stuck moving forward and around
(Benson n.d.), stuck in their ways, maybe they are just trying to hold on and make the most of
the ride that they find themselves saddled on.
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